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whorls. Hence, this Issue Is full of modof experience. Human beings are alFirst off, thanks for the tremendous
els, some of which merge qUite nicely
ways Involved In a consclous~ or unsupport we received for our Initial effort.
with each other and
Your feedback and
some which stand
criticisms were Inalone and apart from
valuable, without It
anything weve ever
this Issue wouldn't
encountered.
exist.
In the future we
Virus 23 Is a
plan to look at Issues
sporadic Journal of
of the "flesh," spedfthings that Interest
lcally the mind/body
us.
Hopefully
dichotomy. Why are
something In here
we so uncomfortable
will be Interesting
with natural functo you as well.
tions? Other possible
At this point
topics Indude: should
we've
firmly
subatomic particles
grounded our phibe considered 'alive'
losophy In chaos
In some sense?, what
theory; therefore
fuels the drtve for huwe present a wide
mans to modify
variety of loosely
themselves. from earInterconnected
rings and plastic
material In hopes
surgery to the more
that this will facilioutre experiences of
tate strange Juxtapeople like Fakir
positions and creMusafar?, pornograate a new level of
phy and splatter films,
order. So It's not
life after death and
surprising that the
any other damn thing
process of creating
that catches our
this 'zlne was also
fancy. If you'd like to
rather chaotic.
contribute In any way,
The focus of
write to us.
each Issue wlIl be
determined (to a
Peace &.. Love:
very large degree)
Bruce &.. Eric
by synchronistic
Information
P.S.- David Tibet
sot:rces, we'll folof Current 93 wrote
low any direction
and clarified my dethat leads us. For
scription of him In
example, this Issue
the last Issue. He
was originally Insays, "I don't know
tended to examine
If I'm 'an anarchoshamanism and
hippy black magimysticism, howclan' - I always
ever our research
thought of myself as
took us far afield.
Gazing into the prophetic genius of his mentor William
a Buddhlst- but
So we now priBurroughs, Bruce finds he can map Virus 23 memes.
what's In a name!"
marily examine
Sorry about that.
model-making
and the process of
conscious, search for meaning In our
P.P.S.- The latest rumours have
reality creation and selection; from
too-short lives. It can be quite illumiDavid Cronenberg directing J. G. Balmass media meme games, to the Internating to discover the vast range of Inlard's Cr.ash when he finishes Ndked
action of the human mInd with the uniteresting paradigms we create to deverse's energy fields at peak moments
Lunch. We have our fingers crossed.
fine our place In the universal energy

s.
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By Darren Wershler-Henry
Language Is a virus from outer
space. - William S. Burroughs
Memes (defn.): replicating Information patterns that use
minds to get themselves
copied much as a virus uses
cells to get Itself copied. - Keith
Henson [paraphrasing RIchard
Dawkins' The Selfish Gene] In

Signah Conununlcatlon Tools for the information Age.
Don't believe half of what you see, and
none of what you hear. - Lou Reed
Hey, Is that LSD? Give me a few puffs/
- Mike Doonesbury
Ever heard the one about the people who
brought back a chihuahua from Mexico only
to find out that It was actually a great big rat?
So has Jan Harold Brunvand. Brunvand Is by
profession an urban folklorlst: I.e. he spends
most of his tlme documentlng the various
per/mutatlons of the most Widespread ftctl-
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tlous memes In existence today. He's heard
them all many, many tlmes, and has seen
them In many different forms: the stoned
babysitter who microwaved the kid, the Satanic Impllcatlons of the Proctor and Gamble
trademark, and the "Mickey Mouse Acid"
(aka. "Blue Star" acid) described In the last
Issue of this magazine. (see "LSD Drug
Scare: A False Alarm," Virus 23 fO, 65).
In order to explaln how Brunvand's urban
folktales spread, I have to backpedal for a
minute. These tales are ubiquitous because
they are memes. "Meme" Is the name Richard
Dawkins has given to what he calls a "new
type of repllcator [that] has recently emerged
on this very planet:" (Selfish 142)
Examples of memes are tunes, Ideas,
catch-phrases, dothes fashions, ways
of making pots or bUilding arches.
Just as genes propagate themselves
In the gene pool by leaping from
body to body via sperms or eggs, so
memes propagate themselves In the
meme pool by leaping from brain to
braln via a process whlch, In the
broad sense can be called Imltatlon.... [M]emes should be regarded
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as living structures, not Just
metaphorically but technlcaIly. when
you plant a fert1Ie meme In my mind,
you literally parasIt17.e my brain, turnIng It Into a vehlde for the meme's
propagation In Just the way that a
vIrus may parasitize the genetic
mechanism of a host cell. (Dawklns,
Selfish 143)
The Mickey Mouse Acid meme, I.e.
"Someone Is giving DANGEROUS DRUGS to
our children In attract1ve and easily available
packagesl" [WhIch leaves me thlnklng, "what
about dgarettes?"- ed.], Is the subject of pages
162-69 In The CboldDI Doberman, and
pages 55-64 of Cursesl BroDed Aplnl (two
of four non-academlc books he has written on
urban folklore, the others being The VanIsbIns
HItchhiker and The Mexlam Pet). The way
that this meme replicates Itself Is by appearing
In YOUR neighbourhood (gasp!) In the form
of a ftftleth (or so) generation photocopy sImIlar to the examples shown. The next thing
that happens Is Someone-Who-Is-Klnd-QfStupld-But-Nevertheless-In-A-Posltlon-QfConsiderable-Authority creates some mlld
hysteria In the community by draWing attention to the alleged "problem." 1 Copies of the
original proliferate wildly as everyone does
their best to "Spread the Word and Head this
Thing Off at the Pass." A few of these copies
inevitably get malled to the next dty, and the
meme has survived for another generation.
I had a field day when this happened In my
old neighbourhood. The aforementioned
Stupid Person In Authority who started the
panic reactton happened to be my former high
school principal, who circulated the bulletin
as a memo to the entlre staff, which happened
to Indude my brother. After we had a good
long laugh about the whole thing, I sent him
back to work with a bIg stack of photocopies
of the relevant pages of Brunvand's books as
a klnd of meme-vacdne. ThIs action gave me
no end of satlsfactlon- not because I had
headed off a possible mass panic reaction
(which mIght have been klnd of fun, In a sick
sort of way), but because It gave me a chance
to strike back at the ass who'd squelched my
school newspaper, (I'd printed a Harlan Ellison
story that contained the word "tuck." Vlve la
presse llbret). What comes around goes

around.
But how do you recognize something like
this as a hoax, Ifyou don't have the aid of one
of Brunvand's books? Or conversely, how do
you convlndngly construct a hoax without
maklng the mistakes that are evident In the
"Mickey Mouse Add" document? Brunvancl's
method Is relatively straightforward. He examines the physical form of the message Itself,
revealing the logIcal gaps In It that the mind

tends to gloss over when hit by the panic that
the message content creates. Anyone can do
It with a IIttie pract1ce; Irs just a matter of 1earnIng the conventions that offtdal documents
use, and weeding out. the ones that don't
match. Consider the foIioWlng:
•. Young children are a lousy market for add.
"[T]here would obvIO\5y be too 1Itde proftt
earned from selling drugs to small chlldren
to make the rtsk and the Investment 'NOrthwhile" (Brunvand, CboIdD& 165). Besides,
I hear that all of the young kids today are
Into crack, and have no patience for an the
waiting around that an LSD trip entails
[could be klnd ofa Freudian 1nfant1le Instant
Gratlftcat10n thlng- ed.l.
1. The alleged "source" of the bulletin sounds
impressive, but turns out to be quite vague.
"[f]hey tend to Include vague references
like The Valley Chlldrens [sic] Hospital' or
'according to Police Authorities'" (Brunvand, Cursesl 60) My copy also begins
with "According to Police Authorities"
which Is only slightly less vague than the
nameless "They" that Thomas Pynchon Is
always going on about, (conspiracy fans
take note).
3. The drcultous route that the bulletin has
followed would lead me to believe that It
didn't come Into my hands through any
"official" channels, but was mailed In a
rather haphazard fashion from place to
place by people with unknown motives
(Concern? Malice?). The address given as
the point of origin Is In Berrien Springs,
MIchigan. From there It seems to have
travelled through Ontario (lhese stars
have been reportedly [again, reported by
whom?lhlnk about that.] found In WIndsor
and Port Huron.... One case has been reported In Chatham.") Is there something
going on here that I don't know about?
Some kind of sixties psychedelic revival In
small-town Ontario? Is Port Huron going
to be the Halght-Ashbury of the Nineties?
4. As I've already mentioned, the physical
form of the bulletin Itself Is a good clue; It
Is not printed In a manner that looks even
remotely ..offidal." It Isn't on quality stationary, nor are there any letterheads, seals
or Signatures In evidence, (for a few really
well done attempts at this sort of thing, see
the artIde on SituationIsm In Re/Seucb
111, 116-79). Most of the texts make
heavy use of capital letters, underlining,
and exclamation points. (Brunvand,
Cursesl 60) In summary, they look more
like one of those endlessly photocopied
pieces of office humour folklorists call
"Xerox-lore" (Brunvand, Cboldnl 165).
You know the type: "10 reasons why cucumbers are better than men," etc..
5. Whoever writes these bulletins doesn't
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have a very dear conception of what klnd
of add they are talklng about (the fact that
add can look like almost anything doesn't
really help, but stili....) In the course of the
text, the add Is referred to as being on a
tattoo, a paper "tab" (tablet?) and a stamp.
In his own Investigations, Brunvand found
a kind of general confusion between children's tattoos and blotter acid, and an Ignorance of the absorbenc.y properties of the
former: "lIck-and-stick tattoo paper Is not
porous enough to absorb drops of LSD, besides which the 'right' way to apply the tattoos Is to lick the skin, not the paper"
(Brunvand, CboIdnB169). At the time of
the writing of The Cboldnl Doberman,
Brunvard had never come across an Instance when a shipment of blotter had
been seized that had been printed with
anything more elaborate than a blue star
design (I.e. no mouse). In Cursesl the sItuation has changed slightly, but not
enough to Invalidate his arguments:
Back then, I called It "Mickey Mouse
acid" because this character was
most often on the warnings. but
even at that time, the term "Blue
Star" had been appearing In many
filers. Lately, the Blue Stars are getting first mention, and the cartoon
characters come Into subsequent
paragraphs. (Brunvand, Cursesl, 57)

He also poses this question: "{E]ven If a

drug suppller wanted to catch small chllclren's
attention, why would he select a characterization ofMickey Mouse from an old, relat1vely
uncommon, and distinctly adult-orlented fUm
[Fantasia] Instead of employing the Image of
some current kld-craze figure?" (Brunvand,
CboIdDI166). Again by the publication of
Cursesl, he had more Information. From a
New York state survey of 405 law enforcement
agencies conducted between February and
March of 1988 by the Bureau of Research for
the State of New York DMslon of Substance
Abuse Services, less than half of the 1.0 percent of cases between 1985 and 1987 that Involved LSD had any Images of a blue star or
cartoon of any sort on the blotter paper (Bnmvand, Cursesl 61-62).
Of course, there Is the reference In High
Frontiers '4 to "Bloom County blotter addwith Mr. P. o~us staring out at you from each
IIttie square." Jack Britton, author of the aforementioned article, writes out of Berkeley,
which, one would assume, has always had
more add ftoating around than New York state,
so Brunvand may be missing the boat on this
one.
An EdltDIW Addendum- I'm afrald Brunvand
not only missed the boat, h~ didn't even make
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It to the water. FIrst and foremost, the agents
found very little LSD but, of the drug samples
that they did find, almost half of the blotter
had Images of cartoon characters or blue stars!
Granted the market wasn't flooded with add
at the time; therefore the meme's prtmary disInformation concerns the target market for the
drug, the means of Ingestion and the actual
availability In the area, not the Images on the
paper. Actually LSD art Is a very pure form of
pop art (designed for masS consumption and
Instant recognizability) On page 45 of HIgh
Times 143 July 1987, are printed examples
of the finest blotter art they could find. The designs are astounding, and well beyond the
ability of this magcmne to reproduce, so I'll Just
plagiarize the text (I would have mentioned
the author too, If he/she was listed. C'est la
Vie.):
These examples of blotter add are
true American folklore like whittling,
says Mark McOoud, a coIIector of
real acid art since the '60's. A member of the Board of the San Francisco
Art Institute, McOoud wlII display
outstanding Items from his collect1on
at the Institute. The art spans the entire range of LSD Imagery, from the
earliest pioneering efforts of the '60's
to the most recent prints. "Today,
the printing Is very hIgh-tech, " says
McCloud, "The newest sheets are
color separated by computer." And,
we might add, the Imagery too Is Inspired by current trends, like Klng
Tut, a nod to the museum show
which travelled the country recently.
The "Monkeys In a Barrel" ("more
fun than . . . " Get It?) variety was
produced Just last year. Not surprisIngly, the Grateful Dead sheet, an
Incredibly predse, computerized duplication of Dead album covers and
road show Insignia, Is both a trtbute
to the Ideas of the original Mouse
[not Mlckey-ed.] and Kelley art, and
to the advanced graphic technology
which makes such duplication
posslble- the result Is yet another
wild twist In the Dead's ongOing
epic, a history which parallels the
story of acid art.

*

"Writing, especially that most
abstract kind arising from the
Phonetic alphabet, is an
extremely abstract form of
technology. "
- Marshall McLuhan,
Counterblast
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Robert Anton 'vVllson's column In Maglw
Blend'26 reports that: "The big fad In Europe
In 1989, unreported by our media, was Gorby
add- blotter LSD with Gorbachev's picture on
It. Aftdonados insist It's the best add slnce the
legendary blotter of 1978 that had the DlumInatl eye and pyramid on It... ". So there you
go~ - ed.
What Interests me the most about Brunvand's work Is that "the root Idea of contamInated small attracttve bits of paper that are
In common use seems to have been around
[for] at least one hundred years" (Brunvand,
Choldng 168). He dtes an article by folklorists
Iona and Peter Ople called "Certain Laws of
Folklore," 3 which tells how the glue on the
back of the "penny-black" (an 1840's postage
stamp) was thought to be poisonous, possibly
IndudIng "human material." The same artlde
mentions a corresponding belief that In 1966,
British underworld figure Ginger Marks was
rendered down for stamp glue, (not all that
unlikely, actuaIIy- these things start to seem,
well... plausible If you start to dwell on them).
This meme seems to have been around for a
long time, mutating and changing In order to
survive.
Memes such as the one described above
are more than Just an I.~tellectual curiosity, or
a new form of entertalnment for all the frustrated performance artists running around out
there: they are a potential tool for the creation
of right-wing hysteria. The add meme Is either
an accident or a poorly-executed hoax; either
way, It Is stlII fairly effective In the creation of
a mild panic. Just think of the effects that a
massive well-planned government campaign
could generate. Think about that, then think
about George Bush's "War on Drugs." In the
February 1990 Spin magazine's "Antihero"
column, William S. Burroughs speculates on
some of the ugly slde-effects that the Infect10n
of the U.S. psyche with Bush's meme-straln
generates:
Take a look at the knee-Jerk, hardcore shlts who react so predictably
to the mere mention of drugs with
fear, hate and loathing. Haven't we
seen these sam~ people before In
various contexts? Storm troopers,
lynch mobs, queer-bashers, Paklbashers, racists- are these the people

who are going to revitalize a "drugfree America?" (BWToughs, Spin 67)
Maybe Bush means well. Maybe the person who wrote the first Mickey Mouse add
leaflet dld too. However, the creation of a national hysteria doesn't strike me as a positive
step toward solving anything. The chances of
the North American public developing a
medla-attlcal attitude anytime soon, an attitude that \YOuld allow them to see how they're
being manipulated, seem slim at best. Maybe
whafs needed to get people off their asses Is
a wave of counter-hysteria, an antl-dlslnformatlon-meme hysteria. Since we're talking about
memes as viruses, the metaphor of AIDS suggests Itself: "A medla-crttical attitude Is a condom for the brain. Without It, you're mlndfucked."
You now have the tools to begln to change
the situation. Kill this meme; build your own
potentially beneftdal ones at home- whatever
your Inclination. Building memes Is your gateway to Immortality. As Dawkins says, "If you
contribute to the world's culture, If you have
a good Idea, compose a tune, Invent a spark
plug, wrlte a poem, It may live on, Intact, long
after your genes have dissolved In the common pool." (Dawkins, Selfish 144)
Do~'t Just sit there: Do It.
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Dad sells son to buy VCR
CAIRO, Egypt (UPI)- Police arrested a 38-

a plalndothes detect1ve for $700 to buy

year-old porter for seiling his son to buy a

the recorder. Essa has two other children

video cassette recorder, the semi-official

and earned $30 a month.

Cairo dally AI Ahram reported.
The paper said Mohammed el Mahdl
Essa sold his 3-year-old son Mahmoud to

"I have never stolen In my life, so the
only solution to get extra cash seemed to
be to sell my son," Essa told police.
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T ee
by Coyote 12
One of the most interesting cultural phenomena of the past few decades Is the rise of the
hacker. The hacker Is a loner, she Is obsessed
wIth the Idea of getting the Job done. A
hacker doesn't have time to dIscuss the raml/feat/ons or possIble bene/lts of the work
beIng done- she 15 too busy getting handson tlme at the computer. A certaIn ethIc
evolved- that Informatlon should be available for free and to all.
Thls ethic was In dlrect contJadlct1on to the
philosophy of the "computer priesthood," the dentz.ens of mega-conglomerates such as IBM and the
like. To their ooIlect1ve minds,
the computer world was
one which required years
of training to enter.
Entry codes and the
following Qf a predse
etiquette of procedural rlgarnarole In
order to gain access to the same
tools the hackers
wanted to distribute freely [were
Implemented].
As already men•
ttoned, the hackers
were an obsessive Iotthey Itterally lived computers as close to 24
hours a day as their bodles
could handle. ThIs ftxedness
~
of purpose enabled them to
solve problems In a frad10n of the
t1me that It took unwieldy behemoths
such as IBM to. The mobUlty and obsessiveness of the hackers pald off In a big way.
Hackers seem not to have been as concerned
with appllcatlons and ramifications, as they
were simply enchanted with the mere act of
working on and soMng problems- thus they
were always eager to take on a new pllZ'2Je.
Since memory space was so lImItecIln the early
'60s, they were particularly Interested In saving
steps In prograrTlS-' any hacker who could figure
out an algorithm to cut a couple of steps out
of a routine was highly respected back then.
The key to "making" the social scene was
through your abUlties - the hackers were always sharing Ideas and projects. If you had a

1C

acker Ethick
good Idea and never followed through with It,
your peers mlght start to think you were either
lazy or all talk - a loser. The hlerarchy was
based on ability within a chosen area-12-year

wen

olds who could program
were equals ~
professors who couldn't program were not!
So basically what you had was a utopian subculture based on meItt and the maklng aval1able
of the maximum

out, If so inclined.
ThIs also ushered In the era of tape networksgarage musicians swapping tapes with similar
groups around the vvorid. A muslcaI chain letter,
If you will. Suddenly people across the globe
were exchanglng muslc and Ideas.
The downfall of both of these cultures Is that
they were essentially dealing In hardware.
Hardware always carrles with It an Intrlnslc
value. The game plan of the 'hackers' of the
Nineties must be to ftnd a way to deal more
purely as a poUt1cal/phllosophlcaI movement, trading In Ideas rather than art1facts such as software or records.
The concept of a hierarchy
based on act1on/output, as
opposed to theory/talk Is
one that such a movement 'WOUld do 'Well to
appropriate. The
concept of total access to lnformat1on
at minimal cost
should be a cornerstone of the
neo-hacker ethic.
Thee Temple ov
Psychlck Youth
has been applying
thee true spirit of
Thee Hacker Ethlck
for nearly a decade.
We have (to our
minds, at least) successfully challenged the n0tion that, In order to effectively and responsibly use the
so-called occult, one requires a
great many years of formal training
and study. Like the hackers of old, we
encourage people to get their own training
In a hands-on, user-friendly environment, with
as Uttie supervision as possible. We show them
the machine, give them a few commands, and
turn 'em loose on their own. The only hlerarcl1y
Is based on workload undertaken and results
achleved·.
To our knowledge, we are the only organlza11on
of our klnd In the world. We are challenging the
"priesthood" In their robes, challenging them
to let down the walls of overmystlflc.at1on and
secrecy, for as the Beast himself said,

....

~

amount
of Information possible.
With the entTy of "big money" Into the. computer underground In the mId-to-late Seventies,
this ethic seems to have crossed over to the
music IndustIy -the punk scene. Here the "kids"
tried to wrest control of music away from the
technicians, such as Rush, and get the guitars
Into the hands of the, perhaps less etftdent, but
Inftnltely more eclect1c, muslc fans themselves.
The big lesson of punk was that you didn't have
to be a virtuoso to be on a record. Anybody
with a guitar and a tape deck could get a record

"Maglck Is for AIIl"
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Acon.versation with David Macpherson
and Ana Morgaine Anubis
By Bruce Fletcher
David and Ana are self-styled Thelernic ritualists and
have been involved with the Ordo Ternpli Orientis
[0TO], in Edmonton since the early '80's. The OTO
went to court in California to determine that it "is a
continuation of the organization, beliefs, and
practices originally established and conducted by
[AJeisterJ Crowley and OTO. " [Judge C. A. Legge,
United States District Court, Northern District of
California: July 10, 1985J
he OTO was back In court to defend
themselves from accusations that the
group was linked "to a satanic cult Involved In the Son of Sam and Charles lV\anson
killing sprees." Anyway, they go out of their
way to steer dear of the typical tabloid presentation of "Satanic" groups, you know, evil
baby sacrifices In graveyards at midnight and
that sort of thing. Rather, to an outsider the
core of the OTO seems to consist of a strong
sense of rttuallsm and tradition, and Alelster
Crowley's philosophies: for example, "Maglck
Is the Science and Art of Causing Change to
Occur In Conformity with WIll," "Every Man
and Every Woman Is a Star," and "Do What
Thou Wilt Shall be the Whole of the Law; Love
Is the Law, Love under Will, ~ form the cornerstones of his quasi-libertarian personal
achievement oriented metaphysical system.
Crowley died In 1947, the OTO re-formed In
the late '60's and the first Diocese In Edmonton appeared In the late '70's.

T

In 1983 David was consecrated Bishop and
Ana was ordained PrIestess of the Ecclesla
Gnostlca CathoUca. Since that time they have
operated from their temple-space to perform
their chief functlon, the Gnostic Mass, every
two weeks, as well as organizing various
feasts, rltes and rltuals year-round. I caught up
wlth them In their kitchen over shandles.
Bruce fletchera I'd like to start wlth a general
question. What spurred your Interest In the
occult, and the maglck of AIelster Crowley
In partlrolar? At what point did your Interest In these matters become overt?
Ana Morgalne Anublsa Different people develop their Interest at different points In
time, and there's a real variety of them: I
was sort of Interested from... always. I
started being taught the"aII-ls-one" theory
of the universe, dream theory and introduction to astral proJect1on when I was around
the age of five. And then fooling around
wlthvarlous, shall we say, non-ordlnary re-

alltles and non-ordinary ways of experiencIng.
BF: At five?
AMA: Well that's when It started.
BF: I'll give you a personal example. When I
was about nlne, I developed an extreme
Interest In sneaklng out of the house at 2
a.m. so I could lie on the roof of our garage
and stare at the stars. I've never stopped
wondering Just what exactly Is out there.
I'd mentally project and be off for the night.
AMA: Yeah, It's so easy. They pull anyway. It's
hard for me to look at too many stars at
once, I always feel like I want to go home.
(laughs)
BFa One of my favorite exerdses Involves visualizing the stars In a three-dimensional
pattern. I tend to Imagine the brightest
stars closest to Earth, whlch Is of course untrue, but I try to place the visible planets
In their relative positions. Then I try to visualize the same sect10n of the universe as
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It would appear from a planet
orbiting a star In a nearby solar
system. There Is a certain cognitive leap made In the exercise, and It's very Interesting.
David Macpherson: Actually that's a very simIlar to an exercise of Crowley's called Batrachophrenoboocosmomachla [Llber 536,
A:. A:. Class 'B'] from The EqulnDX. In effect It's for developing the ability to control
a psychic body. It starts by vlsuallzlng oneself rising from a point on the Earth and
gradually obtaining a global view of the
Earth, then continuing outward Into the
solar system, the stars and what-not.
Back to the original question, my
background Is pretty different from Ana,
until I was about 16, I was whole-hearted
rationalist. (laughs) I'd got pretty much to
the point of nihilism with It actually; where

ferent people have come up with the same
bullshlt over thousands of years In different
cultures." And so, It must at least reflect
some aspect of human psychology thafs
of Interest because It appears to be universal. Then I met someone In the Ordo Templl Orlentls (OrO) who showed me a copy
of Uber Oz, the first thing by Crowley I'd
read, although I'd probably run across his
name here and there. Uber Oz Is a statement of the "Rights of Man", and It was totally In agreement with the ethical prlndpIes that I'd arr1ve~ at by that time anyway.
That got me Interested In the Order. As an
organization It had an ethic that I could

J thought, "This is probably all bullshit, b(4t

different people have come up with the same
bullshit over thousands of years in different cultures. "
you can't prove that anything exists Independent of one's own perception. So I got
Into this position, sort of llke the Eleatlc
school's, where Zeno tried to prove that
matter and motion are Impossible In 300
B.C. or something like that. [Zeno of Elea
originated the"Achilles and the Tortoise"
paradox. See also Lewis Carroll doing the
same for logic and reason that Zeno tried
to do for matter and motion] But for the
purpose of life In the "real" world, I regarded all "occult" matters to be superstitions, Uke all religions.
BI: So how did you define "occult"?
DM: I mean the popular things that I was
aware of at the time, which were astrology,
card reading -I'm Including ESP and psychic
phenomena generally- as well as ChrIstianIty and Judaism In the forms that I'd been
exposed to them. My parents were atheIsts, but I'd had opportunities at various
times to attend services at Churches. We
got some of that In school too, beforeJt
was a civil rights Issue. (laughs) In the
Protestant system we had a dally prayer
and a weekly assembly where we sang
hymns and stuff. Anyway the combination
of exposure to psychedelic substances and
conversations with people who were quite
articulate and able to criticize my views of
reality led me to an Interest In "The Occult. " Looking at comparisons of the very
different, but often strongly parallel, systems that different cultures had developed
i soon arr1ved at a point where I was sayIng: lhls Is probably all bullshlt, but dlf-
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agree with and that rd never encountered
In another organization.
Bf: Whk:h !s?
DM: Absol~e freedom of the Individual. Uber
Oz starts: "There Is no god but man. 1v1an
has the right... to live as he wills to do..."
and so on. It Is ~'lSlcally a statement of Individual autonomy, responsibility for their
actions and for theIr perceptions of the
world they live In. If you think of each Individual as the centre of his/her own universe, then Just thInking about that a little
bIt makes you realize that every other Individual besides yourself Is also In hIs/her
own different universes, whIch may be as
valid as yours. I think tlk'1t's what the concept of rights of the Individual comes from.
DF: And that made you Investigate Cro\\'ley
further?
DM: Pretty much, yeah. I was Interested In the
claims that were made for these systems
of maglck that there was knowledge to be
obtained that was quIte outsIde the body
of knowledge that science Institutions or civilization generally - accepts. My experience wIth psychedelics had perhaps
given me confirmation In my own experience that there was somethIng else as
well. I didn't know what the hell It was, but
It was enough to break down my own armoured, little self-contained universe for
the experiences were of an Intense enough
nature.... I have never been prone to hallucinating other objects, or beIngs, In the
room with me or anything like that, It was
more a feeling or sensation and a sense of

mental freedom. I have an
Idea that ritual, yoga and that
sort of thing, can permit experiences of that kind without
the use of chemical modifications of your system.
AMAz It's been my experIence that
psychedelics can't get you where you can
get through other means.
DMz I Just read a book about TIbetan Buddhism recounting an analogy that John
Blofeld gives for psychedelics. He says that
you can ImagIne a mediaeval traveller
who's earchlng for "Shangri-la" or some
paradise, that's across deserts steppes and
mountains, but nobody he knows has ever
been there. He Is going to be very challenged In his belief that the place exists,
due to the hardshIps he suffers. But, If you
could show him a picture of the place and
prove that It actually exists, It would do a
great deal to reinforce his will to get there.
Though It would be Important to make sure
he didn't mistake the picture for the place,
and be content to sit looking at the picture.
Blofeld uses that analogy In the context of
talking about how Tantrlc Buddhism differs
from other forms In that It has so much dramatic ritual and practical technical aspects
to It, while the main poInt of BuddhIsm Is
to become detached from experience. But
he explains that the Tantrlc view Is that any
means to the end Is valid, If In fact It does
get you closer to the end. The end, being
of course, the Void or whatever. So
psychedelics can have a value In that sense,
I think they did for me. I looked at them as
experiments, rather than as something to
"party" with. (I use them that way to some
extent, but I have an underlying experimental attitude.) I never want to trip more
than three or four times a year at most, and
I generally have a reason for doing It. I didn't always earlier on. (laughs) But they did
break down my pre-conceptlons about the
possibilities that one can experience In this
life.
AMA: Some of the other realities.
BF: Do you maintain your scientific attitude
about the whole thing? Do you beUeve
there's a break between natural and supernaturalln the reality that we're able to experience, however subJecttve that might
be?
AMAz No, not really.
DM: The break Is Just a question of which
model you're faVOUring at the time, as feU
as I'm concerned.
AMAs I would express that as, v/hlch layer of
reality you happen to feel like being In.
DM: There aJ e models for phenomena that Indude what would appear to be supernatural thIngs; energies that ~1.nnot be de·
tected by mudern physics, belng5 that are
not Incarnate In bodies and thc.'1t sort of
thing. But I think that they're metaphcrs
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more variegated the sample,
like any other concept, like
the simpler It Is to zero In on
electrons, protons, and neuthe untversals. Which brtngs
trons are metaphors, whatus back to Crowley, In a
ever Is most convenient to adround-about way. Although
equately describe the
you come from very different
experience. I think that If
backgrounds, you both use his
demons are supposed to be
work as a base. Why Is that?
things In our subconscious,
AMA: Well for me, after all these
whether they're Freudian reyears of doing whatever and
pressed things or some other
exploring a variety of different
kInd of unconscious thing;
ways of doing things, I dedded
when analyLlng a particular type
that Instead of haVing Just a
of behaviour or experience, If a
whole lot of practlce, I wanted
demon explains It better and Is
some theory too. So I spedftconsistent within the context of
cally set out to look for a group
the Inquiry, then It should be an
of people who seemed to be of
acceptable model. Although It
"like mind". In the course of this
leaves open the question of
research I ran Into Alelster
how It exists. but I think that It's
Crowley. The first thing I read
like the suspension of disbelief
was a rttual called "The BornIess
while reading a fantasy or sciOne," which Is the Invocatlon of
ence-fiction novel. When I'm
the Holy Guardian Angel. Then
doing a ritual or meditation I beI went, "Hey, that's right on! I'm
lieve that It's real. I believe that
going to go find these people."
divine energies are being InThe more I read, the more they
voked. But, when I'm thinking
seemed to be of "like mind"
about the experience beforeand here I am.
hand or afterward I don't necBFa StilI, there are many ways to
essarily believe It. But It would
achieve the states of being that
be fatal to the effectiveness of
we're discussing, what does
the ceremony If I didn't at the
Crowley have that the others
time. If you don't believe that
don't?
the actor In a play Is the charDM: For one thing, he drew on so
acter then you're not going to
many sources. I think one of his
respond to It.
most Important accomplishAMA: The play won't work. Well,
ments was something that he
for that matter we're all
did before The Boole of the
believing that we're here right
Law, and his New Aeon thing
now.
and so on. It was BoDle 777
SF: So Is that the level that you're
from around the turn of the
affecting? The fundamental,
century, he worked on It with
normal base-state of the human
Allan Bennett, who was also In
mind Is the layer that you have
the Order of the Golden Dawn.
to suspend disbelief from; am I
AMA: It's a wonderful cross-refercorrect?
ence.
AMA:Yeah.
DM: Yeah, It's a tabled cross-referDM: It's what you're programmed
encing of an enormous range of
with, and what your hardware
cabalistic Information, other ocsupports, to use a computer
cult traditions, and pantheons of
analogy.
vartous religions. It uses the caAMA: The programming starts
balistic Tree of Life as a frameearly In elementary school, and
work. It's called the 'Table of
before that, when you're told
The Deacon, the third officer of the Mass team, is
Correspondences," and at the
you don't have Imaginary
responsible for the preparations at the altar.
time there was hardly anybody
friends.
working In the field we would
OM: It starts when you learn lan(laughs)
now call comparative religion. I think
guage. your hardware actually depends on
BF: I've come to the conclusion that there Is
\VIlllam James was only a decade or so earwhich language you learn first.
a definite cross-eultural basis for some very
lier, and Frazer was roughly contemporary.
BF: And which culture you're from. Important
strange abilities of the human mind, so
But Crowley's ability to draw on an enorto discover the universal phenomena, to
now I'm talking to everyone I can find who
mous range of accomplishments from varget beyond the Individual models.
experiments with methodologies to alter
Ious human cultures Is, I think, a really ImAMA: It's Interesting that we all reached out
their mental and/or physical reality. The
portant feature, although most of his rttual
to the stars at the same point In time. I was
people who develop unique ways of InterIs derived from the Golden Dawn, Masonic
hanging out with my friends designing
actlng with universal energies break free of
sources, and the cabalistic framework. But
"rocket fuel" and a rocket because we were
stereotyplc responses to the world. The
In his Instructlons are a range of techniques
going to get the hell off this dlrtball.
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from yoga, western ceremonial practices, meditative
mantras and so on. he employed a whole range of techniques. I think that there are
very few Initiates, or prophets you might
say, who are so eclectic or catholic In their
scope ofvision. So that one thing about his
system that Interested me In the occult. His
sense of humour Is another thing about hlm
that's very unusual among prophets, espedally the most messianic types, and uowley had his messianic moments all right.
(laughs) I sort of reserve a Judgement on
those moments, I'm sceptical about everything. Anyway he's capable of laughing at
himself and at his students. I think that's important. You see this In other schools as
well: Zen, Taoism, and I suppose there's a
whole unique brand of jeWish Rabbinical
humour out there too. (laughs) Crowley's
sort of egotism and sense of showmanship
make him very amusing. He doesn't take
himself seriously all the time.
SF: Are you drawing a line between his theory
and his practice? Or do you believe his
practice, the egotism and showmanship,
was part of his theory?
AMAJ I'm rather sure It was part of his theory.
(laughs)
SF: So you think he consciously set out to be
"the wlckedest man In the world," the stuff
of nIghtmares, and this cosmic pervert type
of guy? It's not the best way for a serious
philosopher to be remembered.
AMA: Well he was sort of goaded Into that
one. MInd you, he wasn't a very nice person. (laughs)
OM: I think he enjoyed his reputation In some
ways.
AMA: When he got It, he decided to have fun
with It.
OM: By the time It got out of control, when
there was the lawsuit brought about by the
woman who said her boyfriend died after
being forced to drink the blood of a goat
or something...
AMA: ...and all these horrible scandals...
OM: ...he was Just too broke to put up an effective defence. He was living real cheaply
In Sicily with Just enough money for food
(and drugs!), so he couldn't raise enough
mony to defend himself properly. I don't
remember the exact circumstances.
Though I think he rather enjoyed him reputation In hls younger days when he published erotic poetry. He could stili afford
to publish buckram covered limited editions, and he travelled around the world
having a great time.
AMA: Those were his wealthy young
scoundrel days.
OM: I thInk he'd basIcally gotten klcked out
of University for a homosexual scandal, or
his erotic poetry, or both. (laughs) But I
thInk that tendency In his character made
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him an Ideal spokesman for counter-cultural views of life. By relnfordng the antisocial, repugnant qua1ltles and Images surroundIng himself he was almost like a
ftlterlng device for the audience. Someone
who Is broad-mlndetl (~oough to overlook
these bl7arre quallt1es IrJ a wrtter Is probably
broad-mlnded enough to have a chance of
understancl1ng him.
BFI That's a common technique. It's been my
experience that generally, Instead of makIng a work repugnant, most tend to make
It arcane, or obsessive and Indtvlduallstic•••
DMI ... lIke Joyce.
BFI Yeah that's a good example.
AMAI But even so, It st1lI seems to work. What
can end up happening for a lot of people
Is that while they find the work repulsive,
they are also subjected to a small strange
piece of a different perspective.
BFI Another side to that argument Is that they
are being made aware of their own Innate

capabilities and desires, and
there's a little spark of recognition. Then the audience may
want to see If that artist's Investigation Into him/herself
has any correlation with one's own mlndset. It's art as exploration by proxy.
AMAa Yes, but how many people view that
effect In those terns though?
BFI (laughs) Probably not very many, particularly In 1903.
AMAa But they do understand fantasy worlds.
DMa There's a wonderful book by Robert
Anton Wilson called Mules of tlJe BlumllUll. ThIs guy JOins the Order of the Golden
Dawn and Is warned away from the evil
A1elster Crowley and his Satanic approach
to the Great Work and what-not. He gets
led through this enormous paranoia trip
and demonic forces Invade his life.
BFa Sounds like every Philip K. Dick novel.
DMI (laughs) Yeah. The book Is actually set In
this pub In Geneva or somewhere and EInstein, James Joyce and Freud are sitting
having a beer, when this guy comes staggering In out of the storm saying he's being
pursued by demons. So they sit hlm down,
get him some coffee and get the story out
of him. It turns out that Crowley has orchestrated the whole thing, because he's
observed that this guy has a very unbalanced view of things and Is prepared to believe In Mhordes of evU demons who haunt
the steps of those who have faDed In their
undertaklng of the path toward the light."
Crowley set him up In a conspiracy that becomes his reality. (laughs) I'm sort of driftIng off here.

The conversation turns Into a discuss/on
of W/Il/am G/bson's sprawl trJlogy and the
amazing Interconnectedness of modern
popular culture.

AMAz I really loved the network [cyberspace]

Freak Out
by Donald David <0 1990

that Gibson writes about. It was great. Very
cool and very slick! You could visualize It
In a thousand different ways. It's a computer network with the visuals of a telephone commerdal: things go zip, flash and
bleep In the background, and buildings rise
out of It. Or you can see It as synapses tirIng In the brain. It's a nice metaphor for the
collusion of human minds, or the octopus
ofJung's collective unconsciousness. It's the
macro-cosmlc because everybody's In It.
and It's the mlcro-cosmlc too. This Is your
brain, and this Is what It looks like when It
works. (laughs)
DMz [In reference to the active networking of
many avante-garde artists] That's sort of
what Jung called the Hermetic Clrde of
people like Hermann Hesse, himself, and
other artists and writers who knew each
other. They were all In the same sort of current. I suppose you could look at It In the
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tem of thought opens you to
context of synchronldty, a lot
new posslblllties. The more viof these things could be
able options, the more freethought of as colnddence. The
dom one has to choose the
only difference between syncourse of one's Ufe,
chronldty and coinwhich I suppose recidence Is the
lates to Crowley's
meaning that you
concept of the "Great
attach to the events.
Work." How do you
which Is entirely Inthink he meant that
dividual of course.
concept? What Is
Things like Lelbnltz
your "Great Work"?
and Newton IndeAMA: I think It's sort of
pendently discoverfinally figuring out
Ing calculus within a
Just exactly what on
couple of years of
earth you are supeach other.
posed to be doing
Bfa Do you think It Is
on earth. (laughs)
completely IndeDM: That's one way of
pendent? Perhaps
looking at It. The rethey both Interacted
alization of one's nawith the same form
ture and purpose. It
of energy. David
can manifest In a lot
Young proposed the
of different ways,
possibility that synand In some aspects
chronlclty Is simply
that's how that term
a heightened perwas used In Crowception of the Interley's order A:. A:..
connectedness of all
An Adept Is somethings. Therefore
one who had accomone can utilize synplished, or was acchronistic events, In
complishing, the
the sense that they
"Great Work". There
provide the Individare many sort of
ual with more Inforsmall 'A' adepts In
mation about the
various fields, artists
universe they exist
llke Mozart, who are
In.
expressIng their geDMz That sounds pretty
nius and adding It to
good to me.
the hull'laJ1 culture at
AMA: That makes perlarge.
fectly good sense. It
BF: So doesn't that Inthen becomes a
clude anyone who's
questlon of how far
productive In any
Into It you can see.
sense? Whether you
Or If you choose a
IIdlfferent level"
call It the "Great
Work" or not, or are
view, how many
conscious of It or not;
layers down can you
Isn't anyone who acmanipulate?
tuaIly does any act of
Sf: So you think a macreation, accompllshnlpulatlon of energy
Is Involved?
Ing the "Great
AMA: There can be. If
Work"?
you can see a situaDM: It's working toward
tion dearly enough,
It, yeah. It seems to
The Priestess·::mi)<es water and salt in the font
me, speaking as one
you can see differand genuflects to our Mother the Earth.
ent paths, different
who doesn't believe
posslblIltles happenthat I've attained the
BF: You pull away from possible paths?
grade assocIated with the "Great Work".
Ing from any drcumstance that you care to
AMA: You Just leave th~ Interesting varieties, DF: The grade?
focus on. It's usually something pretty Imand the effects filter down from that reality.
portant that you do focus on, and If you're
DM: The grade 5=6 In the system. I'm not InIYou can call It synchronicity. You can even
capable of playing with layers, you can go
tiated In that way, but I think that what Is
call It a result of your fooling around with
to a different one. Just sort of puIl the ones
called the "Great Work" Involves a sense
the buttons and knobs of the cosmic coinaway that you decide aren't rlght. You Just
of certainty, a sense of direct contact with
cidence control centre.
say, "Uh-uh, I'm not going to do those
the master program you might say, that
DF: Any exploration of another person's sysones."
would be associated with that attainment.
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Whether those who have
claimed It have actually attained It or not, I don't know.
BFa So essentially you're saying
that It's an Ideal? A goal to
strive for and work toward and that you
will know It when you ftnd It?
OMa Basically.
A.MAa Yeah that's about right. However, you
have to wonder about a lot of the things
that sometimes happen to you on various
occasions.
DMa It may not actually be there. It may Just
be a tool for development In terms of havIng a focus as you say. But lfs a question
of doing the \YOlk to determlne If Crowley's
A.·. A.·. system Is Indeed a reUable mechanism of obtalnlng It. You can't pass judgement on It \Dlt1l yOOve actual1y done It, and
I haven't. TIlere's an Immense amount of
work that's outlined there to be done In
various stages. I think It's one of the most
ambIt10us programs of study one could undertake, as It's laid out In the A.·. A.·. Instructions. It Includes educating myself
pretty completely on human hIstory, civilization and so on.
AMAalt's pretty heavy duty.
Bfa Do you think that the rituals Involved In the
study program are necessary to what
you're doing, or Is It perhaps a poInter to
help some people focus?
OMa Deftnltely.
AMA: In the Initial states It's required. You're
going to ftnd that every single element of
a ritual Is goIng to have some association
with whatever you're trying to accomplish,
whether to Invoke or evoke something, or
whatever.
BFa Do you thInk that a particular set of steps
will cause you to Interact with the same
form of energy every time those steps are
performed correctiy, so that different r1tuaIs
enable you to Interact with different forms
of energy In a consistent, predictable manner? What do you think that Interactlon Is?
AMAa I think what you're saying Is falrlyvalld
as a statement In that all of these different
things are remindIng you of something.
The purpose of that Is to get you used to
the something. For example In the Gnostic
Niass, when the priestess gets used to the
energy she's Invoking at that point In time,
every single pIece of the rltual becomes a
reminder of that energy. When you have
physical remInders of things, they can
spark the particular state In your mind In
a second.
BFa I would ImagIne It's a learned behaviour.
The more you experience It, the easIer It
becomes, Is this true?
OMa To a certain extent
AMAJ (laughing) The better you know your
lines lIn the script] anyway. But yes reinforcement works.
OMa There Is an aspect to familIarity that
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makes the physical performance of a rItua1
easier. You can concentrate more on vlsualization and focus your attention and not
be dIstracted by trying to remember what
you have to do next. If we posit that the
rltual Is a series of stimuli that trtggers unconscious funct1onlng, or brings unconscious levels of functioning Into your
awareness, or whatever psychological phenomenon occurs that causes a change In
the state of consciousness, It's like any
other form of behaviour. Neural pathways
are belng reinforced so you can access the
same states of consclousnes more easily.
It'5 like learning to use a muscle or wiggle
your ears or something. It mlght take you
a long t1me to be able to do It the ftrst t1me,
but It becomes easIer once you know
where that muscle Is.
BFa So what state do you want to be In at the
conduslon of the Gnostic mass? Is It for

bois that have the same reference In them.
BFa What Is the result for them?
OMa It's the same thlng as for us.
AMAa The result for them Is they
usually all come out going: "Oh gee, that
felt really nice. I feel really good. I feel
happy. I feel content with myself right
now."
BFa Do you thlnk It's comparable to feeUngs
that a devout Christian would experience
at Sunday Service?
AMAa I think they're perfectly capable of havIng those feelIngs with their rituals too.
DMa I think the difference Is that ours Is perhaps a DttIe more direct and personal. Each
lndMduai at our Mass Is saying that they
are God, and no matter how lIttie their theoretical background Is, that's a powerful
statement.
BFa I see the Mass as a reinforcement of
knowledge of the continuity and interconnectedness of all things.
AMAJ Yeah, that's sort of what It Is. It's a celebration of the creative forces within the
WlIverse, as V\Ie co1led1ve1y 'know' the unl-

Any exploration of
another person's system of thought
opens you to new possibilities
your beneftt primarily, or Is It for the other
partldpants In the ritual?
AMAa Well, It's for the beneftt of the congregation, and It also works to the beneftt of
the mass team as well.
BFa What Is that beneftt?
AMAa I once descr1bed It as feeling all warm
and yellow Inside.
DMa It's an awareness of the solar phal1lc deity.
An awareness of the source of the creative
potential of energy. Just as the sun Is the
source of all the energy In this particular
corner of the the universe, so the psychic
referent of the SlUl as a symbol Is the source
of light, Ufe, love and Uberty within oneself.
BFa Okay. But feelings are provoked among
members of the congregation who have no
Idea of the symboUc referents In the salpt,
or what It Is you're trying to do on an InteDectual level. What do you think happens
to the people who are exposed to the
forces that you Invoke, create or Interact
with?
DMa It's a dramatic ritual. It works like a play
or a movIe.
• aBut not everyone visualizes the PhallIc Sun

God.
AMAa No. Just like a movle, no one ever sees
hOw It's produced, they Just get the result.
DMa They're presented with a group of sym-

verse. It makes people feel Uke they belong
to that universe.
DMa Every man and every woman Is a star
doesn't Just refer to us as Independent centres of universes. Stars radiate. Each of us
Is, In whatever way, contrlbutlng to an In..
terconnected medIum Just as the light of
stars penetrates through space to touch
every other object In the universe.
BFa Does a creed like Every man and every
woman Is a star functlon as a constant reminder of the prlndples contained In the
phrase? Are you, In a sense, consclously
hypnotl7Jng yourself?
AMAJ One aspect of that Is that with everything we do we are consciously hypnotizIng ourselves.
DMa I thlnk they have a certain effect that way.
Certa1n1y, Do what thou wIlt shall be the
whole of the law, Love Is the law, love
under wIll, and 93 used as a greeting and
slogan, Is working to that sort of end.
.a If you have more possIblUt1es open to you,
why do you want them, and for what purpose are you going to use them?
DMa Basically there are t\w maln motivations.
One Is the more Intellectual sort, I thlnk the
hermetic arts, or whatever you want to can
them, are an Important achievement In
human culture that deserves to be perpet-
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uated. I don't see that many
people ready to explore or
ccntlnue them. I think that
one hundred years from now
they may be scoffed at,or they
may lead to the next breakthrough In modern physics. I Just think there's a lot of Interesting stuff that deserves to be perpetuated, analyzed and promulgated. A more
personal motivation Is that I'm hedonistic.
I want to explore my senses, Indudlng any
senses that may not be obvious, learn how
to use them and make the most of having
them.
AMA: Well, whether I want the possibilities
or not, they're all thereanyway.lt'saquestlon of whether I want them to control me,
or for me to choose whether or not to exert
Influence over them. there's a lot more to
us as individuals than we see at any given
point In time. The same goes for the rest
of the universe and everything In It.TIlere's
a lot to see and a lot to understand. And
If for absolutely nothing else, It's an excellent exercise In seeing alternate possibilIties.
BF: LIke a brain gym7
AMA: It can be. But that's Its most trivial reason for existence. I think Its best reason for
existence Is to try to understand everything
that there Is In the universe, which Is a
rather modest goal. (laughs) But hey, Ifyou
reach for the stars you'll get to the sky. TIle
more you stretch the further you can go.
BF: How do you think ritual and maglck help
you to Influence reality? Do you think the
energy Is on a purely physical level, or do
you think the energy Is mediated through
one's mind?
AMA: Whether It's on a purely physical level,
or a physical level mediated by the mlnd,
It's going to appeasr to you as the same
thing anyway unless you can analyze It.
BF: Let me re-phrase that. Do you think you
encounter forces external to the human
mind?
AMA: Sometimes I wonder If those alleged
to be external are really external at all. At
moments like that, the subsequent question Is, does It really matter?
BF: Doesn't that put you back Into the solipsistic nightmare that there may be no external reality whatsoever? It's the common
metaphysical braln-In-a-vat question. It also
leads to the possibility that reality Is completely malleable, and I don't think there's
much basis for that belief.
AMA: I don't think It's completely malleable,
but It can be shifted a little.
DM: Most of the effects that I've experienced
are In terms of how I feel about reality, and
how I experience It, rather than something
that can be verified hy an Independent observer. It's not things like telekinesis or
other psychically derived orchestratlons of
events. I can't report any experiences that

would stand up to anyone's hard-headed
empirical scrutiny; o.~her than my own.
They happened In my reality. I'm not sure
If they happened for anybody else. (laughs)
So as far as that kind of thing goes, It's an
open question to me.
AMAz Yeah, but If anyone else partldpated, It
would have to be happening In their reality
as well.
OM: Well I could probably Include a few things
that happened In a room full of people on
add. (laughs)

1C

AMAe Yeah, when everyone's
subject to the multlverse anyway.
DMe But as far as direct physical
manifestation as a result of ritual I have yet to witness one.
BFe Doesn't that make you sceptical?
OM. That doesn't make me sceptical, It reinforces my scept1dsm. (laughs) I'm sceptical
about most of the things that occultists
claim. There are many though that are sUpping through the cracks In my wall of Incredulity. Many para-psychological or occult phenomena are very difficult to
attempt to test by any accepted methods
of science. So many of them depend on
things like meaning and consciousness,

The Priest offers the wine-filled cup before the high altar
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and those things are very difficult to quantify In any way.
A certain conJuction of the
planets that exactly symbolIzes an event In one person's
life Is a neat sort of event. It's remarkable
because of Its meaning mediated through
a set of symbols, not by physically quantifiable standards. It's like a language.

ally a beautiful ritual.

DMa It came out of my Involve-

Gnostlca Cathollca, and assume the responslblltles that go with It?
AMAa In my case the role of Priestess decided to take me. (laughs) I'd seen one

Until we can quantify meaning,
I don't think we'll be able to
scientifically investigate psychic phenomena
Until we can quantify meaning, I don't
think we'll be able to scientifically Investigate psychic phenomena
BF: You've been ordained as Bishop and
Priestess since 1983, what Inspired you
both to get Involved with the Ecclesla

Mass previous to being drafted to be
Priestess. It seemed to like me and I
seemed to like It, and here we are. But
now It's a lot neater than It was when I
was drafted. Doing It a lot you get to understand something about It, I find It's re-

ESP can control random

events, researcher claims
A Princeton University engineering
and psychology researcher startled his
colleagues In April at a major psychology
convention by reporting his finding that
some people can use extrasensory
perception, or some other unknown force,
to control random events around them.
While millions believe In such psychic
phenomena, practically no scientists do.
Indeed, such claims disturb many
scientists, who dismiss them along with
such pseudosciences as astrology and
tarot-card reading.
Roger D. Nelson and a colleague,
Dean I. Radin, both engineering
researchers at Princeton, studied more
than 800 experiments designed to
determine whether humans could
Influence such random events as coin flips
or numbers generated by a computer.
The result, Nelson said at a
symposium of the Eastern Psychological
Association, Is a strong statistical case
that "human Intention" can Influence the
output of a computer set up to generate
random numbers or an electronic circuit
that generates random coin flips.
"The effect Is not large, but It's
statistically significant and It opens up, In
my opinion, a lot of work that has to be
done on the way humans Interact with
their environment. "
Nelson, a researcher at Princeton's
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Engineering Anomalies Laboratory, said
he had studied more than 800
experiments, conducted by at least 68
researchers, on human effects on
"random-event generators."
After ruling out all other possible
causes, Nelson said, he had concluded
that "It Is difficult to avoid the conduslon
that under certain circumstances,
consciousness Interacts with random
physical systems."
Nelson, a researcher who chooses his
words carefully, said he realized his
findings flew In the face of Virtually every
prlndple of physics and hard sdence. But
the finding, he said, was statistically
"robust."
"One thing I think It means Is that we
should do some. 1110re high-quality
studies," he said, adding that his was not
the only rigidly controlled study to find
some "psychic" or other paranormal
effect In such studies.
Foundations of Physics, one of the
best-known physics Journals, published
his research paper In Its December Issue
and, Nelson said, he has received many
requests for reprints.
"Of course, I suppose the people who
say It's hogwash Just won't talk to me.
That Is, after all, saying that the human
mind - from a distance - can change
the way a computer adds or subtracts."

ment with the OTO. The
Gnostic Mass Is a compendium of many of the purposes and techniques of the OTO. We
thought It was Important that It continue
to be performed. It also forms a very
good means of access and information for
the public to what It Is that we're doing.
Out of a rather small group of people at
the time, I volunteered to take on the responsibility of concentrating on that aspect of the organization. After my ordination as Bishop I did undergo a sort of
conversion or metanola, In that I experienced psychological or emotional effects
that I didn't so much before. I think the
Mass Is an utterly remarkable ritual. As far
as I'm concerned, the prlndpal purposes
of the church are to perform the Mass,
and to provide a channel of access to the
"Current" to anyone who wills to expose
him or herself to It, without that person
having to make any type of commitment.
BFa What Is the "Current"?
DM: Well I suppose It's a series of symbols.
Ifs a set of mystical, philosophical and ethIcal Ideas combined with a sort of 'religious' symbolism of Crowley's reception
of the Book of the Law, and NUlt, Hadlt
and Ra-Hoor-Khult announdng the beginning of the Aeon of Horus, the Crowned
and Conquering Child; the spiritual renewal of mankind and all that klnd of apocalyptic Jazz. (laughs) I may sound Irreverent about It, but It Is serious. Like anything
to do with Crowley there Is a sort of selfsatire about It, but It's another form of the
veil of the mystery.
BFa The more I examine the occult, the more
I'm led to believe that It's quantum
physics In action.
DMa Perhaps a mechanism for psychic powers Is the manipulation of virtual particles
or something.
AMAa It could weII be.
BFa Yes, and I think that's an area worth exploring. Thanks very much for taking the
time to speak with me.

"You can't expect to wield
supreme executive power just
because some watery tart
threw a sword at you. •
- Michael Palin
Monty Python and
the Holy Grall
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Hilbert Space: an essay on
new physics possibilities
By TOPYUS
If one is to believe the "New Physics" - and it seems
foolish not to - then it must be assumed that all
existence, three dimensional and otherwise is somehow
intertwined in a very complex, yet amazingly subtle
Interconnectedness. The purpose of this short essay is to
pave the way towards an understanding of the scientific
theories which could explain, at least in part, why sexual
magick seems so effective to its practitioners.
We have to begin with some definitions first. The
Universe will be assumed to define everytlJlng everywhere
- all thoughts, all matter, all energy, etc. It is postulated
at this time that all the Universe, as previously defined,
exists somehow, as a material thlng, on a larger or smaller
atomic (or subatomic) scale.
It is further postulated by physicists that all possibilities
and all "time frames" exist simultaneously and inhabit the'
same space. Due to the peculiar quirks of quantum
mechanics, these "reality layers" constantly interact, and,
in effect, "trade places, " although this term suggests that
they were in different space-time locations in the first
place, when they were not. We will call these probability
layers "Hllbed Space...
Current scientific theory suggests that nothlng exists
outside lndMdual perception - if I die, the world
perceived by me dies too. However, there exists a parallel
reality in which I survived, and my perception of reality is
somewhat altered due to my having survived.
Our vlslon of the UnIverse thus dictates the
form the Universe assumes, our thoughts,
hopes, and biases all having a part In the eventual view we call our "world." In a sense, what
we call "reality" Is nothlng more than our own
opinion, magnlfted to the sl7e of the UnIverse.
And your "opinion" Is as vast and real -and
as fundamentally flawed- as mine.
Scientists "know" that all space-time
"events" create new levels In Hilbert Space,
that each event Influences others, and that
these Influences exist In a physical sense as
"wormholes" or tiny, sub-subatomlc threads
linking them all together. Why can't we see
them?
There are so many ancient religious references to reality-knots (similar to current models of the way certain layers of Hilbert Space
Interact), cellular and molecular models (anclent cave paintings and petroglyphs are
amazingly dose to our view of these struc-

It must be assumed that all existence
. .. is somehow intertwined

tures), etc., that It could be argued that at one
point In time humans were able, unaided by
tools, to perceive things on a much smaller
scale than Is currently thought possible.
There are several possible reasons, one Is
that, at one time, there were no names for
things, colors, tastes, etc.. Our perceptions
were nameless and therefore we could not
test the 'Validity" of a spedftc perception with
our fellow humans. As language evolved, defInitions of "things" narrowed and became
more speclftc - where I see a tree, a botanist
might see a 90-year old member of the
spedes Quercus, and a Nigerian, the spirit of
a dead ancestor. Note that none of these observations Is "wrong"; they are based largely
on education, In the case of the Nigerian and
me, they were learned so early as to be almost
reftexlve reactions to the stimulus of a leafy
green plant with a thick, barked stem. If there
were some way to turn back the dock, to be

able to view space-time events without this
cultural training, It might be possible to see It
on a level doser to the physical quantum exIstence level.
Another reason we have lost touch with
quantum "reality" could be based on the fact
that all that cellular-molecular activity would
merely distract us In an already confusing
world. The constant stlmull of cellular diVision
are not of sufftdent survival-Importance to be
constantly noticed. These perceptions, although taken In, are edited out beginning
shortly after birth.
Our ancestors also put a great deal more
emphasis on "dreamtlme" than we do, even
today many "primitive" people believe that
the dreams they live are Just as "real" as wakIng life. They are right, If modern physics Is
correct In postulating that "reality" consists of
everything we perceive, "real" or not. In other
words, Mickey Mouse has as much, If not
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more "reality" to him than you or I do, simply
because more people have -seen" him. Perhaps In losing touch with the essential reality
of dreams we also lost touch with a possibly
more "true" model of space-tlme events than
we are able to perceive when we are awake.
Whatever the reason may be, there Is no
doubt that we miss out on a lot of the action
In HUbert space. How can we tune back In?
It seems like we are at least more receptive
to quantum-level -reality" when we are In altered states of consciousness, for example,
when we are very tired, we might see little
"windows" of blurry, chaotic motion In the periphery of our visual field. Basic molecular

most vivid levels of Hilbert Space attainable
to most human beings. At this point all the
-threads" linking us to other events (read pe0ple, places, dreams, Ideas, etc. -In short anything we are capable Qf ImagIning) are exposed to a maximum ~egree. By -making a
wish" at this moment, we are able to Influence
these relationships, as they are physIcally connected to us always, but especIally so at orgasm.
Needless to say, our connectedness to an
event such as a boss or former lover Is much
greater than the connectedness we have to a
television star, though both are real. We have
a lot more distance and competition to "get

ping If we had a no-celling credit card. No
such thing exists In HUbert Space, you protest.
Wrong - the Hindus developed It centuries
ago- Tantrlc sex practlces.1he general prlndples ofTantric sex are to prolong the orgasmic state almost Indefinitely, and to regulate
the functions fo the body, In coltu, to the extent that the attention can be focussed one
hundred per cent on the goal, In orthodox
Hindu philosophy, God.
But what Is God, If not the group consciousness underlyIng Hilbert Space? And If
the UnIverse Is not created, malntalned and
destroyed ~ your Individual perception, then
are we not all Brahma, Vishnu and Siva rolled
Into one? This One, Om tat svat. I AM lliAT.
lhls one Is exactly the blndu, or polnt-eon-

But what is "God"
if not the group consciousness
underlying Hilbert Space?

sdousness we all share during orgasm. At orgasm, we are all Gods. If we could orgasm forever, we could be as Gods forever.
Tantrlc sex makes It posslble to Increase our
access to connectedness threads, and gives
us the Increased attentlon to devote to their

physics clearly Implies that the "real" shape
of objects Is constantly changing due to constant and drastic (under certain condItions,

through" to Michael J. Fox than we do to
events In our personal orbit. Therefore, It Is
more likely that a dream of a raise wlll come

molecules will change size as much as one
hundred times greater or smaller than their
"normal" size) expansion and contraction.
Thus, we should "know" that the dear-eut surfaces of objects we see Is an Illusion. All we

true than a date with Michael J.••.
We could see the basic practice of making
a wlsh at orgasm as, basically a sort of -armed

are really seeing anyway Is light reflecting off
of surfaces of densIties and levels of reflect1vlty
appropriate to the color and texture we perceive. So maybe the patterns we see when we
are really tired are "truer" than the regular reflections we see when fully awake! Maybe our
tiredness relaxes our subconscious ordering
of space-time events, and It Is only then that
we see thIngs as they -really are."
The patterns we see when we daydream,
cross our eyes and stare behind the thIngs that
are "really there," are probably doser to the
true structure of our continuum than anything
else we are capable of "seeIng," at least when
we are "awake." thIs could be seen as a scientific basIs for Austin Spare's "Inbetweeness

robbery" - we get what we can In that elusive and fleeting orgasm moment and then
we're gone. To cany the analogy further, we
would certainly be more choosy In our shop-

sklIlful manipulation. We then have the leisure
to actually go Into alternate probability frames
and -live" them. To talk to the -angels" who
Inhabit these different, (not -higher" or
-lower" than; for that Is merely mental orlentatlon) Hilbert space layers. And literally live
our dreams, and visit other worlds. For they
are all right here, right now. We Just need the
key of orgasm to unlock our unique, Individual
Universes.
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concept" - the notion that the true essence
of an event lies not In the spaces It Inhabits,
but In between them.
Have you ever noticed the feeling of dIs-

wit

orientation that persIsts after aroused from a

rIas

reverie?
thIs feeling of dIsplacement Is even more
acute dUring orgasm, and In the "afterglow"
ImmedIately following It. It Is my theory that
the orgasm Itself Is a "key," as It were, to the
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CREE SHAMANISM, QI-GONG HEALING
AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE:
AN INTERVIEW WITH DAVID YOUNG.
By Bruce Aetcher
Dr. David Young Is a Professor of Anthropology at the UnIversity of Alberta In Edmonton. His particular Interests Indude the evolution of the aesthetic response, Japanese
culture, cognlttve anthropology, medical anthropology (studies of traditional North AmerIcan and ChInese heallng therapies In particular), and Investigations Into what mlght be
referred to as "psycho-energetic" interactions
between human beings and the universe.
For the past few years, he's been worklng
with Russell WilDer, a Cree healer, for the Psoriasis Research Project In Northern Alberta. Dr.
Young has been documenting a series of experiments designed to establish the effect1veness of tradItional healing methods when confronted with a disease not well-treated by
modern western medical technologies, In this
case severe cases of psoriasis. He's also trav-

elled to China recently (pre-Tlananmen
square), where he was exposed to a firsthand
demonstration of the healing ability of a qlgong (pronounced "chee gung") master. ThIs
Is a particularly Interesting technlque whereby
a form of enerw (ql) Is alleged to be transmitted from a person's flngertlps to enable the
master to physically alter organic or Inorganic
material. QI-gong energy Is most often used
to promote healing, often In conjunction with
acupuncture meridians (as the energy seems
to flow through these pathways). However, It
Is said that ql-gong masters can cause other
strange effects as well, like llghting flourescent
llght-bulbs and bendIng metal bars at a dIstance.
Currently Young's working toward expandIng the scope of the poslttvlsticalIy orientated
social sdence paradIgm, so that the range of
"acceptable" ~eas of study Is vastly Increased.

He Is the senior author of Understanding
Stone Toolsz A Cognitive Approach, the edItor of Health Care Issues In the c.madLan
North, and his latest b<;>ok has Just sold out In
the hardcover edItion and will be printed In
paperback very soon. It's called Cry of 1he
Eaglez Encounters with a Cree He.ler, and
Is written with two of his graduate students,
Grant Ingram and LIse Swartz. The book documents Young's work with Wllller and the psorIasIs project. It's a hIghly readable, very
Informative anthropological text almed at the
lay-person. It's also used as a forum for Wllller
to share his knowledge with Nattve and nonNattve alike, for he wants to help Inst1Il a sense
of pride and hlstolY In the young Native population as well as demonstrat1ng the effect1veness of Native medIcIne to white soclety. It rea])y Is a great book, and the I cheaper]
paperback edition Is being released, so keep
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an eye out for It. ur. Young Is now In the process of writing a book with an anthropologist
from Calgary about visions experienced by anthropologists deeply Involved with another
culture. Tentatively It's tltled, Being Changed
by Cross-Cultural Encounters. ThIs Interview
took place In his office at the University of Alberta on February 7, 1990.
BRUCE R.ETCHER: Is there anything In partlcularyou'd like to discuss? We can turn this
Into a publicity session.
DAVID YOUNG: Well, I don't know. I'd appreciate your mentioning the name of the

book: Cry of the bglel Encounters with
a Cree Healer. (University of Toronto Press,
24S pp.) It's been reviewed In quite a few

He feels the city reduces
the power of the natural
forces at work.
places; Equinox Is probably the biggest
name so far, and a number of newspapers.
So far the reviews have been good, I
haven't seen one bad one yet. (laughs)
SF: The thing that Impresses me Is that you unapologetically present It as "an account of
what a Cree medldne man was able to express to outsiders about the way he perceives the world."
DY: I think that's Important to emphasize for
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anthropology In general, because among
Nattve people the views on religion and
medicine vary a lot. Ifs not standardized.
That's probably true of any religious belief, but I think that It's partlcularly true
of Native people. ~ch person has their
own source of revelation. So Natives are
very hesitant to say that the visIon or insight of another Native person Is wrong
somehow. You really can't do that. It
would be very difficult, If not impossible
to generalize about Native religion or
Native medldne; Cree religion or Cree
medicine, or even the beliefs on the
Sucker Creek Reserve. It's much safer,
and much more accurate, to say, MWell,
this Is our encounter with a certain Individual."
BF: Revelations keep their beliefs very fluid?
DY: Yeah, It's constantly changing. It's not
very well standardized, although I think
there are certaln themes or certaln emphases that are common to Native people In North America: such as, the belief
In the Great Spirit. You don't deal with
the Great Spirit directly, there are Intermediaries called "Spirit Helpers" or
"Grandfathers". Also, the Importance of the
four dlrectlons, which Is the cosmology associated with animals, spirIts, and
colours. You get certain themes that '
seem to be pretty widespread, but then
you get clown to the specifics and there's
a lot of variation.
Bf: Have you worked with any shamans,
other than Woods Cree?
DY: Not In any depth. I've talked to three
shamans who weren't Cree. But I haven't
worked with anybody In depth, like I
have wlth Russell Wlllier. That was about
a five year project. And of course, to really understand a fairly complicated system, It takes years. You don't Just go In,
It takes time. FIrst of all you have to develop the rapport. Native people are naturaIIy kind If suspldous of non-Natives,
because they've had a rough tlme In the
past. And generally Native people don't
lay everything out In a way that we
would call systematic. There are certain
things that they don't feel like talking
about at a particular time, and other
things at other times. Russell was more
verbal than a lot of Natives would be, but
even with him It took dozens and dozens
of tapes. So you have to piece It all together.
BF: What's Russell WlIIler doing now? At the
end of Cry of the ugle you mention his
work with the 'Traditional Native Healing
Society," and the MHeallng Centre. " Wnat's
become of those projects?
DY: Nothing much really. He's been trying to

get money to set up a tradItional healing
centre on the Reserve, but right now he
doesn't have the fadl1tles for treat1ng pe0ple. When people come to see hlm, It Isn't
too bad If they're from the area and they
can come for the day, but If they're from
far away they don't have any place to stay.
Russell's wife has to cook meals for them,
and they stay In the house, which creates
a lot of famlly problems. He's been trying
to ralse money to set up some simple fadUties where people can stay for up to a
week, as In the case of treatment of psoriasis. They can do theIr own cooking and
have privacy, and Russell's family can have
privacy too. But so far he hasn't had much
luck ralslng any money. The government
agendes are all saying, MWell Ifs a worthwhile thing that you're doing, but we've
never given government money to fund
Native healing." I think that part of what
they're saying Is that any alternative form
of medldne Is technically Illegal. They're not
licenced; It's a matter of, "If we give you
money we're setting a dangerous precedent. We're supporting unllcenced practitioners, of whIch there are many different
klnds, not Just NatIves." So he's had no luck
at all on that score. As far as private money;

some people have seen the potential to
make a lot of money, because psoriasis Is
a widespread disease. But unfortunately (or
fortunately), he's set up a nonprofit organlzatlon, so he doesn't have much luck getting contributions. There are people who
are willing to Invest, but they want a return.
Sf: Not enough altruists.
DY: So that's the sltuation right now tie's been
plugging along for the last couple of years,
actually he's held out longer than I thought
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he might, he's got a lot of patience. But I'm
not sure Just how long he can go wIthout
havIng any success.
BF: Is there any way to help hIm out?
DY: I don't know. There Is a Board of Directors
for his foundation. They need to find somebody who'll put some money' Into It and
help get the thing off the ground. So until
that happens.... I also think one of hIs
pressIng needs Is to have a person working
for hIm to answer his correspondence.
There's been a large response from around
North America In reaction to the book.
And of course, he's busy treatlng patients
who come In all the t1me. He really doesn't
have time to do paperwork or book-keepIng for the foundation, or all the other
things that go with operating In the "white
man's world." There are forms and reports
to be filled out, and all these thIngs which
Indians tradItionally didn't have to worry
about. It's a very compIlcated thing once
you cross that cultural border and start tryIng to operate In the "white man's world."
So he really needs some help In that area.
SF: In the final analysis, what's your opinion
of the psoriasis research project? Old It
work?
DY: Yeah, I thInk so. The ten patients that he
treated here In Edmonton were not unqualified successes. Of the ten, I only know
one who completely got rid of It. I've
talked to him recently. He's a retired architectural draftsman living In Vancouver.
He had psoriasis on his hands; It went
away as a result of the treatment and never
came back. The others made a significant
Improvement: over 60 percent as a whole.
\n addition to that 60 percent, there were
acouple of people who got better and then
relapsed. But, of the 60 percent, there was
only one person who was completely
cured. So Russell was kind of discouraged
about that. Since then he's Insisted that If
people want to be treated they have to
stay at the Reserve for his Intensive treatment.
IF: He feels he has a better success rate there?
DY: Yeah. For example, when he's working on
the Reserve more of It's done outside. He
feels the city reduces the power of the natural forces at work. Being In a buIlding further reduces It. There are other factors too.
If people aren't being treated Intensively,
you don't know If they're actually taking the
medicine and applyIng the solution to the
skin regularly. The medicIne stinks and
people have Jobs. Again that's a part of the
"white man's world." We're notvery flexIble with that sort of thIng. So there are all
kinds of factors that work agaInst It.
BF: And there are the psychological factors of
the patients as well.

DY: Yeah, there are all kinds of factors. However, he's had the success In terms of patients who have gone for Intensive treatment on the Reserve, that's been better.
BF: Is that possIble to study?
DY: Yeah, I suppose It would be, If you're able
to stay up there on a long term basis. I
thInk the white patients who show up
would probably allow themselves to be
documented. Native patients generally
won't.

Bf: Why Is that?
DY: Again, because of this suspldon of sharing
Information with outsiders. A lot of Nattves
don't even like the Idea that Russell has c0operated with anthropologists. They've
been burned too many times In the past.
So most Nattve patients won't even allow
their photograph to be taken.
Bf: I'd like to talk about spIritual beliefs and
some of the events that you've witnessed
that might appear "magical" to the average
Individual. For example, In the book you
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mentioned Wlllier "splitting the doud."
Would you tell me about that?
DY: OK. We were sitting at his house on the
Reserve haVing coffee with one of my
graduate students and Russell's brother.
Russell looked out the wIndow and saw a
big thunderstorm movIng In that was almost on top of us at that point. He got
upset because he said part of his Job was
to keep the rain off the hayfields until the
hay could be cut and baled, and so forth.
He said, "I shouldn't have been sitting here"
talking and drinking coffee, I should be outside doing my JOb." So he rushed out.
There's a ceremony that's done In which
you're supposed to have an axe to stick
Into a log, so the head of the axe points at
the storm. But he couldn't find his axe. He
was frustrated and rushing around, for
something had to be done very quickly. He
found his hunting knife and stuck that Into
an upright log. He pointed the tip of the
knife, which was sticking out of the log, at
the centre of the storm overhead. At this
point he prayed In Cree and asked for the
assistance of one of the spirit helpers': I.
can't remember exactly which one, It was
the North Wind or something. He asked for
the cloud to be spIlt so It wouldn't raIn on
the hayfields on the Reserve. It was quite
a dramatic scene because there was thunder and lightning and he was praytng at the
top of his voice In Cree. He then burned
~some Incense on the log In a little dish.
After the ceremony was finished he said,
"Let's Jump Into the truck and go to the
hayfields and see what happens." Grant ingram, the graduate assistant, and I Jumped
Into the truck and headed for the wheatfields for between fifteen minutes and half
an hour. Then Russell turned the truck
around to watch the approaching storm.
It sprinkled a little bit, but basically It was
like being In a tunnel. You could see that
on either side It was really black. The douds
came right down to the ground and overhead It was black, but It wasn't touching the
ground where we were. It sprinkled a little
bit, and a person working out In the field
got Into his truck for about fifteen minutes.
Then It more or less stopped, and he resumed his work. So we sat there and
watched It pass over. He said If you catch
It early enough It shouldn't even sprinkle.
Now It's difficult for us as outsiders, or anthropologists, to make sense out of something like that. It would be awfully easy for
people to say It was Just a colnddence, and
It could be. We don't really know. All we
can do Is report what we saw.
BF: However, It would be an Incredible colnddence when one considers that \NlIller set
out to achieve that result. How do you ac-
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count for It?

DY: Well, with these sorts of experiences, I
usually don't try to account for It. I'm workIng on an artIde now where I'm trying to
account for some visions that I experienced
after a sweatlodge was put up at my house.
I had vIsions that were typIcal of Native visIons. I'm trying to account for It but we really don't have any anthropological or scientific models. I Just say, "Well, here's what
happened." I don't think that any of us can
say that the Native explanation Is wrong,
we wouldn't have any basts for doing that.
I guess It's a type of Intellectual agnostldsm
In a way. There are lots of things we don't
understand. ScIence Is able to understand
only a certain slice of reality. We have developed methods, observational techniques and models to explain particular
thIngs that we're looking for and looking
at. We have some experience In doing that,
but outside of that narrow slice of reality
It's problematic If you don't have the models or techniques. Arst of all, you don't usually see the phenomenon In question, and
If you did you wouldn't recognize It, and
If you ·dld see It, and recognize It, you
wouldn't know how to explaIn It.
Bf: Because you have no models?
DY: Yeah. You don't have the Intellectual tools
to do that. So, I thInk It would be stupId
for scIentists to say that anythIng outside
of that slice of reality can't be true. One the
other hand, you can't say It Is true without
the scientific method and the scientific tools
to Investigate It. So, I usually Just say, 'ThIs
Is what happened...
I think what anthropologists can do Is
called hermeneutics. We try and explaIn
the experience, and the Native explanation
of It, In a way that will make sense to nonNatives. We do have some experience
with that. If you get too literal a translation
of the Native explanation, then people are
tempted to say that It's superstition or
magiC, because you have animal spirits and
this sort of thing. But If you get deep
enough Into the system to understand that
system as a whole, you then see that It's
very sophisticated and has Its own Internal
logic. Hermeneutics Involves translating
the system and the particular experiences,
using metaphors and whatever Is necessary, Into a system that makes sense to an
outsIder.
Bf: Or anyone else using another model. You
seem to be talking about two equally valid
models that describe slightly dIfferent slices
of reality.
DY: Well, yeah. But the question ofvalidity Is
hard, even In our own sclentlfic worlclvlew.
We don't really know whether It's true of
not, even though It has been valuable to
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Cree healer Russell Wililer and friend
make preparations for a sweatlodge ceremony
us. But you have to do some translation.
And of course this Is true In the area of
ChrIstianity as well. The problem with ChrIstian fundamentalism Is that people try to
take the Bible literally. They take stories
and teachings that were written thousands
of years ago, without any interpretation. Of
course, the paradOXical thing Is that If you
don't have any Interpretation or adJustment, or take Into account the cultural differences, then you wreak violence on the
original teachings and experiences themselves. They are severely distorted because
you don't translate them. The big mistake
of fundamentalism, In any religion, Is codIfying religious documents. Setting them
In stone for all time and not allOWing any
Interpretation destroys them. And so It's
not really any different when we approach
a different religion, we have to translate It
Into terms and concepts that we can relate
to. Once we do th~!, non-Natives can see
that there Is something very meaningful
and sophisticated there that may help us.
Bf: Although the key Is the translation process,
as soon as you run Into any experience that
Is beyond words, or beyond the words of
the particular system Into which you are
translating, don't you run Into.dlfficult1es?
DY: Well that's true for all experiences. All experlences are beyond words In a way aren't
they? There are many dimensions associated with an experlence, colour, sound, nuances of meaning, etc. So that's a problem
anytime. But lfyou're talking about things
like dreams and visions, or visitations by

splrttual helpers, then It does become more
difficult. The artlde that I'm attempting right
now deals with visions. I'm using the
metaphor of an aesthetic experience. In my
case, I had a vision of somebody visiting
me at nlght when I was In my bedroom,
a Native person dressed up In Native dothIng and so on. I thought It was a real person, and so I switched on the light and It
disappeared, naturally. When I described
this person to Russell, he recognized him
by my description and said that was one
of his helpers who often shows up at healIng ceremonies and at the sweatlodge constructed near the house. He said he was
probably Just checking on me, because
when you put up a sweatlodge It often attracts evil powers as well as good. So he
said the spirit helper will probably hang
around and keep and eye on me for awhile,
don't be afraid of It.
Bf:...as It guarded you when you slept.
DY: Yeah, except that I happened to see It as
It stood there In the doorway. Well this Is
a typical kind of visionary experience that
Nattves have, but I'd never had anything
like this happen to me. In attempting to
deal with It, I'm using the metaphor of an
art object. When you create a piece of art,
It helps to gtve form to things that deep In
your unconsdous you are attempting to
understand. You attempt to understand
something slgnlficant that's happening. We
can't do It verbally very well, so the artist
puts feelings and Ideas Into a work of art.
He may not even understand that work of
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art himself In a 1ogk:aI, Intellectual way, but
gtvlng It substance and form allows the
artist to dialogue with his aeat10n and clarIfy some of these Internal processes. It
gtves you something to relate to that doesnt nm away and doesn't disappear, and has

a tangible conaete form. ) think that visions
are the same sort of thing. It's not an hallucination, that has a very negative connotation, but It Is gMng form to some basic
Intuftlve Insights Into natural processes.
And the only way we can understand natural processes, as Y.le encounter them with
our Intuitive Insight, Is to anthropomorphize them. As humans we cannot understand things that are not anthropomorphized. So I think that what happens In a
visionary experlence Is that we anthropomorphize something that Is very real, and
can be very true. In the process of setting
up the sweatlodge, healing people and
performing religious ceremonies -the
things Russell was doing In our house- we
possibly encountered energies. Everything
In the universe Is energy; I don't make any
d1stlnct1on between natural and supernatural, but we encountered some energies
that we don't normally encounter. 1he energy Is there, but It has to be given some
klnd of form. lhat energy, as a result of our
Interacting with It, starts doing things to
our subconsdous. We start to wrestle with
things and see new things, new Insights
Into the nature of reality, but to understand
that we have to give It some klnd of form.
Bf: So you're saying that both Russell and
yourself encountered the same form of energy and It provided you wlth a common
symbol for Itself; the splrlt helper that you
both could recognize?
DY: Yeah. Now that's an Interesting thing. I
was able to give It a form which he could
recognl7.e, even though I dldn't know what
that symbol should look Uke because It's
a different culture. I've heard lots of these
kinds of storles, where cultural content Is
connected wlth a vlslon and the person Is
having a vision that he shouldn't really
know about. Actually, I'm writing a book
on this subject with Jean-Guy Goulet, an
anthropologist from the UnIversity of Cal-

gary.
Sf: What will It be called?
DY: I don't know, the publisher usuaIJy decides
that. For the time being, we're calling It
Belnl ClYnled by CI"Oss-Culturai En-

counters.
SF: WIll It get a wlde release, or wlll It be a
spedallzed Journal?
DY: No,lrll be a book. We're going to try to
write It as simply as possible, as we did
with Cry of 1be bate. It will be aimed at
a more anthropological and sclentlftcally

orlentated audlence, but hopefully it'D be
on a level that ordinary Iay-people can understand. Bask:aDy we're tJyIng to help aeate and further a new paradlgm ln the s0cial sciences which Is currendy developing.
It's a much broader based paradigm than
the posltMst one, which most of us inherIted.
. : What new paradigm?) think It may be the
one I'm schooled In. (laughs)
DY: Well maybe so. In anthropology we don't
have a single name for It yet. We've got
things like hermeneutics and phenomenonlogy, which are two ways of getdng at It. We've got parts of exlstent1allsm,
cognitive and symboUc anthropology. and
all of these things which focus on meanIng...
BF: .. .and subJect1ve reality.
DY: Yeah, that's what I would call meaning. In

Dr. David Young being healed by A
ql-gong master In China
other words, not so much what the physIcal explanation of a phenomenon Is, but
what It means. Focussing on the meaning
of an event Is what's Important, at least
from a sodal sclence perspective. Now
that's quite different than the paradigm
that I lnhertted when I was In school, which
was stlII a very positivistic one.
BF: Looklng for explanations?
DY: Yeah, stimulus response psychology was
part of that, cause and effect explanations
etc., It was pretty automatic. Whereas
when you Interject meaning, two people
supposedly see the same stimulus, but
they'll Interpret It dlfferentty because of different cultural backgrounds or past experlences. It's not really the same stlmulus Is
It? So<.aIled "normal" or tradlt10naI science
can't handle that, because elther you have
a stimulus or you don't. You can't have as
many stimuli as you've got people, that's
hard for the old-fashioned sdendst to handle. That's what I mean by the new
paradlgm. As you say, It's been emerging
for a number of years, It Just hasn't been
pulled together yet Into a consistent form.
It doesn't even have a name.
Could you tell me a Utt1e more about BeJns

Bf':
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DY: We've collected expertences from anthropologists who have worked with Native
people. Ifs very common for these [visionary] experiences to carry the cultural content of the people the anthropologist Is
working with. How's that cultural content
get ln there? To me that Indicates that It's
not an hallucination. An hallucination
would come strictly out ofyour own mlnd
and you wouldn't know that stuff. So
there's some sort of communication where
content Is being added to the formative
process. You form that energy Into an ant h r _ form that you can talk with
or see or Interact wlth. Now to me, this Is
probably not a mystical process. There
could be nothing mysterious about It, If we
really understood It. But we don't understand It because we don't have the models
for It. It's reaDy a very common experience
among anthropologists but they haven't
talked about It much In the past because
they dldn't want people to think they were
going off the deep end. But It's so common
that It seems unlikely that an of these pe0ple have psychological problems.
Bf: Perhaps everyone attracted to anthropology has acute schizophrenia.
DY: (laughs) Well, I know that In my case I've
never been to see a psychIatr1st, so the experiences didn't threaten me and make me
doubt my sanity. But somehow we've got
to have a way of dealing wlth It. We can't
overlook a whole area of experlence Just
because It goes beyond our way of dmllng
with It. We have to start dealing with It,
and so that's what we're attemptlng to do
In this new book.
BF: So are you developing a model for this
type of experlence?
DY: We're trying to. What we've clone Is ftnd
eight anthropologists who are willing to
talk about these experlences, and have
them to model their experlences. After
we've got all this Information together,
we'll see what klnd of common themes
there might be and try to develop an overall model.
BF: So you don't have a theoretical base to
start with as yet?
DY: No, not really. In the article that fm wrtt1ng
right now about my own experience, I use
an art1stlc metaphor. But metaphors are
part of this hermeneutic or semiotic strategy.lt's not really a sclentlftc explanation
In the sense of being able to deso1be what
that energy Is. For example, does the energy you give form to In a vision, and by
vlslon I don't mean a dream because Irs
more concrete than that, does that energy
and form have any existence Independent
of your own perception?
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BF: If two people see the vision at once, would
that be the "obJective" correllatlon necessary for confirmation'"
DY: Well I don't ·know. Some of the stories
we've run Into have that as a common
theme, more than one person will share an
experience. Is that enough to satisfy sdentific canons ofvalidity? I doubt It. I doubt
It would make that much difference If you
are a positivist. I think to really satisfy the
"hard-core" sdentist you would have to be
able to take a photograph of It, (laughs), or
be able to reproduce It, or measure the energy In some way that's completely nonsubjective and bypasses the perceptive
channels. tv\aybe that's possible and maybe
It's not, we haven't tried to do that. And
I'm not sure that It's a worthwhile thing for
anthropologists to try and do.
DF: Why do you say that?
DY: I'm not sure whether our task as anthropologists Is to do the kind of Job that a
physicist would be better eqUipped to do,
to document the kind of energy that's Involved. Is It electromagnetic energy that's
Involved? That's really a Job for physicists.
DF: At least they're acquainted with
hermeneutics and metaphor. (laughs)
DY: Well, I guess when you get Into subatomic
particle theory that's probably true. But our
anthropological task Is not to do that sort
of thing, thafs almost like the" fundamentalism" I was talking about. People who
want to see that energy on a photographic
plate or something, adopt an almost fundamentalist attitude. It would be InterestIng, but I think our Job as anthropologists
Is not quite that literal. Not explain, but to
be able to model this In such a way that
these experiences would make sense.
DF: Yeah, the main problem with this "fundamentalist" model seems to be that It leaves
human experience out of the equation
completely at every level.
DY: Sure, the physicist mlght be able to catch
an energy shape on a film, but he wouldn't
be able to handle what we're trying to do,
which Is describe the anthropomorphizing
process. The anthropolglst Is the best
eqUipped to do that, to look at why we
need to anthropomorphize external reality
so we can understand It. And of-course, as
we anthropomorphize It, It's not external
reality anymore, Is It? Not strictly speaking
anyway. It's not objective external reality;
it's now the product of our Interaction with
our environment. It's a new reality. And
that new reality Is something I think we can
talk about to some extent.
Sf: Even If you can't physically document It?
DY: Yes, as anthropologists we're not trained
to do that. Even If It could be documented
physically, that would miss a lot of the
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point. Which Is, how do humans process
Information and attempt to understand our
universe?
Sf: I'd like to tie that In with your ql-gong experiences. In the January/February 1990
Issue of New Age Journal, Philip Lansky
says that much of the evidence for ql-gong
Is "dlnlcal or anecdotal and thus explainable with hypnosis arguments." How
would you respond to that?
DY: I don't know. I think most of my experience with ql-gong, and what I've seen In
China, would also be anecdotal. I saw paralyzed patients whose limbs were beIng
manipulated at a distance by ql-gong masters standIng behind them. The patients
couldn't see them. But the ql-gong master
would orchestrate with his hands the
movement of their limbs. It was a type of
physical therapy.
SF: Where was this?
DY: ThIs was In Beijing at a conference on natural medicine. I also went up on the stage
with some other people, and the ql-gong
master orchestrated our movements as
well. There didn't seem to be any control
over the movements of the arms.

water. A very close friend of mine here In
town, a very reputable person, told me that
he has seen a ql-gong master alter the
molecular structure of Iron bars so a person
can bend them like a noodle. And I talked
to an atomic physicist who saw a ql-gong
master direct his energy at a ceramic cup
and then eat half of It. So he took the rest
of the cup back to his laboratory and ana, Iyzed It, and he claimed that the molecular
structure had Indeed been changed. But
again, these are anecdotes and there's a lot
of stories like this. The only thing that I've
seen first-hand Is the physical therapy. No,
I should say two things. I had one other
first-hand experience when In BeiJing. Like
so often happens In China, I got sick, and
It got worse as the days went on. It was a
fairly long conference, and I was In bed
most of the time. But I had to give my
paper and I didn't know If I was going to
be able to. I was taking western-style
medicIne and It wasn't helping much. I
showed up at the auditorium that day, but
I didn't think I could make It through a
twenty-mInute paper presentation without
going to the bathroom. (laughs) Fortunately

Some of the stories we've run
into have a common theme, more than
one person will share an experience
SF: So you felt a loss of control of your own
limbs?
DY: Uh huh. But I wouldn't say a loss of control, because I was willingly subjecting myself to It. I was letting my arms do what
they wanted to do. Later, people told me
that the limbs and arms of the people up
on stage, myself Included, were follOWing
the motlons dictated by the motions of the
ql-gong master. He was standing behind
us, so I don't think It can be explained by
suggestion. At least not the normal type
of suggestion. For example, If we had seen
what the ql-gong master was doing, then
I think It would be possible to explain It as
suggestion. Some people claimed that It
was mental telepathy of some sort, but for
most sdentlsts that's Just as hard to accept
as the transmission of energy, which Is the
Chinese explanation of It. They maintain
that energy Is actually transmitted which
controls the muscles. Now I've heard anecdotes from supposedly reliable sources that
the ql-gong masters can change molecular
structure.
SF: Their own?
DY: No, the molecular structure of Iron bars or

there was a ql-gong master there. He said,
"Come on over, I'll see If I can fix you up."
SF: Old he notice that you'd turned green?
DY: No, I mentioned my problem to somebody and this person knew the ql-gong
master. So he said, "Let me Introduce you
to my friend. Maybe he can help you. So
we sat at the back of the audItorium and
the qt-gong master concentrated and medItated for a few minutes. QJ-gong really
comes out of Taoism; It's a Taoist technique
appparently. So then he used his thumb to
point at a spot on top of my hand between
my thumb and forefinger, near where they
meet. ThIs Is a traditional acupuncture point
for handling stomach problems. He dIdn't
touch me, but he said It would act like an
acupuncture needle. He directed energy
Into that acupunture point on both hands,
then he had me place my hands over my
abdomen while he did the same thIng. He
concentrated on transferring energy from
himself to me to adjust certain things. After
about ten minutes of this treatment I felt
fine and I went up and gave my paper. That
evening they took us all out to a Peking
Duck restaurant where the food was quite
tt
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It's not what I refer to as a "fundamentallst1c" explanation. If she's successful, we
st111 don't know what kind of energy Is Involved. But It could be a pretty convlndng
demonstrat1on that something Is happen-

Ing.
BF: All you have to do Is point out an unknown phenomenon at work that merits
further study.
DY: Yes. So that's more consistent with the
anthropologlca1 approach because It's not
Intrusive. We're simply documenting as
accurately as possible. That's the advantage of Videotape, It prOVides a good
record. We try to document what happens, and then as the technology comes
along some time In the future, the 50called "hardcore" sclentlftc explanations
may emerge.
SF: A phenomenon has been documented In
sub-atomic physics; experimenters may
alter the outcome of their experiments by
having strong preconceptions regarding
the outcome. Do you think this effect may
Influence the experiments you engage In?
DY: Well yeah. It can work both ways though.
On the negative side of It, I think that your
preconceptions may severely skew the
Russcll Wlilicr preparing to admlnlstcr a traditional
data that you're getting and falsify the pichcallng mcthod during the psorlasl. rcsearch projcd.
ture, which would be a negative type of
bias. On the other hand, If you read reports
of the great scientific discoveries, almost
greasy. Had there been anything that
how to try and measure these various
all of the great scientists claim that that's
forms of energy, then I thlnk Ifs Interest1ng
would have set me off again, I'm sure that
really the way science works. You have an
and probably worthwhile doing. To give
would have been It. But It never came back
Intulttve
Insight, and then you set about
you another Ulustratlon of the difference In
for the rest of my tl1p to ChIna. So I've had
to demonstrate and hopefully prove It. So
approach;
there's
a
psychlc
here
In
Edm0nthose two experiences with ql-gong. But
the theory or Insight often comes ftrst. I
ton who asked me to document her abilI think the more dramatlc cases, InvoMng
think a lot of scholarship Is that way too.
Ities.
What
she
first
had
In
mlnd
was
that
change In molecular structure, 'WOuld have
You have an Intuitive Insight and you see
I
would
haul
In
lots
of
heavy-duty
equipto be very carefully documented.
a
pattern or relationship. Who cares If It
ment. We thought about that, but we don't
And there are other anecdotes, for examcomes In a dream, a vision, or In the bathknow enough about It. So we called In a
ple, a medical doctor and a group of pe0tub11t doesn't really make any difference.
couple of psychologists to help us, and
ple travelled to Ollna to see a demonstraThen you set about doing the scholarship,
they were thlnklng about using an electroton. Supposedly a qt-gong master can Ilght
or the experiments or whatever's necesencephalogram. However, they decided
flourescent bulbs that aren't plugged In. For
sal)' to give It aedlbl1lty. I don't necessar11y
that that probably wouldn't do the trick e1- .
such things they have to meditate ftrst and
see that as bad because sclentlftc method
ther, because It only measures the brain's
build up energy before they can transmit
win
not lead to meanlngfullnslghts In Itself.
surface actMty. So we eventuaI1y ended up
ScIence Is basically a way of colled1ng sysIt.
with a very simple technique InvoMng a
temat1c data. But ftrxilng the pattern, even
IF: How does this energy leave the body?
medical doctor here In town. We'll have
If the data has been collected with equipDJ: Through the flngert1ps. In ChIna, they have
the psychlc sit on one side of a screen runment that Is not subJective, Involves the
Instttutes set up to study qt-gong sclentlfning down the middle of a table. Patients
appltcatlon of the human mind.
lcally, and I saw Infrared videos. When the
will then come In with their documented
SF: So the scientific method won't provide
qt-gong masters meditate you can see a
medical records, and sit on the other side
models?
buildup of heat In the brain and the ftngerof the screen. She cIa1ms to be able to do
DY: It doesn't generate models automatically,
an Internal diagnosis, so we'll videotape
tips. They show that change over time,
It's stlll a result of Intuitive Insight. To me,
the whole thing to have a good record of
over a ftve or ten minute period. 1hen It's
whether the Intuitive Insight comes ftrst or
It.
transmitted from the fingertips, supposedly
later doesn't make a lot of difference. But
BF: Does she cIa1m to see Inside the person's
up to about thirty feet.
your positivists probably wouldn't be too
body,
or
to
be
able
to
determine
what
the
IF: The heat energy?
happy about that. (laughs)
patient knows about their own disease?
DJ: Or the electromagnetic energy or whatBF:
When Russell \VIlller speaks of "the way
DY: No, she clalms to be able to actually go
ever It Is. I'm not really equipped to talk
things are moving," what signs Is he lookInto
the
patient's
body
and
check
out
the
about It scIentifically, but the ChInese are
Ing for? Does he look for spedftc patterns?
bones, blood, organs, and so forth, to see
attempting to study It. Now that relates
There appears to be a cause and effect syswhat
the
problems
are.
She's
willing
to
do
back to what 'He 'Here talking about earlier.
tem that he recognizes will provide a rethis, so 'He'll see what happens. But In this
If you have the equipment and the knowproducable result If a ritual Is performed
case you don't have a direct measurement.
Virus i31 page i 7
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correctly.

DY: Yeah, but you want to be careful not to
confuse that with traditional anthropologIcal definitions of magic, because It's not
an automatlc cause and effect relatlonshlp.
Doing the ritual doesn t spIlt the cloud,
and that's a major difference.
Bf: So the ritual Is to alert the spirit helpers
to his desire for help to spIlt the doud?
DY: Yes, and It's up to them as to whether
they want to do It or not, depending on
how sincere the shaman Is, the past history of hIs relatIonship wIth the spIrit
helpers and so forth. It's strictly up to
them, you can't force a spirit helper to do
anything. In a strict
definition of magiC,
the rItual Is efftcaceous as long as you
perform It correctly.
Most of what I've
seen of Native religion Is not that way.
It's not really magic,
It's a practical religion and the Gods
are not unseen.
They're not as transcendent as Christianity. The Great
Spirit Is transcendent, but the spirItual power that we
have contact with Is
very much a part of
the natural world,
the Grandfathers are
simply the basIc processes and elements
of nature. They were
there at the beginning of the universe
and are all around us
now. Their system Is
a matter of fittIng
Into nature and
preparing oneself to
encounter these
forces In a personal
way. This anthropomorphiZing process
Is something that
Russell himself recognizes. He says that
when the spirit of a plant appears to him
In a vision, It may appear as a human. I
asked If he sees the whole human, he said
"No, you don't have to see the whole
human, all you need to see Is the top part
because that's what the spirit needs to
talk to you." ThIs Is a very sophisticated
awareness that these natural forces are
not really human, but do appear In human
form If you've done your meditatIng,
praying, fasting and so on. You enter a
spiritual conditIon where you go on the
same plane as the spiritual forces and you
9
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Interact with them.
Bf: Are they viewed as Independent conscious entities who move about doing
things when not actually Interacting with
the shaman?
DY: The basic forces C?f nature are operating
all the time. The north wind Is always
busy, gravity Is always at work. They're
doing their natural thing. When you intervene to seek out and tap In on the power;
to seek the assistance of the elemental
forces, those forces can be put to human
use but not In a magical automatic way.
You have to have the right kind of relationship wIth the forces before they can

be used the way that you want them to
be. You can even use them for bad purposes, but that eventually catches up with
you.
Bf: Is the dlstlnctlon between good medicine
and bad medicine based on an ethical
norm within the socIety?
DY: No, I wouldn't say that. ThIs Is a part I
don't really understand too well, I'm not
even sure It's clear and consIstent In Russell's mInd. Ultimately all power comes
from the Great SpIrit so It's not dualistic
In an ultimate sense. But In a practical
sense, there Is good and evil In the world.

That evil Is the result of humans usIng
more or less neutral powers In bad ways.
Russell says that's where a lot of It starts,
which IndIcates that evll power, once It Is
formulated In an evil fashIon, does have
a life on Its own. Again the aesthettc analogy Is relevant, once you create a work of
art It has a life of Its own and the power
to change people.
BF: It's a cultural Icon or a meme.
DY: Yeah, It becomes a new reality. And so
In a way, evil powers are there. There's a
good north wind and a bad north wind.
But It you calIon the bad wind to help with
bad medIcine to send curses or that sort
of thing, you ImmedIately lose your
ablllty to heal. It's not
somethIng that a
good medldne man
would want to mess
around with.
Getting back to
your basic question:
this business of seeIng pattern In everything Is what some
people In the western world have
called synchronicity.
It's not so much a
cause and effect relationship as the fact
that everything that
happens Is related to
everything else. Everything Is Interconnected In some way,
of course that's a
major theme of Eastern mysticism and
the NatIve person
would share that belief. If everything Is
connected with everythIng else, then
seeing pattern Is Just
a recognition of that
fact. It's not that you
do something In one
place that causes
something to happen half-way around the world. Rather,
what happens at this place Is connected
with things that happen half-way around
the world anyway. The person who Is perceptive and sensItive to these things will
see that connection and see the pattern,
which Is Important. If you see the Interconnectedness of all things, you can make use
of the Information for your own benefit. H
you don't see them you're missing out on
information which you should have to help
In making decisions.
BF: Yes, If I run across an author's name a
number of times In unlikely places In a
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short time, I assume that's what I should

read next.
DY: It's an Interesting question. I think that
If you see those things CNer and CNer agaln
and you start to see a pattern, then that

may be a legitimate way to use synchronicity. It probably means that you are
In need of certain types of information to
make a decIsion. You start to sort out, or
to be selectively attentive to those things
In the environment that you need. But, It
can be used In a very superstitious way as
well. For example, people will flip open
the Bible and the first passage that their
eyes rest upon tells them what to do.
That's not a matter of seeing pattern, It's
a very magical thing. Synchronldty used
In that way Isn't what people Uke Carl Jung
had In mind, and It certainly wouldn't be
compatible with what the Native shaman
has In mind either.
81': A better example Just ocamed to me. Immediately after arranging this Interview I
picked up the New Ase JounYI for the
ftrst time In my lire, as I have very Uttle Interest In that type of magazine, and stumbled across the feature on qt-gong healing
therapy. The timing was perfect.
DY: When that sort of thing happens I think
some people have the mistaken belief
that there are forces out there directing
their lives In a personal way and causIng
things to happen. The mistake In adoptIng that poInt of view Is that the person
becomes very egocentric. You become a
centre, a focus for all the forces In the universe.
SF: It's then simply solipsism.
OY: It doesn't take long to figure out that If
all those forces are workIng In your behalf, then what's It doing to all the other
people? If doing something good for you
does something bad to others, then It's
not going to be very satisfying. Who
would want to live In that kind of universe? So I don t think that synchronicity
has anything to do with spirits, deities,
gods or forces out there that make things
happen In order to direct your Ufe. I really
9

think that Ifs being subconsdously aware
of subtle messages constantly coming to
you from the universe, and then being
able to read to those messages In light
of what you're doing or what you need
at the time. So when you picked up the
New Aae JourlYl some sort of Information was coming to you, saying that there
might be something useful In light of who
you're goIng to talk to. It's a form of Intuition, but I don't think intuition Is an infallible gUide, Just another level of information processIng. The way we process
Information can always be In error, so you
don't want to treat Informatlon uncrltlcally. On the other hand, It's wise to treat
It as an additional information source and
be open to what your intuition tells you.
BF: Quite often It's all we have to go on.
DY: (laughing) Yeah that's right.
BF: That's true on a global scale now. In the
"Information Age" the person who has
access to the most Information Is aware
of the most possibilities. And If you open
yourself to possibilities that mayor may
not be correct, logical or rational, then
you are at least open to the paths they
present. You can then critically analyze
these additional posslbllites and choose
from a greater number of available options.
DY: Yes that's right, and thafs the essence
of human freedom Isn't It? It's not freedom In some ultimate sense, because that
would mean that you are doIng something totally unconnected with any determining forces, and that obviously doesn't
exist. Freedom means having more than
one option open to you at anyone time.
Freedom Is the ability to exerdse choice
and, as you point out very well; the basis
of having options open to you Is being
aware that there usually Is more than one
option. But people simply aren't aware of
them.
81': And that s the root of my fasdnation with
the Native belief system, It opens more
possibilities. Sadly, some people can t
deal with It at all.
9
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DY: They do~off that option.
BF: I see It as a sliding scale; at one end are
the people who dose themselves to any
possibility, the other end conslsts of those
who readIly, and uncrttlcally, accept everything. A "happy medium" must lie
somewhere In the mlddle, people who
are open to bizarre Ideas, yet retain a aItlcal sense. For example, I'm willing to entertain the Idea that Wlllier can spIlt ralnclouds with the assistance of an
anthropomorphized energy In the form of
a spirit helper. (laughs)
DY: Well I don't know about that, but It's interesting to note that religions around the
world usually have pract1tioners who control the weather. They claim there's nothIng very dlfftcult or mysterlous about It. So
It may Just be a technology that we're unfamiliar with. I think the best thing In a
case like that Is to say, "It may be possible." Thafs a type of... agnosticIsm may
be too strong a word, but to say, "Maybe
they'll discover a mechanism someday,
but In the meantime, this Is what I saw."
(laughs) I think the basic Issue that we're
talking about Is that there are two aspects
to science. One side of the coin Is intuitive
InsIght concerning the basic patterning In
the universe, and that's where models
come from. The other side Is the systematic collection of data.
BF: And they work together.
DY: Yes, In a parallel fashion. One doesn't generate the other automatically. If we think
of science In that way, the kind of things
that we're talking about fall Into the realm
of science. I wouldn't consIder my work,
the kinds of Investigations and research
that I do, as theologlcallnvestlgat1ons or
something like that. It's a sclentlflc Investigation. It's what I feel Is the more meanIngful definition of scIence. It's probably the
one that scIentists who are out on the leadIng edges of their fields would say, "Yeah
thafs what scIence Is. Ifs not technology
and how much hardware you have."
BF: I thank you for your time Dr. Young.
DY: You're very welcome.

CARPENTER SUFFERS ONLY SPLITTING HEADACHE
AFTER CO-WORKER NAILS BASEBALL CAP ON HEAD
A Duluth MInn. carpenter had a hard time
gettlng his hat off Monday. But then It had
been nailed to his head with a nail gun. -I've
had worse headaches,- said Lance Grangruth,
who said the headache was the only compllcat10n he suffered after the naIl went four cent1metTes Into his forehead. -I didn't actually feel
It go
he said. -I heard the gmt go off. I trted

In:

to take my hat off and It wouldn't come off.Dr. William Hlmango said he used pliers
on Monday to remove the ftve-cent1metTe naIl
from the frontal lobe of Grangruth's brain. -If
he were to pick a place to put a nail In, he
picked exactly the right one,- Hlmartgo said.
The same Injury to other parts of the brain
could have killed Grangruth or seriously Im-

paired him. Grangruth was working on a
garage when a co-worker, perched on a ladder, lowered his arm whlle holding the gun's
trigger, police said. The co-worker didn't realize Grangruth was standlng below. The gun
touched his head and went off, driving the
nail through his baseball cap and Into his forehead.
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by Mark Nixon
Awake.
The flrst phase Is always denial; J can't
be awake because J can't see anything,
therefore J am asleep, therefore J am havIng a nightmare. A bad dream InvolvIng some sort of horrible brain surgery
without anaesthesia: That tends to explain everything. J am dreamIng that
some mad sdentlst has drJlled a hole Just
above, and a /lttle to the left, of my right
temple, and for some unfathomable reason
is fordng air Into my brain by means of a
rubber tube Inserted Into this hole, causIng my brain to bubble and make rude
noises, the same way a mJlkshake reacts
when you blow air Into It with a straw.
I can make It stop. All I have to do Is
wake up. All I have to do to wake up Is open
my eyes. I will open my eyes and I will wake
up. I wlIl open my eyes and...
There Is a flash. A searing pain rips
through bone and sinew, through vItals and
viscera that finally settled In my stomach and
resolves Itself In that basic Involuntary reaction: vomit. Over shirt and sheets, pillow and
pants, a single purging wave of foul polson
Is aImed at a bedside bucket only as an afterthought. A bitter acrld taste fights for domInance In my mouth after too many dgarettes,
and a thick coating of fi.rzzy fur that has grown
on my tongue and teeth overnight.
The sun Is up. It Is morning.
The second phase Is also denial. I deny
the fact that the alarm Is ringing?
buz.zlng/drllling Into my radal subconsdous
filling me up with primordial dread of a day
at work. I find It hard to comprehend how a
dvlItzation so advanced It puts radloacttve
garbage In space, pollutes oceans too deep
to explore, and renders a planet's atmosphere
unbreathable, but can't funct10n with one less
person filling the rank and file of some meanIngless service Industry Job for one day. Yet
I have been assured that my presence Is required, Indeed vItal, to the status quo and
that failure to attend to the day's duties could
result In dIre consequences. So with the noose
of debt-paycheque-eredlt tightenIng around
my neck, and with the keen somatic aware-
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ness that can only be achieved
through the use of an LDSO of alcohol, I make my way blindly
through the morning's ablutions.
It Is mornIng. I am late.
Too far gone for vows of abstinence, the
final phase of this particular form of crlsls management Is first ald. Re-hydratlon, though usually more effective before passlng out, Is given
prlorlty. Several glasses of water later, the next
consideration Is nourishment. OwIng to the
rather deIlcate condition of my stomach I decide to forego breakfast at McDonald's In
favour of a handful of vItamins and another
glass of water. (Yes, I know Dr. MIndell says
that vItamins are useless without food, but I
still find the placebo efftrl comforting.) flnally,
a couple ofcaffelne/efedrlne tablets to replace
the sleep forsaken In the name of alcohol poIsoning, two non-prescription painkillers, a
muscle relaxant with codeine, and the florlnal
left over from dental surgery last spring that
I have been saving for Just such a special occasIon. ~mblne Ingredients. Let stand five
minutes.
I am late. The bus Is late.
Few things are capable of making one as
mystically observant as a real hangover. Oh,
the purists will argue In favour of New-Age
yoga, phlIosophy, and even various recreational drugs, but It Is my contention that one
Is never so absolutely and truly aware of one's
surroundings until they are ampIlfied, unified,

unpleasantness
that only a set of hungover senses can present.
(To those of you who either due to constitution, rellglon, or common sense, have never
experienced the world In such a way I am at
a loss. It would be like trying to describe purpIe to the blind, LSD to Tipper Gore, or

Doonesbury to George Bush.) Let It suffice to
say that when truly hungover, It Is easier and
more fun to pull your own head off, than
breathe.
So It came as an almost pleasant surprtse,
that Is, If anything could be pleasant under
such conditions, that the morning was unusually quiet. No yelling children, no yapping
dogs, not even any traffic on my residential
street. Only the distant cawing of an amused
crow In one of the barren trees on this warm
October morning.
I was almost reUeved to see someone
standing at the bus stop. That Is until I found
myself accosted by a diminutive, pimply
young fellow with greasy hair, a large brtefcase
and even stranger fashion sense than my own.
He Immediately fiashed me a look of recognition, and In a loud nasal voice told me that
he knew me, and what's more, was convtnced
that I must know him.
"Why are you famous?"

and foc.ussed Into a finely tuned, concentrated
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"No," he shrugged as If he hadn't quite
placed me, "Youlre a Dreamquester. Right?"
"Not beyond any casual metaphysical
sense. I have I<rlo.vn a couple ofthem, but not
well, and not recently. So Ifyou'D ~cuse..."
"Oh, then you must have met me at
CONvention 23 last year, you know, the ScIence f1d1on Convent1on. Don't)Q1 remember
me? I won a prize for best Star TRIa 1he Next
Generation costume. I went as the Crusher
Boy, except I used lots of makeup to make It
look like I had been In a terrible transporter
acddent. I put a lot of work Into that outftt,
want to see the pictures? IVe got them right
here...," he said reaching Into his large battered brIeft:ase that appeared to be ftIled with
Nlntendo hint books, and John Norman navels. "Heyl I know where I know you from,"
he said, pausing In mid-rummage. "You work
for that comic shop on the east side of town."
I suddenly stopped twlst1ng my newspaper, which I had been subconsclously roiling
tighter and tighter Into a dub. If he lived, It
might get back to my empl~, and management frowns on staff coldcocklng potential
customers. I decided to make nice, and hope
his bus was hi-Jacked by terrorists. Instead I
smiled a carefully calculated smile. One desIgned to project Just enough polite Interest
to allow me to keep my job, and Just enough
contempt and malice that the average person
would rush home to make sure I hadn't
burned down theJr house, or disemboweled
their family pets and written lave sonnets to
Ah Pook on the walls with the blood.
Unfortunately the subtlety of this gestW'e
appeared to be lost on him. He continued to
babble to me about something, I'm not exactly sure what, I thInk his droning cadence
caused me to lose consdousness briefly.
When I became aware of his
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voice agaln he was nattertng about the reJattve
merits of teleportatlon In the DC and Marvel
comlc book universes, or something about
Ambush Bug and Nlghtcrawler. HIs voice
made my Innards chum and through the muffling of the palnklllers, I could feel the solid
relentless pounding
Jackhammer on my
skull. 1be stimulants I had taken earner were
noN making me aaJtely aware of my hair, and
of how much paln It was In. I had begun to
sweat profusely, and was sure I was going to
be III again, but I Just dosed my eyes and
made little lnvollDltary grunting noises. These
were ImmedIately misinterpreted as sounds
of Interest.
.....and I stilI think .Batman should have
been tougher, don't yOU? I've seen It eight
times, and 1m going to buy the video JUst as
soon as I get a VCR, but I ~eally think they
should use the Penguin In the next movle because I really thInk they could do something
really special with that character. I bet the next
turtle mavle Is going to be really dumb. I don't
see why they couldn't have used the stories
from the original comic books. I sold mlne a
long time ago, made a lot of money too. I ftgured the market had peaked and It was a
good time to start dumping stock. I stilI
bought some of those colour reprints you guys
sell so I'd have the stories..."
I looked the fellow In the eye, trled to
make some lame excuse to leave, but he
seemed to have me cornered In the bus shelter, and there was no way short of knocklng
him down to get past this fellow and his big
brleft:ase. I wanted to scream, or throw up, or
shoot myself. Anything to get away from thls
person's Incessant talking, and get on with
some serious self-pity and personal agony. but
my mouth had seized up, and all I could manage was a vague hand gesture and an insightful grunt of agreement on some
frighteningly dull and obscure
comment about Gerry Anderson's ftlm making style, and a
dlsemhocUed, "Oh, yes...,"
when
asked

Of.
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about whether or not I had ever seen a particular episode of some obSOJre SF lV show
I'd never heard of, and If I could remember
who had written and directed It. I pondered
the odds of this fellow spontaneously combusdng In the next minute ex' so. Unfortunately
the numbers seemed to be larBeIy and un-satIsfylngIy against such an event. At least he
wasn't talking about hockey.
.....1 couldn't Imagine life without my
computer. Even If I don't upgrade the memory
for another year, It can stili handle 95% of the
software I want to run, and there really Isn't
that much on the BBS's worth pirating these
days, especlally with all the viruses going
around. But'I keep a r~1y good backup, and
I thlnk I'm really up-to-date wlth my antl-vlral
programmes. I have them set up as an automatic sub-routine, but that's stilI no replacement for..."
There must be some way to escape. 1m
stilI late, I can slip away on the pretext of...
"Look, ah, ~cuse me for Interrupt1ng you, but
I'm a bit late for work, and the bus seems way
behind, so Ifyou'll Just excuse me, I'd better
Just get aver to that phone booth and call In,
Just to let the boss know I haven't died."
Suddenly he shut up. His expressIon
changed. His Idiot deadpan shIfted Into a
broad sardonic grin. His eyes widened, and
as they wIdened the sunlight seemed to
change. It was as If a doud were passing In
front of the sun, only the shadow sweepIng
up the street was Impossibly dark. It swallowed the scene as It passed. The road, the
sidewalk. Even the houses were dlsap~ng.
The little man's demeanour was now one
of psychotic glee. "Well, don't let me keep
you. I wouldn't want to bore you wlth the details of my pItiful life now, would 11 No way."
1he darkness was dose nON. Only the Interior
of the shelter remained lit. The blackness surrounded the plexlglass walls like a thick curtaIn. He gIggled, stepped back Into the
strange veil and was gone.
The sun shone again with Its usual 0ctober half-heartedness. My head reeled with
the sqUishy paln of dehydration and fear. I
trled to stagger from the shelter to the payphone up the street. I was Intercepted by a
large fteshy man In a dirty team Jacket, and
an even dirtier baseball hat. He would not let
me pass.
"Hold up there son, you've got lots of
time before the bus gets here. Nice weather,
huh? Just another Indian Summer day In hell,
eh? Now, how 'bout them Flames••••"
1
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Could
byOberc

Put a rope
around my neck
then kick me
In the balls
but I'm not
dropping through
that hole
on my free will
you're going
to have to shove....

Its
byOberc
Instinct
I guess
to ask
If It
Is mine
to ask
these kind
of questions
as tears
roll down
her face....

She
byOberc

Don't
byOberc

Tells me her
unde used
to sneak In
late at night
telling her
he Just wanted
a sniff
It always
moved on
from that
and nobody
ever listened .
when she tried
too hard
to explain
they told
her she
was dreaming
that this
was Just
a nightmare
scheme....

Ever tell me
what is wrong
I don't want
to know I
see blood
left from car
wrecks and bullets
and knives and
broken bottles and
hear so many
goddamned screams
/
they may as well
be sirens....
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How to discover the obscure worlds
of Global Fringe Subcultures from
your favourite couch
By Bruce Betcher

section of our culture It's simply too large for

The World Is an amazlng place. There's ab-

any one source to cover. The ftrst place to start
Is the local supermarket. Buy The Weekly

solutely no reason to ever be bored as long
as you cuIt1vate and maintain a healthy Interest

In Otber People's BeliefSystems (OPBS). Now.
It Isn't necessary for you to really believe
OPBS. but It makes It a heck of a lot more enJoyable If you do (at least at the time that
you're exposed to them). You can experience
the thrill of discovering a perpetual motion

World News every week for three months to
train with. Read the thlng. all the way through.
and tty to believe everything you read thereln.
It's a truly llberating experience (If that's too
easy. try something r~1y stimulating like
Reader's DIpst. Just tty to beUeve eveIJIbIn8
In one of those!). One must ~ays remember
how powerful these ubiquitous tabloids are.

machine. you can tap Into the
aetherlc grld of the ascended
masters to help transform the
world. you can discover innumerable varieties of heaven
and hell, you know the UFO
people are here so find out
,what they're doing. Discover
bizarre sexual practices that
could put you In an Intenslve
care ward If you do them (are
you familiar with 'gerbllUng'?).
or If you're so Indlned you

lowest common denominator Info-feed for
normal people, they make a really nice inclu-

sIVe ~ br every other cultural medium,
theY hit us right In the subconsdous In a
very direct manner. DId anyone see They Uve?
Is this the work of the evil grey aliens? Complus

munists or fascists weakening our collect1ve
mind so they can transform us Into slugs
walted to be trampled ~ our rightful masters?,
and are all those personal ads In the back a
communication link for foreign agents and Satanlst networks? But I digress. You want other stuff
right? Really weird stuff like
Baby Trank Trank dolls and
T.mt. Look no further!
FIrst and foremost on
your list should be Factsheet five, (but you're an fa..
mllIar with II aren't you).
Well. If not, let me Just say
that It's the Bible of the un..
derground. Mike Gunder..
loy, the obsessive mind be..

can hate men. women. chll-

hind

dren. Jews. gays. blacks.
W.A.S.P.s, or any other arbi-

everything that comes his

It

all.

reviews

way (even 011 paintings on

trary segment of the human
population. You can find

occasion) and hls thumbnail
sketches give a pretty good

Inner peace, or conversely

Idea of where each partlc..

explore the darkest pits of ni-

uIar 'zlne Is coming from.

hilism. The best part of It all

Order Factsheet Five from

Is that you don't actually have

Mike at: 6 ArIzona Ave.,

to meet these people. you

Rensselaer, N.Y., 12144..

can explore OPBS by mall!

4502. It'll cost you $3.00

And maybe, Just maybe.

U.S. for one Issue.

you'll discover that some of

The next best thing Is a

these weird religious. scien-

Gargoyles

SubGenlus book by Rev.

tific, and polltical systems are

by Donald D.,vid C 1990

true In some sense. Now

Ivan Stang called High
Weirdness By MaD (1988,

that Is a truly unsettling experlence. let me tell

They are the ultlmate Cut-Up. Mduhanesque

New York, Simon ~ Shuster Inc., 336 pp.) It's

you.

memes comprised ofJagged bits of fact Inter-

you'll have a place to start. All of the sources

sIties of human survival. PrImal hypnotherapy.

subt1tled A DIrectory of The Frlngel Mad
Prophets, Crackpois, Kooks L. TlUe VIsIonaries, and that's exactly what It Is. The only
problem Is that Kooks move around a lot and
so many of the addresses aren't up to date.
But If you know something exists, you can aI..

I'm going to mention should be In your Ubrary.

Who owns these things anyway? They create

ways track It down. The book Is divided Into

since this Is such a strange, quickly evolvIng

the world. Quite apart from their place as the

chapters full of brief reviews and addresses.

Now If you have the burning desire to

strewn and Juxtaposed wlth choice urban leg-

delve Into this twlL't world of manias (and stnce

ends, or urban-Iegends-to-be, consumed by

you're reading thIs you probably do). you'll

most people In the cultural context of a bored

need a few good contacts and entry points so

Ilne-up while one walts to receive the neces-
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Chapter ttties Include: Weird Sdence (my personal favourite), Rantz/nes, WeIrd Po/ltlcs,
More WeIrd Re/lglon, CosmIc HIppIe DrugBrother Stuff, Great Badlllm and Sleaze, Respectable WeIrd Pub/lcatlons, and much
more.
In a slmllarveln, but more up to date Is Tbe
Frlnses of ReuoDI A Whole £artb Catalol
(edited by Ted Schultz., 1989, New York, Harmony Books, 224 pp.)The subtttle on this one
Is also very descriptive: A Reid GuIde to New
Age fronUers, UnuslYl BelIefs a...'Eccentdc
Sdences. The prlmary dlfference betvveen this
book and HIgh Weirdness Is that the latter Is
a SubGenlus book, and so It Is as Inherently
wacked-out as many of the groups that Stang
writes about. Whereas The fringes comes
from the mo~e objective and respectable
Whole Ear1b Utalog tradition, and It Includes
articles by writers like Jay KInney (underground comIc artlst extraordlnalre, and edltor/publlsher of the excellent magazIne
Cinosls), his Is called "Backstage with 'Bob' Is the Church of the SubGenlus the Ultlmate
Cult?". And The fringes Is more Intellectually
rigorous, It Includes long artldes and Whole
tuth-style book reviews. Alas, this means that
quite a few of the smaller groups are missing,
but this Is probably a good book to start with

If you're totally unfamlliar with this kind of pop
culture. Even If you have Stang's book this Is
a very complementary work.
The two greatest catalogs of all tlme have
recently been released. They're both outstandIng and focus on subs1antlally different areas:
the AMOK fOURTH DISPATCH (371 pp.
$6.50 U.S., make It out to: AMOK. P.O. Box
861867, Terminal Annex, Los Angeles, CA
90086-1867, U.S.A.), and the LOOMPA.NICS
UNLIMITED 1990 MAIN CATALOG (230 pp.
$3.00 U.S., make It out to: Loompanlcs Unlimited, P.O. Box 1197, Port Townsend, WA
98368, U.S.A.). If weird books are what you
want and you live In some godawful backwater prairie town and they don't even have a
Coles, then WItte for these Immediately. You'll
be astounded at whafs available. LooJlllNllk.s
highlights the "how-to" books while AMOK
has a better select10n of depraved art and general repulsiveness. Between the two of them
you can do most anything you want to.
AMOK will supply the source material for the
Strategy and Tactlcs Involved In your plan to
mutate clvllizatlon with viral biologics and
complete medla terrorism, then pick up the
loo~cs Catalol and learn how to manufacture poisons and weaponry, create Canadian false 10, torture and k1ll effectively as you

strive to replace the old order with your personal vision - using the money from your
clandestine drug laboratory, the armed robberies and B&i's, and the counterfelttng operatlon In the bomb shelter In the woods behind your farm. ThIs Is fim for the whole fa.ml1yl
I pick these up and read them for hours at a
tlme. One thing you should know, many of
these books aren't supposed to be In our
country. I quote Loompanlcs:
Loompanlcs Unllmlted cannot be
responsible for any shipments of
books seized by any governmental
body. This applies In particular to
Canada, where many books are
banned, and to prisoners, whose
keepers often conftscate books. Ifyou
are a prisoner or a Canadlan, you are
advised to check with your authorltles before ordering books.
ThIs, admIttedly, causes a slight problem,
but we must always remember the cardinal
rule of the Info-culture.

If you know It exists and you
want It badly enoup, you'D always
be able to find It.

SOVIET PSYCHIC·S ATTEMPT TO
STOP TRAIN REVEALS SEVERE
LIMITATION OF HIS POWERS
MOSCOW (AP)- E. Frenkel, one of
the Soviet union 5 growing number
of psychic healers and mentalists,
said he used his power to stop
bicycles,
automobiles
and
streetcars. He believed he was ready
for something bigger, so he stepped
in front of a freight train.
It did not work.
The engineer of the train that killed Mr.
Frenkel said the psychic stepped onto the
tracks with his arms raised, his head
lowered and hIs body tensed. The dally
Sovletskaya
Rosslya
said
that
Investigators looking Into the psychic's
dedslon to Jump In front of a traln near the

southern city of Astrakhan found the
answer In the briefcase he left by the side
of the track. "Rrst I stopped blcydes, cars
and a streetcar," Mr. Frenkel wrote In
notes found by Investigators. "Now, I'm
going to stop a train."
Mr. Frenkel apparently believed he had
found the secret of psychic-biological
power and that his effort to halt a train
would be the ultlmate test of his powers,
according to the notes. "Only In
extraordinary conditions of a direct threat
to my organIsm wIll all my reserves be
called Into action," he wrote.
In the past few months, the Soviet Union
has become awash with mentalists and

self-proclaimed psychics who are
appearing on state-run televlson, draWing
huge crowds and receiving thousands of
letters requesting help. Mr. Frenkel had
been proclaimed by local television In
Astrakhan, a dty at the mouth of the Volga
RIver nearly 1,300 kilometres southeast of
Moscow, as a healer who had helped
some people, the newspaper's report said.
The engineer of the train saw Mr. Frenkel
walking along the railroad from a long
dIstance. But only at the last minute did
the mentalist step onto the tracks.
"Emergency braklng didn't help, a tragedy
occurred," the newspaper said. It dld not
say which day Mr. Frenkel was killed.
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By Ede l1etcher

war first declared by the legendary band ThrobblnS

TOpy Is an ongoing maglckal organization/process

Gdstte. Genesis p-orrldge, the former frontman for

devoted to a personalized form of spirituality and the

TG then formed the band Psychic 1V, which Is essen-

development of usually Ignored (unknown-uncon-

tially the propaganda wing of the TOPY global net-

scious) faOJlties of the human being. They profess to

work. This mutant strain of chaotic quasl-cyberpunk,

be concerned with total honesty, hard work [see Ihee

quasl-Thelemic maglckians also have a Canadian ac-

Hackers Ethlck" elsewhere In this Issue], and a ded-

cess point: TOPYCAN, Box 579, Station P, Toronto,

Ication to individualized ritual, which allows them to

Ontario, M5S 2T1.

attain states of consciousness that they can imprint

ThIs Interview was conducted by mail earlier this

and meta-program. They apply Brion Gysln's Cut-Up

year with Coyote 12, based at TOPYUS headquarters

method to maglck, philosophy, and religion and are

In Denver. The questions were mailed out, and three

currently formulating a unique brand of modem west-

,cassettes came back. fiDed with the following Interview

ern magickal practice. Their philosophy Is pragmatic

(and much more as well, like belching, music, laugh-

and Is very firmly grounded In the realities of the

Ing, and llttle completely unintelligible bits). Ifs a reaI~

.t 990 s; that Is, our media-generated, shifting cultural-

great ambient party tape, It sounds like someone's

reality paradigms, the latest developments In quantum

having fun somewhere. Also present In Denver for the

physics, American Indian shamanism, chaos theory,

taping were Coyote 25 (from Chicago), and Coyote

and indMduai freedom. This type of organization Is

105 (from St. louis), therefore It's possible to get a

unique, to my knowledge, and eminently suited for

sense of both the diversity and the correlations of the

the end of,the millenium In the global village.

philosophies of practldng United Stateslan TOPY

1

The TOPY network is also dedicated to total access

members. What follows Is a chopped-up, stripped-

to Information using every tool at their disposal, for

down trip deep Into the heart of the Temple of Psy-

they continue the frontline assault of the Information

chick Youth U.S.
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DUe nETCHER: Is the Temple of Psychlck
Youth considered a religion by the U.S.
government?
COYOTE 12: No we're all too lazy to keep
books.
U: In Charles Neal's book, Tape Delay, Genesis P-Orrldge mentions mall being
opened Illegally by customs offidals, and
raids by Scotland Yard on the TOPY offices
In London. Have you had any problems
with the police?
12: So far we haven't had any encounters with
the police at all, although we're apparently
getting negative press from some quarters.
There's a lx>ok c.alled The Sa.tan Hunter by
Tom Wedge that has a lot of Information, or misinformation, In It. It claims
that our "shocklngvldeo material" Is
made to make people feel less
squeamish about mass murder, that
we're Inuring people to violence as
well as priming and prepping them
up for ritual murder In the future,
which I would say Is a bit scurrilous.
We had one discussion with the pollee. We made the mistake of taking
some sensitive photos Into a lab,
which were then handed over to the
police. They weren't plerclngs, Just
ritual bondage. They raided a person's
house, and went to my mother's
house looking for me and so on. I
went down there and they realized
that whatever had taken place In the
pictures was done with the free will
of the Individual concerned. Therefore, they Just wanted to talk to us
about It. They were pretty Ignorant,
but quite nice. I had a nice talk with
them, and ended up talking about
Nazis, they were quite well Informed
about It, especially the New RIght. It
turned out to be an Interesting conversation. They sort of said, "Now we
know where to go If we find some
body In an alley with a Psychlck Cross
carved Into his beIly or something."
In a way I think that's good, because
we need to be accountable for what we

say.
U: How effective Is International communication between TOPY stations, consldertng
mall to and from Europe Is being tampered
with?
12: We get letters all the time that are taped
shut and stuffllke that. I think It's ridiculous.
If a government wants to read a letter, they
can use an X-ray machine and not even
open It. And everything that I write that
comes out of this office Is basically public
domain. We need to be accountable for everything we put out; by assuming that everything Is being read by various people,

It keeps you from maklng frtvolous or flippant remarks which can be misinterpreted.
One should always assume that eveJYthing
one Is doing Is being monitored In some
form, because It Is. This particular conversation Is on a physical tape, any conversat10n with another persOn Is In their memory
and yours. New physics might Imply that
It's In the memolY of the br1cks of the buDdIng or whatever. And It there are entities
that don't have the spedfic allocation of
time and space that we do, then they're
able to monitor various things. I'd be a lot
more worried about the angels or whatever
you want to c.aII them. What can the police

~

$

1~
...

CO"y0feJl
do? We're not doing anything Illegal. If
they don't have anythtng better to do than
read our mall, then fine I don't mind.
COYOTE 105: What about the U.K.? They've
been In a lot of shit with the police, what's
the basis for that?
t 2: Britain Is a police state. Canada, to a large
degree, Is a police state. The great thing
about the U.S. Is that the police' are pretty
well connected, and they don't bother us
that mucl). For example, we try to keep
TOPYas apolitical as possible, for that reason. \Vlthln the U.S. side of the network we
try to de-emphasize drug abuse, abuse of
liberty, and that sort of behaviour as much

1C

as we can. As long as you're not molesting
children, or selling or possessing large
quantities of drugs, you can pretty much
do whatever you want In this country. But
I think It's Important that TOPV Is a credible
organization. If we put stuff out on the assumption that It's being read by people
that can prosecute us, then It keeps us
much more credible and sensible because
of the quality of the Information that we're
putting out. We're not making crass statements and absurd generalizations that
could be misinterpreted or qUickly superceded. We're trying to get something
that's more or less permanent and stay out
of the day-by-day fads that large
parts of society have fallen Into.
Ef': Coyote 2 told me youve taken the
Coyote and Kall names for "securtty
as well as a sense CN unity." Is that security really necessary? Do you receive a lot of hate mall?
12: Well, as explained In The Grey Book,
people send things that are of a very
personal nature. Hopefully, the numbering system gives people the ability
to be a lot more frank. It also gives
other people the ability to go through
records of people's progress without
necessarily haVing access to their
Identity, for example psychological
reports use pseudonyms or case
numbers. It can also give people sort
of a sense of gaining a new Identity.
GIving somebody a new name Is a
good symbol.
Ef': Genesis P-Orrldge writes about Psychic TV's t 988 North American tour
for the liner notes of live tit Thee
PyramId and says: "We returned to
BritaIn addicted with thee energy we
had found In Amerlka. Thee open
minds, thee enthusiasm, thee streetwise knowledge, thee powerful visions ov thee land Itself." Do you
share his vision of America?
12: If you go to Europe, any open space
Is some sort ot nature preserve with
little fences along It and little stone walkways, plmlc tables, trashcans, and stuff lIke
that. There's really no wilderness In the
sense that we know It, even the forests are
basically parks. And since there are so few
large pieces of uninhabited land, the people Just flock there. There wouldn't be anything left It they didn't treat It like a park.
I think this distinction Is really crucial for
most people In the U.S., and Canada too
I Imagine. [Yes. -ed.] I think the concept of
space Is a really Important part of our Identity. Based upon my few trips to the U.K.,
It seems that we are more apt to have a
place of one's own as one of our main de-
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sires. Whether It's land, one's own apartment, a car or something else, It'slmportant for people to have space. Whereas In
Europe, they tend to think that co-operatlon Is a bigger goal, to start some sort of
a cooperative set-up or a commWlallMng
sItuat1on: altemat1Ye sOrts of tr1baI existence
In a more structured sense. I really think
that thls 'wildness', the cowboy-biker-mad
mechanic vlbe I~ a central focus here, as
exemplified by the Hell's Angels, Buffalo
Soldiers, American Indians, or In a more
modern sense Mark Pauline and SRL. The
Idea of being nomadIc and drtvlng down
the endless highway Is so American. Getting In your chevy and
driving down th~
highway for twenty
hours Is allen to European thought. It you
drove from New York
to L.A. In Europe
you'd be In Moscow.
(laughs)

a kind of IIngulst1c Imperlallsrn. There's a
Spanish term that's used which means
"UnIted StatesIan." If you say you're AmerIcan they glve you a really dirty look and
say, "No. You're a 'UnIted Stateslan,' because we're Amertcans too." It's fasclstlc
In a subtle sense. Since thIs.1s going to
Canada, I think It's interesting that Canadians don't object to the term, they're Just
as much AmeJ1cans as MexIcans, or people
from the u.S..
The other thing Is that Europe had their
Moral MaJortty thing several hundred years
ago and they decided they didn't much
care for It. The fundamentaIlst cults, diques,

but Itself.

1Z: Well they certainly are, they're In NATO.
There's a reasonably slgnlftcant canadian
presence In western Europe, like bases In
Germany.
But, I know there are a lot of people In
Canada who are really bummed-out about
the Free Trade agreement, because It's basically a green light for UnIted Stateslan
products to be brought Into Canada. Apparently, there's a lot more U.S. products
desired In Canada than there are CanadIan
products here, so the trade balance Is
heavily In our favour. In the end, Canadian
busIness lost out. Many people think the
CanadIan government
was bullied Into It by
the U.S., so I think
there Is a great deal of
repression of Canada
by the United States
as well.
EF: TOPYUS sent me a
copy of The Grey

Book COYOTE 15: Another
poInt to make Is that,
without the use of
televisIon people here
are pretty much Isolated Into their own little communities, theIr
own worlds and
mlndsets. Whereas In
more tightly knit socleties, It's really hard to
keep from rubbing elbows with people and
maIntaInIng an IndIvIduality without
needIng a lot of
courage. I thInk another Important thing
about America as opposed to a place like
Europe Is that as far as
the collective unconsdous of a culture, or a certaln place on the
globe, we don't have the history of the
reign of ChrIstianity, at least not for as long.
I think that leads to a more free, llberatlng
type of attitude, there's more variety.
11: I want to mention a couple of things here
ftrst. I really try to avoid using the term
MAmerica" to refer to North America or the
U.S., because America refers to two continents. Technically thIs country Is the
lInlted States of America, not America. Our
South American neighbours object very
heartily In Spanish to our exduslve use of
the term to refer to people from the U.S••
I'm surprised that more Canadians don't
object to It as well. If you think about It, It's
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and muck-rakers are looked upon with a
great deal of cynldsm and more than a few
grains of salt. Really, there's less fundamentalism In general, and much less moral repression In Europe at the moment, than
there Is here. It seems that ChrIstIanIty, everywhere except the Unlted States and the
ThIrd World, has been on the declIne for
several decades.
15: It appears that Canada goes out of Its way
to keep that separation from the U.S., because It doesn't want to be more allied
with a certaln world power than any others.
I think It's a very beneftdal thlng for Canada
to maintain It's own Ident1ty.
105: It doesn't try to be pollce force for anyone

An Intro-

duction to the Te.....
pie Ov Psychlck
You1b, and on the ftrst
page Is written, Mlts
circulation Is special
- no part ov It may
be reproduced In any
way by any person."
Yet In Television
Maglck, TOPYUS
writes, Ihls booklet Is
Intended as Information. Poets don't own
vvords, neither do magicians!" Wasn't The
Grey Book also Intended as Informatlon? It seems strange
that I (not a member
of TOPy) would receive "secret" Informatlon.
11: Obviously, The Grey Book Isn't "secret"
Information. If we didn't send It out to pe0ple who aren't members of TOPY, there
wouldn't be any members of ropy. We
don't want It reproduced because we don't
want It to be taken out of context. In a
sense we want to have some degree of
control, or at least knowledge, of which
people are getting access to what Informat1on.
15: It sort of keeps people who contact the
Temple to those who are truly actlve and
who wlll follow It through. It keeps the mall
to a minimum, by keepIng It with people
who are really Interested and are willing
to pursue theIr Interests Instead of some

~ F.,199O !Issue 1C
word of mouth thing being passed around.
105: .. .In which case It gets gradually more
distorted. It's like, -Well, • read that you
had to get tattoos,· or -. read that If you
join you have to get pleIcJngs.· I've actuaIJy
heard that from people. I put up a flyer In
Kansas aty one time because I saw a lot
of Psychlck Crosses sprayed around, and
I wondered who was doing this and why
they were doing It. Some guy contacted
me, and he'd heard all these Incredible
things about Initiations you had to go
through, and tattoos and pleIcJngs you had
to get, and stuff like that. People misinterpret the fact
that we do have a lot
of similar Interests,
whlch can be tattoos, piercing,
ritual, and
stuff like that,
but It's not
required at
all. It's not
something
you have to
do In the
least to be Involved with It.
That's something
that really gets mlsInterpreted. It's like
the title of "Cult", In the
sense that you have to do
thlngs to yourself to get Into It. TOPV
Is about total freedom of choice, nothIng Is requtred- except spilling things
on the carpet. (spilling sounds)
12: I feel that It's Important that we have
some degree of control over what's
going on, because In a sense we are,
and this Is bound to be mlslnterpreted,
an elite organl7.atlon. It's not for everybody ~ If It was, we'd have to go one step
further, so we could inspire even more radIcal thinking. If what TOPY Is saying now
became the status quo, we'd have to go
that much further because there's always
going to be a small group of people pushIng the limits. Therefore, we need to limit
the number of people Involved to an extent, because otherwise It becomes a fashIon rather than a statement.
25: I thlnk In a lot of ways It already has.
12: I thlnk that's a question of Interpretation.
Most of the people who think It's fashionable really aren't doing the work.
15: Many people might think that the goal of
the Temple Is to gain new members, which
It Is In a sense. But as far as efftdency and
getting thlngs done goes, a handful of actlve members outweigh a mass of people
who are Just there to tell their friends that

they're Into this revolutlonary-type organization.
11: Yeah. BasIcally, there's only three people
In Denver that are act1Ye In TOPY In an office sense, and there's a nwnber of enclaves In various unnamed states that are
much larger, and on the surface much more
verbally committed to doing TOPV stuff
than anyone here Is. Yet, they've had a
smaller Input because they can never
agree on what needs to be done. Whereas
here, thlngs are done on a more or less
unilateral basis. Of course, as many people
as possible are
con -

much

suited
on major decisions, but It's pretty autocratlc In the sense
that I've been doing It for going on four
years now. Various people have helped at
various times, but I'm the lowest common
denominator because the most time anyone else has put In has been a year. A lot
of It has my personal Identity and my goals
llnked In, which Is a good thing for the sake
of efftdency. Although sometimes I tend
to get blinded by what I want to do, and
obsessed with one project whlch may not
be the most auclaI thlng at the moment.
But all In all, as far as efftdency goes with
regard to getttng things out, projects done,

and letters answered, somebody needs to
be In charge of It. At this time I seem to be
the best person for that Job, and I'm com'rtable with It most of the t1me... some of
the tlme... sometimes. [laughs]
25: Maybe you could talk about how TOPY
doesn't so much produce offtdal documents anymore, and how you've gone
away from that to focus on material that's
a composite of the IndMdual members In
TOPV.

12: When TOPY was start1ng In the U.S., It was
basically a matter of putting out
things. When the early
malIers came out there
was no material to
work with. Genesis sent In a few
writings from
various time
periods, and
there were
bits
and
pieces that
I'd written,
and that basically
comprised the first
couple of mailers.
But now, every
month we get about
ftfty pages of good mate.rlal, like artwork, Individual research projects, and essays. So, It's become a lot more populist, and people
are actually creating Information.
They've read Information from the
Temple, and been Inspired to write,
whlch In turn becomes the next wave
of Informat1on for others to WItte about.
At thls point the Information Is 5th or
6th generation feedback from an Initial
statement made by TOPY maybe two
years ago that has Inspired various forms
of commentary from different people.
That's pretty much what It seems to be
about at thls polnt.1 You make this very
vague deftnltlon of what TOPY mlght be or
could be, and you attract people who are
Interested In that, those lowest common
denominators.
For example; I'd say a real key thing Is, If
not sexual freedom, then at least sexual
honesty: being honest with yourself about
what you want to get out of your sexuality.
What sorts of situations you'd like to see
happen to you on a sexual level. I think
most people aren't that honest wlth themselves about what they want. If they Just
want to have anal sex with some woman
or man, then a lot of people will kld themselves that they're In love with the spedftc
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person that's made that situation available
12: ...and a cup made of gold and three pieces
to them. I think honesty Is really the most
of turmalalne...
25: and a titanium sword...
Important thing with TOPY.
105: In all areas, not necessarily sexual.
105: that's been forged out of the deepest
12: And some sort of dedication to rttualls recentres of the Earth..•
ally Important too. Not In any dogmatic
25: ...and a castle. [HA HA HAl
sense, but at a sort of conceptual level. True
12: I think Crowley made that one up because
he found somebody with enough money
concentration and some way of getting
you out of everyday consclousness (preferto buy him one.
25: You need lots of coke and heroin too.
ably for me, not using drugs, because It's
really difficult to concentrate), so that you're
12: Yeah. There's a lot of Crowley's life that I
able to focus on something and actually
find to be really sordid.
105: [laughter and clapping] I'll agree with
Imprint your consciousness to create some
that.
form of alternative reality. That's really plv12: He really wasn't this tuned-In sort of
otalln the Temple.
50 we take those two statements and say,
peace/love hippie guy, or this amazIngly
"Well, this coul\! be what
TOPY's about." Then we let
people play with that Id~,
Uke In the "Ritual of the 3 Liquids," as It's so prosaically
called In The Grey Book. We
tell people to: "Think of a
sexual fantasy while you
bring yourself to orgasm, cut
yourself, and cut off some of
your hair." That's the gist of
the ritual. We don't tell people anything else, so It gives
everyone a wide open arena
In which to experiment with
things that work for them.
They can paint pictures, use
music or film, they can draw
on themselves, or on someone else. They can do their
ritual on an autoerotic level,
In an 5 &.. M sense, or at an
orgy. All of those things
could easily meet the quoteunquote "requirements" of
that specific ritual, but It
leaves room for Innovation. A
person can take a Crowleytype ritual, or a Pagan, Wlccan, or American Indian ritual,
and easily tailor It to fit those
well-dlsclpIlned person. He was a megacriteria.
lomaniac, con-man, junkie who had a lot
IF: I've seen many references to Alelster
of good Ideas, and those Ideas are certainly
Crowley In rOpy writings. How does his
worth checking out. I think a lot of people,
work fit In with TOPY's maglck system?
myself Included, within TOPY are sort of
12: Alelster Crowley... oh boy... I guess, In a
closet Thelemltes, and In a sense TOPV Is
way I'm more fortunate than a lot of peoa kindergarten for people that will end up
ple, because I own a great deal of hIs work.
going Into this so-called higher form of
He was sort of my first exposure to the ocmaglck; which to me, for the most part, Is
cult and a lot of other schools of thought.
Just Intellectual masturbation and play-actBut I'm sort of bored with him myself. I find
Ing.
that one book leads to another and you
If time Is money you'd get a better bargain
have to have about 15 to be able to do a
learnIng Greek and Joining a theatre troup.
banishing ritual, and you have to own 3
But that's a personal opInion, a lot of peogoats Daughter all round], and have 15 little
ple get a lot out of It. TOPY's definitely Inboys around...
fluenced a great deal by Crowley, though
25: ...and maids In waiting...
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none of his more famous works.
He was the first person who really tried to
cross reference a lot of different rellglons.
He accepted the basic underlying validity
of all of them, and was able to take what
he found useful out of them, recombine
them and mlx and match to experiment
with things. I think that spirit has contributed greatly to the Temple's philosophy.
105: Exactly. The good part about the Temple
Is that It draws from so many sources, so
many extremes, but It takes what's useful.
Take It out of Its original context and apply
It to your own contexts. It's like using a
quote, from any kind of writing, philosophy, or lifestyle and throw It Into a new
context which Is kind of
vague In Itself. Then derive
from that what you want to
see In It, and Interpret It yourself.
12: Two people that are a lot
more Important to the Temple's philosophy are Austin
Spare and Brion Gysln. For
those who don't know, Brion
Gysln Is the guy who Invented the Cut-Up Method.
He and Burroughs did most
of the early experiments with
that. Basically TOPY Is taking
Crowley, or Tantrlc Sex MagIck, or American Indian
Shamanism, or who knows
what, and applying the CutUp method to It. The underlying theory of the Cut-Up
method Is that when words
are taken out of their context,
and then randomly put back
together, they assume a
power that was only latent In
their original form. I think that
could very well be true with
maglckal philosophy and
practice as well. When things
are taken out of their original
contexts and mixed with other unrelated
things, you can end up with a very powerful combination of events.
25: Crowley sort of communicates a contradiction to me, and this turns off a lot of
other people as well. For me, the purpose
of maglck Is liberating the human spirit,
and when readIng Crowley I see something very restrictive, and Just so full of this
structured drlbble, that It can turn people
off maglck Itself. I'm much more Interested
In shamanlc-type rituals that seem to be
based more on Instinct than doing a specffic action to get a spedftc result. It's much
more Interesting, and for me ritual Is fun.
It's something that can Invoke ecstasy Just
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In Its undertaklng, which In Itself, Is almost
a good enough reason to do It. And that's
what It's all about. It's to generate some energy, to Invoke ecstasy, and to learn to accept chaos as something interesting Instead of somethlng to be feared. That couldadd very valuable and interesting experiences to one's life. And why not take all
the energy that's Invoked by the process
and direct It at some deslre to enhance the
whole process and contmue improving the
self, and exploring the potentlaI of the
human mind and the human spirit?
12: I don't think that any of us can deny that
we're Thelemltes, In that we, or at least
most of us, accept the Law of Thelema as
being sort of a given. That
"There Is No God but Man,"
"Do What Thou Wilt Shall be
the Whole of the Law," and
that "Love Is the Law, Love
Under Will." That's a good,
lowest common denominator starting point.
And the O.T.O. has proven to
be a really good ally all In all.
The O.T.O. Is Crowley's organization, or the one he took
over, and Is more or less a
Masonic group which works
with the Law ofThelema. But
I'm not very Interested In
Freemasonry because It's too
stylized. I have found that a
lot of the people that are really Interested In higher rituals
dIdn't have a very religIous
upbringing In their youth. I
was raIsed In a fairly religious
famlly, and every SWlday we
went to chwch. I hate church,
and my dlsllke for It Is a complete rejection of the whole
Idea of congregational ritual.
In the CathoIlc congregational ritual the Prtest acts as
a focus for the power and actually handles and channels the power, and
he somehow transfers It, through the eucharist or something, to the audience. It's
like a '70's rock concert; Che.ap Trick or
someone, and that's Just not my thing. I'd
rather slamdance and become part of It. I
get that feeling and channel It myself,
rather than have someone do It for me, and
I'm not Interested In doing It for other pe0ple.
25: Yeah. Instead of channeling through the
PrIest, It's sort of a communal thing, everyone gets out as much as they put In. But,
even group rituals are an Individual experlence because all you are Is yow IndMduaI
self. So each person In a ritual Is the centre

of that ritual. WhIch opens It for every person to experience somethlng unique, Instead of some prescrlbed, preconceived
notlon of what the person should experience.
105: Lald down 2000 fucklngyearsago. Organized religion doesn't seem to rea1l2:e
that people change through tlme. Going
through the same acts that people have
gone through, and contmue to go through,
seems to somehow dlmlnlsh the energy
through the ritual's perpetuatlon. It's like
you're not dealing...
12: [breaks In] That's Interesting, because I see
exactly the opposite.
105: Really?

12: I'm really Into the concept of the timeless
repetition of certain acts. To me, that Is the
most Interesting thing about HInduism and
all of the great old religions. For example,
Valsnava, the worship of Vishnu, can be
traced back thousands of years In a direct
succession. Certain words and gestures
have been passed from the teacher to the
disciple who then becomes the teacher.
Through the passing ofvarlous relies, you
can actually trace a dynasty of religion back.
The Roman Catholic Church can be traced
back to the Roman mysteries and further,
In an unbroken line of people handing esoteric Information to each other. I think
that's the only thing estab1lshed religion has
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going for It.
In a sense TOPY's trytng to do that too.
We're aeatlng our own Iconography and
beginning to get some sacred objects that
have meanlng. In our 11fetlmes, they won't
have gotten to a sort of delfted level, but
I think that there are a number of things In
this house that, In a couple of hundred
years, could be Just amazlng talismans to
be passed down.
15: An Important thing that TOPY Is doing ts
pushing the Idea that all available knowledge Is a tool to be used. Knowledge Is not
a "master", or something ftnlte and socalled truth, a doctrtne. You must be able
to use everything as a tool- see the parallels between the different
things that different religions
have undertaken. Then you
can find something that
works for you. The self becomes your own religIon,
yow own state, your own entity; you are your own world
and you go from there.
12: But I have a real problem
with people who react
against Outstianlty too. It Just
doesn't enter my life In any
way. I don't react against It,
and I'm not for It. In my
world, ChrIstianity Is a thing
that other people do. It has
the same bearing on my life
that epilepsy has on yours,
unless you're epileptic. It's
not something I get angry
about or worked up over. It's
the old Satanlst paradox, In a
sense, a Satanlst Is the most
devout Christian of all. Hinduism has a parallel too; If
you're a devout worshipper
of a HIndu God, It takes 1000
Incarnations, or something,
to be lll)erated from the
blrth/death c.yde. However, If
you have enmity toward said deity you're
Ilberated In 3 Incarnations, because the
delty Is always on thelr mlnd and It rubs off.
Whereas a devout person will slip every
now and then.
25: To acknowledge the opposite force, or to
blaspheme It, Is to acknowledge that It has
some play In your life.
12: Exactiy. And the whole thing about Crowleylsm or ChrIstianity Is that they're essentlally religions, I don't feel that TOPY Is a
religious organization. I think that possibly
one of the bigger conflicts within TOPY Is
that I represent TOPY and I do a hell of a
lot of work for TOPY, but at the same time
I don't feel that TOPY Is "RIght", and that
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It's the organl7.atlon that's "going on". For
example, I have a lot of resped for a lot of
people In the O.T.O.; they're doing their
thing and we're doing ours. Sometlmes
our paths will cross and we'D end up doing
things together.
105: I don't think we ever promote ourselves
as Ihe Answer," It's Just a suggestlon.
Nothing we lay down Is anything anybody
should do. These are thlngs that we've
found work for us - maybe they'll work
for you, and maybe you can add something to It...
12: ...Ifyou want to. It goes back to the whole
thing of how many members are acttve.
You, for example ErIc; I think that TOP~ as
an organl7.atton, and certainly me, as an indlvldual, Is comfortable wlth you doing an
interview with us- ~ somewhat drcultous
means. We consider you to be every bit as
good an ally as
someone who does
a ritual once a
month. In the sense
of actual output, this
Interview Is probably a 'great deal
more beneficial towards TOPY as a
whole, than the
concept of sending
a wet piece of paper
e-.lery month. So we
don't really see
things In terms of
Temple and nonTemple members,
although there Is a
certaln cut-off point.
105: These people are
more Involved.
12: Well no, that's what
I'm saying, It's Just
Involvement on a
different Ie-.lel. Eric Is Involved at an Information and netvvorldng level, whlle maybe
we're working on a more ritual level. For
example, If you bowl wlth someone, and
you work In a restaurant wlth someone
else, It doesn't mean that the bowler Is a
better friend. But, you're going to talk to
one about cooking and one about bowllng.
That doesn't Imply a hierarchy of any sort,
Just different levels of communlcatlon.
25: Then agaln, the foundatlon Is that It supports the Idea of personal experience being
applied to the actions and future expertences of that person. The Temple doesn't
Judge people by them not fttt1ng Into a certaln structure. It Incorporates the knowledge and experience that a person has uncovered and Integrates It. That's why
there's no reason to knock ChrIstianity,
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there's a lot to be gained by studying It.
12: What? [laughing]
25: I think WIlhelm ReIch portrays ChrIst fairly,
as a symbol - a metaphor to be taken on
an lndMduaI level. By associating experience wlth symbol, a metaphor paves the
'WaY for their own ~Iogy, which Is then
put out Into the network for other people
to feed from.
105: There Is no basic foundadon, no mythology. There's no tome to read CEltaIn words
from and do this and that. It's about aeatlng your own. Everybody's In a different
universe, eveJYbody has their Wllque realIty.
Another big thing Is that people are afraid
to express themselves, and I'm no exception-It's Uke "So and so knows much more
than I do, and I'm not advanced enough
the shar~ my expertences with anyone."

But nobody Is "on top" of It; for Instance,
Crowley died In obscurity as far as what
was going on. If something works for one
person, It Just might work for others If Integrated. That's the whole point.
15: We don't know anythlng. I don't fucklng
knowanythlng, I may dalm to, and I mlght
sound like I do, but I don't.
12: Sometimes the most Ignorant people (not
stupid, Just Ignorant), give me the most Insightful feedback on Issues. The key Is ex. plalnlng something In the dearest ter.ms
possible, wlthout being condescending.
You must communlcateas an equal; even
If they don't have the Intellectual background, they've probably had an expertence that tles In really well with your
thoughts. Everybody has e;xpertences and
Ideas that are useful on some level, and It's

tragic that they're condltloned or have Intimidated themselves.
I don't think It's societal either, I don't
blame society for anything. For example,
what do I do to destroy the ozone layer?
Rather than blaming the multi-nationals or
the governments, I say "I'm the problem,
therefore I'm the solution." If everybody
could look at things In that con~It would
eliminate a lot of the feelings of helplessness that people have. Individuals make
decisions; It's too easy to blame them on
.a higher power- be It God, GcNernment,
Gorbaehev, Bush, Reagan, or whatever.
Eastern Europe shows that the people
could have done this decades ago. The soldiers would have r~ to shoot then too.
The people ftnally realized there's no

power.
1he whole Idea Is a classic N\anson statement, but we don't
like to talk about
him much anymore,
he's been mentioned too much.
The premise Is;
You're already dead,
why not be free? I
think about that a
lot, In contexts like
AIDS. You could
sleep with people
and get AIDS, but
wouldn't It be a
drag to not sleep
with anyone and
then get run CNee by
a truck? A basic
premise of the Temple, which hasn't
been
explored
much recently but Is
always there Is that:
We're all going to
die. One easy way to have quality In life Is
to assume that you're going to die tomorrow, rather than the day after tomorrow.
25: Quality, not quantity.
t 2: Well, more than that. Irs a matter of output. If you believe you're going to die tomorrow, you do everythlng you'can today.
You see It tlme and agaln In people wlth
termlnalllInesses, and It mlght be too late
by that tlme.
105: Or If a family member or your girlfriend
dies - there's so much left unsaid, so
much left undone. If your mlnclSet Is that
anybody can go at any time, a sItuat10n Uke
that would Qe less Ukely to aI1se. People try
to put otf death, and reUglon makes It a Uttie less frlghtenlng.
15: Metaphortcally, I believe that Eros and
Thanatos are twlns. CoD mentions that too.
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[lhe Golden Section", on IIoIse aolow.afoil The way I picture It, death Is not to be
shunned. You must accept It as Inevitable
and use that to your advantage. To me,
death Is the ultimate union. Whether consciousness continues or not Is another
story.
11: To me, death Is the end, nothing happens
afterwards. My ure Is based on the assumption that If I don't get It now, I never will.
A lot of people put off fun now, on the
promise of a bigger payoff In the next
world. From the perspect1ve of an act1onoriented philosophy, I'd rather think that
you die and turn Into an unconscious llD'Tlp
of clay, and that's It.
15: Belief In life after death or reincarnation,
perpetuates a 1ackadaIsIcaI outiook on what
Is posslble In this life, and that potentlalls
pretty amaiJng. The possibilities of the Individual's creative process Is literally unIIrnIted. My personal Interpretation of the
word sin Is, to not explore, and not try to
manifest those possibilities.
U: There seems to be an awfully wide range
ofviewpoints bet\Yeen the three of you. Do
you feel that this, In some way, reflects the
Temple philosophy? When we started the
interview I expected a much more unlfted
opinion, and Ifs turned out to be, more or
less, a dialogue. What do you guys feel
about that?
15: I would say, "Exactlyl"
105: That's what It Is; a culmination of Information from different sources. It's not a
set-In-stone statement, It's the sum total.
15: To use [Coyote 12] as an example, he has
put the most time and energy Into TOPY,
so his feelings and Ideas Incorporate the
Ideas of the people he's In contact with. He
follows his personal mythology and It can't
help but be dominant. But anyone else can
match his output with their own vision.
12: I'd put that differently. I'm a central focus
for everyone's desires and opinions regarding TOPV. Therefore I get a sort of
Gallup poll of what people think TOPV Is.
I try to take those very divergent opinions
and find a common thread. Then I organl7.e
It, dean It up, and put It out In a pure form
to make It Into some sort of field theory.
15: Which Is a product of the work you've
done and the Inttlative It took to make the
correspondences happen.
11: It's a product of everybody else's work, I
don't think TOPV has written more than 10
letters to people who haven't written here
first. You have to show some Interest and
take some Inltlattve, then I get paper and
put It back out In the mailer. And we disagree heartlIy sometimes. For example, In
the mailer that Just came out [Psychlck
GrafflU, Feb. 90] I don't think there's one

piece that I absolutely agree with, fd have
qualIfted It with footnotes If It had been my
place to do so. But, we Just put out Information and let other people analyze It. It's
not our place to dedde what Is, or Is not,
useful Information. A piece that I think Is
completely obvious and a bit redundant
might be able to Inspire someone to do
something on their own with no support
system to back them up. It's safer to Join
a group of people doing It already, It
doesn't take nearly the fortitude.
U: Perhaps you could all make one sort of
condse statement or positive reflect10n to
sum this up.
12: Do't walt for anyone else to do It. Don't
walt for the Temple or anyone else to say
It. Just go out and do It yourself. It doesn't
matter Ifyou're a member of any quasI-religious philosophical group or not. EveIYbody has the power to change the world
they live In, and with whatever method
they choose to do that - try It, It's fun. It's
an adventure that never ends. You'r~ always learning, going places and meeting
people that might be going to the same
place on a different route. TI'1ere's so many
people Involved In this little underbelly of
sodety that It's a shame If you don't get
Involved. If you're Indlned that way, do It.
It doesn't matter what people think.
25: I'd add the Inspiration factor to that. Inspiration contains so mum energy In Itself,
and I can get It reading other people's research, and watching them pushing forward to advance themselves. People who
try to change the stagnation that society
tends to feed on Inspire me. Hopefully
TOPV inspires InclMduallty and helps break
down the walls of what people can achieve
on an Individual level.
105: The Temple Is an effort, a stab In the dark.
Maybe It works, TJ¥lybe It doesn't; that's
not the point. The point Is the effort and
Inspiration to try. There's no war to premeditate the outcome and that's part of the
thrill. It's like constantly trylng to not worry
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about how people are evolving and how
the world's running down further all the
time, Instead you worry about yowself. The
more you widen and Improve your outlook, the more It wlll naturally reftect on
your envtrqnment. I think that's what pe0ple should concentrate on.
12: One last note. I've done qulte a bit of research Into the more extreme side of
human thought and behaviour, and I find
that every age has Its A1elster Crowley and
Its Austin Spare. Going back Into the earliest recorded history there's always been
a heretic or madman who challenged established thought and morals. Our age Is
a sort of Intellectual desert. The behaviour
of the average person Is to a large degree,
very predictable. I can't help but think It's
going to become more so, before It becomes less so. If I could do one thing It
would be to leave a mark permanent
enough so some kid In 2250 can find some
Psychlck Youth literature In a library and
say: "Wow!. fm not alone, there's been
people doing this all the t1me.,. The Idd will
be aware of a Whole dynasty that has been
developing these forms of more extreme,
or free, or liberated, or maglckal, or ritualistic, or animistic thinking. If I can be a
needle In a haystack for somebody In the
future, and leave a little mark to tell them
they're on the right path, then that would
be enough. It would vindicate this whole
mess and the hassles and the work that
comes with It.

"Consciousness is a much smaller
port of our mental life than we ore
conscious of, because we can not
be conscious of what we ore not
conscious of. "

Julian Joynes
The Origin of Consciousness in the
Breakdown of the Bicameral Mind

Involvemenr wirh Thee Temple ov Psychicl~ Yourh requires an acrive
individual, dedicated towards rnee establishment of a funcrional system of
magicl~ and a modern pagan philosophy without recourse to mysrification,
gods or demons; bur recognizing thee implicit powers of thee human brain
(neuromancy) linl~ed wirh guiltless sexuality focussed through will structure
(sigils). Magicl~ empowers thee individual ro embrace and realize their
dreams and maximize their narural potential. It is for those wirh thee
courage to rouch themselves. It integrates all levels of thought in thee first
steps towards final negation of conrrol and fear.
Our aim is wakefulness -

our enemy is dreamless sleep.
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O/ito with cape and tower for Night Ceremonies
This Is a True Story: Some time In the fall of
1987, I was grubbing around In the bookstacks
of PyramId Records In WInnipeg looking for
old paperback editions of VIctorian novels (so
I wouldn't have to pay fifteen bucks a pop at
the University bookstore) when something
sticking out from under a moulderlng pile of
Rolling Stone back Issues caught my eye. A
doser look revealed It to be an Exhibition catalog from the Winnipeg Art Gallery, ca. 1986.
On the cover was a trlple-exposure of a large
hairy man, naked from the waist up (unless
you count the red and white makeup
slathered all over his torso), wielding a birch
staff, also painted red and white.
Screw Anthony Trollope and his buddies.
This was really Interesting.
The catalog for EMth-Dlalogue/EarthSound was my first exposure to the art of
Mike OUto, but It made a lasting Impression.
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His art taps Into the powerful archetypal Imagery of the shaman figure and Its trappings
(skulls, animal totems, painted sticks and
stones), and uses It to draw the viewer out
of the tedium of everyday existence and Into
the realm of art. As Ollto works through the
cathartic rituals of his performances, raw and
often destructtve emotion Is transformed Into
events and objects of startling and unusual
beauty.
Although Ollto's use of shamanlstlc Imagery
Is primarily metaphorlcal- he clearly doesn't
consider himself a "real" shaman; when I
showed him an early draft of this Interview, he
laughed and said, "ChrIst, I sound lIke the High
Priest of the Old Religion." I stlll think the most
concise descrlptlon of the mechanics of an
Ollto piece can be found In Johann Huizinga's
definition of a "sacred performance":
The sacred performanc~ Is more than an

actualization In appearance only, a sham reality; It Is also more than a symbolic actualization-It Is a mystical one. In It, something Invisible and Inactual takes beautiful,
actual, holy form. The particIpants In the rite
are convinced that the action actualizes
and effects a definite beatification, brings
about an order of thIngs higher than that
In which they customartly live. JAIl the same
this "actualization by representation" stlll
retains the formal characteristics of play In
every respect. It Is played or performed
wlthln a playground that Is literally "staked
out," and played moreover as a feast, I.e.
In mirth and freedom. A sacred space, a
temporarlly real world of Its own, has been
expressly hedged off for It. But with the
end of the play Its effect Is not lost; rather
It continues to shed Its radiance on the ordinary world outside, a wholesome Influ-
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ence working securtty, order and prospertty for the whole community until the sacred play season comes round again.
(HUizinga 14)
When this passage Is compared to Ollto's
descrlptlon of his upcoming Night Ceremony
piece, for example (see the followtng Interview), the parallels are Immediately obvious:
a space deftned as play-ground by a wooden
stockade becomes the site of a
performance/feast where Art (InvisIble and Inactual) takes on a tang1ble form. Whether the
art will exert an ongoing, beneftdal Influence
past the time of the
aet\Ji\l performance rema1ns to be seen, but
Judging from previous
works, this will llkely
be the case. The

Earth-Dlalogue/
Earth-Sound piece at
the Winnipeg Art
Gallery had a particIpatIng audience of
over a thousand people who, by continuIng the banging of
theIr rhythm st1cksand-stones long after
Olito had anticipated,
literally refused to let
the performance end:
the sItu<\t1on eventually resolved itself Into
an enormous party.
I recently had the
cMnce to talk to OItto
about hts art, past,
present and future: I
OUto
hope that tn the text
of this Intervle\\', lYe
lllctI1<1ged to convey some of the richness and
complexIty of his work.

DARREN WIRSffi.IR.-HINRY: I guess where
I'd Itke to start Is with how the theme of
shc\rnanlsm fits with the poetics of your art.
Johann HuizInga's Homo Ludens and
Mrcea EHade's The 5.u.red and the Profane both talk about the re-sacral1z1ng of
space In a non-spiritual sodety. I started
to think about your Lvth-DfaloguejLu1hSound performance (when you staked out
a space for your performance, and had
people on the four corners of the map ex~nding the square) In that context. Would
you talk about your art as an attempt to reestabItsh sacred space In a secular world?
MIXI OLITO~ ~y pieces that Ive done, and
the flow of my art tn general, weren't defined In those terms when I did them.
Much of my art reminds people of North
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when you're talkIng about popular music
I'm not sure that there's much co-optlng of
the priesthood).
DWH: So what were you talkIng about when
you did the RItes of Pusage performance.
when you described building the shield
and gathering magic around you as you
worked?
MO: lUke to thInk of the art pieces as fictions
to describe what I'm thInklng, or to describe how I'm feeling about the world.
And so when I talk about building the
shield to be so beaut1ful that It ,"lould protect me, that's In part a fiction. It's a Unk
between the piece I
did and the outside
world, In actual fact,
painting the ')\1Ield
won't make It protect
me, but within the
context of the pIece, It
does. And I have to
think totally within the
context of the piece,
and build the strength
of the piece, to have
the concentration and
energy when I'm
doing the piece to
make It rtng true.
DWH: So are you moving
away
from
the
shamanistic aspect of
art tn your current
work?
MO: No. I'm going more
and more to pieces
that involve actual
physical endurance
durtng the piece.
in the cave during Earth Encounters
DWH: So what are you
working on now? I resure whether It's a valid use of the term or
member reading something In the paper
not. We don't have shamans In our sodety:
recently about a piece you were working
we don't even have effecttve priests any- \
on where you had buIlt a sort of undermore. We're In a soclety- not without reground chamber...
l1g10n- but 'Nithout a spiritual half to It, outMO: In England I dId that, It turned out to be
sIde of a vague sense of moralIty, and that
a two-part piece called Lvth Encounter.
concerns me. I like the new shamanism or
DWH:VVhathappened?
pseudo-reIIg1ous work thats being done In
MO: I got an arttst-In-resldenceshlp at Newperformance art (whatever you want to call
castle, England. I was born In England acIt), but I never want to think that I'm trying
tually, and came over here when I was
to be a real shaman or a real priest, because
three. The area where I got this arttst-InI know I'm not. As I was saying before, our
resldenceship was an old mIning area that
present culture ts a culture largely without
had closed down, so I dedded on a burrel1g10n, without a real spiritual base. The
rowing piece, where I burrowed Into the
artist naturally sort of starts to fill that role.
ground.1l1e Idea was to make a tunnellnto
And I don't think he can take It on 'N1th the
the ground, and I'd be sitting at the end
sort of offtdal pomp of the old rel1glons,
of the tunnel, llt by a shaft of l1ght from
but he does become the one who speaks
above, and people would discover me In
the moral codes of our sodety. I don't
there. It was bunt In a sort of busy urban
mean Just the visual artists, but the wr1ters
park, In an old railroad embankment actuand poets and even musldans (although
ally, and people would wander In there
American Indian work or of Afrtcan stuff,
but I really hadn't read much Into their respecttve traditions at the ttme. As I go
along, of course, I become more Interested,
because when I did start doing some readIng I found remarkable parallels. At the
same time though, I try and fight against
any sort of conscious learning of "prlmlttve" non-European style religious thought,
because I don't want It to fuel my art directly. But again, I can never Ignore the
parallels.
As for the term "shamanism," It's used all
the time to describe my art, but I'm not
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and dIscover me. We burrowed back 20
feet and completely covered It all over, and
we dIsguIsed the entrance (we replanted
the weeds and everything), so It was Just
a 4-foot hole In the front of the hili. You
went In about 7 feet and It opened Into a
bIgger chamber, and then you went In another 7 feet and It opened Into an even
bigger chamber. I was sItt1ng In there under
thIs beam of Ught. The encounter with them
would be the pIece of art.
But what happened was, they have a thing
called Guy Fawkes nIght over there. I had
my pIece totally built, dug the earth and
shored It up wIth railroad ties. On Guy
Fawkes nIght, whIch was the nIght before
I was to Install myself In there, people
poured gasoline In and lit It on fire. So I
came out the next morning and found
these spectacular ruIns, which sort of scuttled that pIece.
DWH: So In a sense, your ritual was subverted
or countered by theIrs.
MO: It's a bIt more complicated than that.
There's a sort of drift In my art- I describe
my art as a process of "ritual de-urbanIzatlon." -It started by bringIng "natural," or
rural thIngs If you
like, Into urban
spaces like the WinnIpeg Art Gallery,
when we brought In
all these sticks and
stones. There was
also the pIece In Ottawa,
when
I
brought a horse In a bIg stockade Into the
dty. In Newcastle, when I attempted to do
the piece In an urban setting, It was destroyed.
After I sulked for a week, and contemplated coming back to Canada and cancelling the thing entirely, I reacted by decIding to do the piece In a rural setting. I
found these wonderful caves where they'd
drilled Into the cliff face In the 1860's or
70's to get stone to build thIs vIaduct.
There was this beautiful series of caves
going like cathedrals Into the cliff, so I established myself on a ledge In the back of
one of these caves. I had a dIrectional line
of stones pointing In, which was an element of the other pIeces also. But thIs was
a very remote sIte and you couldn't see the
stones very well because there was a cliff
there. So I decided that while I was to be
In residence In the thing (for a week during
daylight hours; I started at ten In the morfb
Ing and left at dark) that I would strike
0
sticks together constantly to draw people
Into the cave. I dId thIs constantly unless
I had visItors.
DWH: [looking at a picture of the cave mouth]

I thInk some of the graffiti Is very InterestIng.
MO: Oh Christ, yes. Some of that graffiti was
over 100 years old.
OWH: It's Interesting to go Into a space like
that with Its own sort of "sacred markings"
and add your own to them.
MO: Actually, when I'd finished the piece I
chiseled my name Into the wall.
OWH: Old you leave the stones and so forth
there?
MO: On the day I finished, I lay my sticks
down and left everything. There was also
a ring of stones surrounding me- It's fairly
Involved- because there was an avenue of
stones leadIng In, and a rtng of stones surrounding me. There were seven stones, because I was there seven days.
OWH: Old anyone find you?
MO: There were two kinds of people who
found me, people I'd told of course, and
passers-by. And some of the passers-by
were quIte Interesting. One thought he
had heard water, because there were a
whole series of caves, and the sound from
the sticks made reverberations. He knew
there was no water down there so he came

We're in a society -

medItat1ve mental state. I've done trancing
In several of my pIeces. I'm Interested In
trandng; I've tried It and It's worked well,
but It was too cold In the cave. I don't know
If you know anything about It, but If you
trance In very cold weather - for some
reason, I don't know what It Is -you get
awfully cold. So that was out.
The first day In the cave was really hard, because I was sort of confused about what I
was goIng to do. The next day was the
weekend, and people came, but after that
I r~y started conscIously working out the
bIg Installation piece I'm going to do this
summer. I hadn't worked out the central
structure In my mind, so I spent the rest
of the tlme closely working out the details
In my head. It worked out really nice, because this hitting thing became an element
of the ongoIng pIece.
OWH: So this one Is goIng to feed Into the one
you're doing In June? Could you describe
that pIece for me?
MO: It's called Night Ceremony -you see, I
often steal titles from jackson Pollack, 'cause
I've got sort of a thing about him.
OWH: I've seen your Homage to PoDock box
In St. John's College
MO: I also wrote a
poem called "DrinkIng Beer wIth Jackson Pollock" that was
In NeWest Review. I
Just mention that as
an asIde, because I
often steal Pollock's
titles.
Anyway, thIs new pIece Is called Night
Ceremony. I'd better set the stage for you.
My mother has a farm out near MacGregor,
west of Portage, so I've got use of thls large
area of bush. I'm goIng to take a group of
approximately 30 people out there, and
there's goIng to be a bIg trail that they follow. In the late afternoon, Just as It's startIng to get clark, they'll follow this trail that'll
snake through the bush for as long as I
need so they'll arrtve at the performance
sIte Just as It's totally dark. They'll come
down a long avenue of poplar poles Into
a drcular palIsade with a fire In the centre,
and at the back Is a large 20· by 12' shelter.
In front of the shelter Is a tower, and I'll be
on top of the tower drummIng, accompanied by other musicians on the ground.
People will come In there, and nothIng wlll
happen except thIs musIc will continue.
There will be a variety of food and drink,
and the musIc will contlnue. I'm Interested
In making the audIence part of the art, sort
of like what I did at the [WInnipeg] Art
Gallery, only a little more subtle. They're
going to think nothing Is happenIng, and

not without religion -

but without a spiritual half to it, outside of a vague
sense of morality, and that concerns me
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to check It out. Another was a mountaIn
climber, who was practIcIng climbIng
across the roof of the cave, and he looks
down at me and says, "I don't know what
you're doIng In here, but I'm nobody to
question what anybody does." (laughs)
DWH: What kind of thIngs dId you thlnk about
when you were In there? Old you have a
thought agenda that was part of the pIece,
or dId you Just let your mind wander?
MO: OrigInally, when I was goIng to do the
first pIece In the back of the underground
chamber I'd dug, the sound part dIdn't
enter Into It, because It was a fairly welltravelled area, and I had a nice green field
In front that I was goIng to plant my avenue
stones In, so there would have been a lot
of people seeIng It. When I dedded to do
thIs hItting of sticks, It changed It all, because I was tlylng to think, what was I
goIng to do when I was In there? Was I
goIng to read, do crossword puzzles to
pass the time, keep a dIary, or what? I finally decIded to make myself more conscIous of the time by hItting the sticks, so
I wouldn't be able to do these other dIstracting things. I was forced Into a total
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they're goIng to start talking and react1ng,
but the musIc will go on and I'll be up there
drumming. ThIs will contlnue Into the night,
and there'll be lots to drink and lots to eat,
and they'll Just stay, on and on. Maybe
some of the other musldans will want to
stop, which Is fine. Eventually, I'll be drummIng alone on the tower In the middle of
the nIght. I'll drum from sundown to sunup.
I have a large cape made out of fur and
feathers, which will be suspended behind
me durlng the drumming - as soon as the
sun lights everythIng up, the drumming
stops. And I will, by various trlcks I've Invented, fly off the tower.
DWH: That really Is an endurance thing... I
wonder how many people will stay awake?
MO: I don't know. I hope that by example I'll
keep quite a few. By
not stopping drumming they'll see that
I'm very serious
about this and not
stop until dawn.
They will be allowed
to sleep If they want,
though. They can
bring sleeping bags
and so on, but It
would be nice If they
stayed awake. I'm
hoping to Jerk them
out of the patterns of
their exIstences.
Even If they have to
work the next day, If
they want to experience the piece properly, they'll have to
stay up. They can't
Just. come and see
the art and go away.
The art doesn't give
you the chance to do
Olito takes
anything that common. I hope they'll
have to expend a little effort and work a little bit.
It was funny when I was In the cave, because people would come In and they'd
stay for half an hour or so, but then they'd
start thinking about how damned cold It
was, and they'd leave. I was hopIng that
they'd think, "I was only In there for half an
hour, and he's been In there all day, and
he's been there the day before, and he'll
be here the day after this."
DWH: Your art Is really more event than object.
There are things that you can put In galleries
and document, but that's not really the art
Itself, Is It?
MO: I've got a lot of problems In my own head
with documentation. I've got vIdeos that

tr

lmal carcasses, skulls and so forth, and they
stage these huge battles on parking lots.
You go Into one of their Indoor Installations
and they hand you a pair of goggles and
a set of earplugs, and then you sign a
waiver In case of inJury, (Mark Pauline, the
group's founder severely Injured one of his
hands while building a rocket engine for a
performance). Some of their machines remind me of some of the things you've
done; this one has a horse skull bolted onto
the front of It.
MO: That's a fine looking thing... I did a performance once where I had a horse mask
made of sticks which covered an actual
horse skull. During the performance I was
"killed" with a lance, and the head was
butchered with the same lance- the sticks
were cut off unt1I the
skull emerged.
DWH: Was that the
pIece that you dId
wIth George Amabile?
MO: No, but It was
based on that one.
That was one of my
first performances,
and I was going
down to London
and WIndsor [Ontario] to do a piece. I
wanted to do somethIng based on It,
but I didn't want to
do the same thing.
In the one I did with
George, the mask
was broken and the
wings of a phoenix
rose up from the
rubble. In the reIncarnation of the
piece, the mask was
his responsibilities seriously, drumming for hours
/
skinned down. ~eavIng the skull, and the
construct the original art, or at least to a
skull danced- then another ghost horse
point where you can find out who made
came and they both danced.
them, and then experience a performance.
DWH: It seems to me that that's a bit more
MO: I've heard other people say that; that not
bleak than the first time around.
Just individual pIe~, but also photographs
MO: Well, It was a little less mystical. They both
and so on were traces of my art. That the
Imply survlval- not of the Individual, but of
art Is In the sort of flow of the piece, or of
the process. IstlIllooklng at the SRL artide]
the art as a whole. I think It's the same even
I love the Idea of these machInes...
with a person who does paintings or sculpDWH: Here's another one where they've
tures. It's not each IndivIdual painting that/
bolted the head of a plg.onto the machine.
matters, but the ongOing process.
MO: Have you seen them In action, or Just on
DWH: I've got something here that you mIght
vIdeo?
be Interested In- an article on a performance
OWH: I haven't, but a friend of mine saw an
art group In the States called Survival Reinstallation In San Francisco (d. VIrus 23 *0)
search laboratories [Re/Search '11]. They
and a show In Seattle on June 23.
build these large machines from scavenged
MO: It's Interesting In art when you do someparts, and they often Integrate parts of anthing that's an actual act of vIolence. We
I've made - I hired a dnematographer to
cover one performance - and I'm still not
really sure whether documentation Is even
valid. But It's damn handy when you want
to get grants. (laughs)
OWH: Do you think any of the power of the art
Is there In the left-ov~r pieces In a residual
way?
MO: I hope so. I do keep some of the objects
from the performances. Some get lost,
some get broken, some get bought by galleries, some get saved by lndlvlduals, I save
some, but It really doesn't bother me If a
thing gets wrecked. Sometlmes I take them
apart to use them In another performance;
sometimes I use them Just as they are.
OWH: I llke to think of those fragments as traces
that you can folloW back to somehow re-
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had this thing here called Shared Space; It
died about two years ago. But It was a wonderful thing. There was a performance art
theatre which was set up once a month. It
started out In the Art Gallery. then It moved
to the Royal Albert Hotel. which was a really nice venue for It. Nobody was edited
out. Anybody who wanted to do a performance art piece. or a conventional poetry
reading or anything else. a convent1onal vIolin player could have performed If they'd
wanted to. You'd go at
night and sit through about
three or four hours of this.
Most of It was the most godawful shit you ever saw.
but some of It was absolutely wonderful. And thafs
where I did my first three
performance art pieces.
That was where I did the
Phoenix piece. and It was
sort of funny because that
was where George actually
broke the mask with a dub.
Before the first blow. It had
as much atmosphere as any
of the other pieces. When
he was drcllng round me
there were even some
snickers and a little bit of
laughter. But as soon as he
lambasted Into the thing.
and continued that vicious
hitting, the whole tone of
the audience changed en-

might even make the piece nicer In some
ways. Of course there was no danger of reany being killed or anything, unless George
really went berserk. But there was that
minute when I had to wonder. has he actually gone mad? (laughs)
OWH: Could you tell me a Uttle about your personal mythology and some of Its Images.
like the horse and the phoenix and the
skulls, and your use of colour?
MO: I'm originally from a farm. so I grew up

tlrely~

DWH: Old you ask him about
that after? I Imagine there
must have been some real
hesitancy on his part.
MO: Oh, we did a fair amount
of talking about It. He really
got Into It, because I was
the one who decided when
to go down. And when I
dId, I thought, "Well. Ifs all
over." But no... WHAM!
And the sticks go flying and
WHAM!, and he gets me
right across the back of the
hand. And he says later. "It
was stilI too much like the
shape of a horse. It needed to be broken
more." When he took It a step beyond what
I had expected through the choreographIng, It made It far more Interesting.
DWH: 1here's a moment there where the piece
could go anywhere...
MO: And there's also the possibility of actually
getting hurt. But by that time, you're so
committed to the piece that It wouldn·t
matter a damn whether you got hurt. It
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Mask for The Dance of the Gigantic
with domestic animals around all the t1me.
And even since I've gotten married, we've
kept a small farm; my wife and I raise
horses. So It's sort of natural that I use anImals. I see the horse In particular as a large,
powerful animal, but these racehorses are
Incredibly weak at the same time. I see
them as alter egos for the human being,
with all of our vast power and vast technolo~, and at the same t1me, incredible weak-

nesses. So the horse becomes the alter ego
for myself. The first animal Imagery I used
was the mlnotaur Image. where the mlnotaur became a sort of self-portrait. I did quite
a number of drawings based on that. I also
did my first performance piece ever. where
I made a mlnotaur mask and wandered
around - It was a very structuralist piece
- I Just wandered around the streets of
WInnIpeg. There's always been that sort of
acceptance of animals as part of my life.
OWH: The mlnotaur Image
would have been InterestIng to Juxtapose with something Uke your piece In the
cave.
MO: Yeah, but I had envisioned that piece as somewhat low-key, not too
many effects In It. Originally
I wasn't even going to bang
the st1cks together. In the
end. I dId use a little bit of
facial paint though. I have a
totemic colour system
worked out; I use red and
white, and natural colours.
I used a little bit of red
under the eyes, and white
on the face, but the main
reason I used white on my
face was to catch the candlelight.
OWH: What's the symbolism
behind that?
MO: Do you know [Canadian
poet] Andy Suknaskl? I
used to do Christmas conceptual art exchanges with
hIm, and one of the earlier
ones Involved sending
poles [small totems] to him,
and two more to a friend of
ours In Louisiana. I wanted
to paint them, and as I was
working on them, I was
thInkIng that all art Is
based on the energy of
nature. But Ifs not art by Itself; the energy of nature
needs to be worked on by
the blood-passion of the
artist. But that's not enough
either; you Just get energy and chaos that
way. It needs to be controlled by the aesthetic rules of art. So I devised this system
where the unpainted sect10n represents the
energies of nature. the red sect10n represents the blood-passion of the art1st. and
the white Is the aesthet1cs and control of art.
Not every time. but most of the time. the
unpainted and red sections are surrounded
by the white. That became my colour-lan-
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guage. That's why
you see the red and
white stones In the
cave, and all the
sticks &.. stones that
people hit together
In the Gallery.
DWH: I was wonderIng about your
boxes this morning
while I was looking
at a book on Joseph
Cornell. Do you stili
do boxes?
MO: Actually, I'm
doing a show In
Regina, at a commercial gallery,
which Is sort of a
strange departure
for me, and I'm
working on a portrait box for a friend
of mine. So I still do
them once In a
while. There are
two new sculptures
I made for that
show; one Is a portrait within a box,
but It has outside
elements. The other
was going to be
put In a box, but I
decided It stood
better without a
box. It stili Intrigues
me, that whole
feeling of the box.
The ambigUity of
any wall as a prison
wall, or a fence.
DWH: It seemed Interesting to me, the way your boxes came first,
and then these huge outdoor performances
that seem to encompass everything.
MO: Although like the piece In Ottawa, with
the 40' long palisade that the horse lived
In, or the one I'm doing this summer where
you go Into the palisade; there's still an element of going Into a trap/defense.
The process of moving from boxes to performance Itself might Interest you, because
the boxes came out of many thousands of
collages; I was obsessed for years by collage-making. I was makIng a collage one
day and I thought, "Well, It doesn't have to
be on one plane," so I got a pane of glass
and put It between the elements. That was
Just two levels, but It grew from there, to
the point where actual objects could be put
In. I've never been satisfied with the two elements of conventional art. I was never sat-

If

go Inside the art and
handle It; Is that a step
toward getting the
time-sense?
MO: That piece was actually a throwback, It
was formulated back
In those times I was
talking about, when I
first started doing
boxes. However I
thought It was a valid
statement, and I hadn't had the chance to
do It In an exhibition
space. That show was
parallel with Earth-DI-

alogue/Eartb-Sound,
which I sort of saw as

Self-Portrait
Donald David © 1990
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Isfted with the lack of time-sense In visual
art, which encompasses the moment rather
than the flow. In the mid-70's, when my art
was starting to turn from conventional
draWing and other things, I had more
friends who were writers than visual artists,
because I was thoroughly Jealous of the
time-sense you get.,t~ writing. Writing exists
In time, not only wh~n you're doing It, but
In your perception of It, when you're readIng It. So I would do a collage where I
would write on the collage - fragments of
poetry and so on - seeking for that tlmesense. I actually made books of different
pictures that you went through In sequence.
Of course It eventually resolved Itself Into
performance.
DWH: Your prison piece In the gallery - But
We Are All Captives - when you have a
pIece like that where thiVtewer can actually

my present art, and
the other show was
the art leadIng up to It.
DWH: Have you made
any other boxes that
the viewer can actually manipulate and
change?
MO: I was Into weapons
for awhile, when I did
the piece In Ottawa
with the horse. Shortly
after that I made a box
caned DrfftsUck. The
viewer opens It and
finds a sort of Indian
tomahawk-thIng
made out of driftwood. But It's all segmented and he has to
put It together himself
I had another one with
a locked door, there
were many small
drawers and cupboards In the box, and you couldn't unlock
the door until you found the key. I like the
Idea of locked boxes. I made a walklng stlck
that was In a locked box; there's something
about the lock holding In the magiC. The
gallery piece, that prison one, was nice. The
viewer was locked In by someone else. It
ralsed a whole different aspect of gallel)' exhibits, because the viewers weren't really
In control of the situation. Although accordIng to the rules of the gallery, they had to
be let out If they requested to be. We had
an Interesting discussion before I bunt the
piece In there. We decided the viewer had
to agree to go In for a certaln amount of
time, In the Interests of the gallel)' not being
sued. Even If It was Just an illusion, they
were In fact Imprisoned for that time.
DWH: I know you do some work with other
artists, how does that process of collabo-
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ration work?
MO: Most of the thIngs that I've done with
other art1sts have been basically my pieces,
that they've helped me on. And I've done
the reverse, helped other artists with theIr
pIeces, but I haven't done any true collaborations. Many of the artists I work with
aren't vIsual artists. Some of them are writers, some are musldans. Sometimes I'll
have people help me do pieces who aren't
artists at all.
I'm doing a pIece next N\arch with a friend
of mine that Is goIng to be a true collaboration, and It'll be Interesting to see how
that works. ThIs Is a pIece we're doIng In
fv\aIn Acr.ess Gallery, called Yggdrasll. He's
a fellow from St. Catherine's, Ontario called
Peter Gibson. I stayed with him while I was
there and we became good friends. The
pIece Is based on the Norse myth of the
World-Ash that's rotten from the InsIde.
He's going to cut down a 35' Ash tree, segment It, dig up the roots, segment them
too, label them all, and the tree will be
shipped down here. We're going to reassemble It In the tv\aln Access Gallery with
the roots and bottom part of the trunk
growing up through the office space there,
and all the branches In the FlCk'lting Gallery
above, and then playoff the theme of the
wounded, dislocated, and then healed tree.

There's going to be photography, drawings,
sculpture, the Installation Itself, and various
performances. We'll examine healing personal burdens and that sort of stuff.
He did a performance once after his wife
ran away with his brother-In-law, which was
a traumatic thing. H ft ed four bags with
sand, and Joined them with copper wires.
He put one set ov r
ch s ulder
pulled them back and forth, lacerating hlmself to the bone. He has video documentation of It, and It might be part of the new
piece - we'd pair that with the sawing and
segmenting of the tree as almost a hurttng
to heal. It's like what they do at the racetrack when a horse has a minor Injury; they'll
blister or pIn-fire It. They stick hot pins In
the leg, and the body healing heals the
other Injury as well. You go through a purgIng thIng; you Intentionally Injure yourself
to heal a greater wound. Actually, much of
my art Is ~d on that Idea, fadng up to
a thing In my life whIch I can hardly bear.
When I do a performance piece, It speaks
directly of these things. And I hope that If
I do It properly, the observer will be healed
In the same way that I am healed.
DWH: I find that Interesting, because there are
so many artists now who are Into the mutilation and scarification of theIr bodies.
MO: There's a line between where that's a
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healIng thing and a self-deprecatlon. I'm
not Into self-deprecatlon, and my friend
wasn't either. It's impossible to talk about
without seeIng It, and knowing where It
crosses lines and where It doesn't. I thought
It was very Important that he went very
dose, but didn't cross that line.
Another person whose art I admlre quite a
lot Is ChrIs Bur on, a Callfornla artist. He
had hImself shot In the arm. He dId another
piece where he lay down on a busy Los Angeles freeway with a tarpaulin on him and
four 15-mlnute flares on the tarpaulin. The
assumption was that he'd get picked up by
the police before the flares burned out and
he got run ov r. Of course he was [picked
up by the police], but agaIn, he was out on
that edge. I've seen performances and documentation of other things that were hard
on the artist and Involved mutilation that
Just dIdn't work. It becomes a morbld thing.
The best pieces I've done have been generated out of great feefings of personal despaIr, like when I smashed that horse mask.
But the more I worked on building the
mask, the other side came through because
of the energy that develops when working
on a piece of art. You realize that you can't
Just smash the thing; there has to be a countermovement - the beautiful wings rising
up from the rubble.
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College, U. of M., Wlnnlpeg.
1978: Island Unk, l~taUatlon near G1mll,
ManItoba.
One man show, Fleet Gallery, Winnipeg.
Ho..... to Jackson Polladl. sculpture, purchased by St. John's College, University of
ManItoba.
1979: ManItoba Arts Coundl Senior Grant.
Acting president CAR{fAC, Manitoba.
SectIon Unk, Installation near MacGregor,
ManItoba.
1980: Totemic Execution, performance and
resultant sculpture, eventually purchased
by Gallery m, University of ManItoba.
1980-83: Worked for an Insulation contractor.
1984: Urtb DIaIoSUe ongOing performance
and documentation near St. Norbert, ManItoba.
Dance of 1be Gigantic, performance, Shared
Stage, Cardigan/Milne Gallery, Winnipeg.
Phoenix, performance, Shared Stage, Royal
Albert Hotel, Winnipeg.
ManItoba Arts Council Senior Grant.
1985: RItes of Passale, performance, Shared
Stage, Royal Albert Hotel, Winnipeg.
Canada CoundI, B Grant, and travel allowance,
Iceland.
Dawusueen, sculptural Installation and photographic documentation at four sltes In
ManItoba.
1986: Urtb-DYloSUe/Eartb-Sound, performance and one man show, W'tnnlpeg Art
Gallery.
But We Are AD Captives, Installation and one
man show, Gallery III, Untverslty of ManItoba.
S~lnl Their Akstc, conceptual landscape
performance linking two sites In Iceland

with two In ManItoba.

15 minute television documentary produced
by Vldeon Manitoba for their series, The
A.rtIs1s.
1987: CM:betero, performance, Forest Qty
Gallery, London Ontarto, and Artclte,
Windsor, Ontarlo.
Manitoba Arts Coundl, Project and Travel
Grant, Ottawa.
SaDctwary and the Presence of DesJNlr, Installation, and Mythic Defense SysRID,
performance, Richmond landing, Ottawa,
Ontarlo, for S.A.W. Gallery.
RItual of Horses, 1/2 hour documentary by
Manitoba Educational Television, later
shown on CBC National T.V..
1988: The Sentinel, outdoor Installation In
Parc du Blc, Quebec, for the show
L'AIds• •• ~IJ, Musee Regional de
Rlmouskl.
1,.: Workshop for Niagara Art1sfs Centre, St.
Catherlnes, Ontario.
Cilurdlans of 1he CIrcle, Installation and \YOrkshop with schoolchildren, Little
Saskatchewan, Manitoba.
Mantra for UUle Saska'khewan, performance
and video.
ManItoba Arts Council, Senior Grant.
Arttst-ln-Resldency, three months, for Projects
U.K., Newcastle Upon Tyne, England.
EaI1b EnCOUldB', Installat10n and performance,
two sltes near Newcastle, England.
.990: Ntay 17 -June 12, one man show of
drawings, prints and sculptures, Susan
WhItney Gallery, Regina, Saskatchewan.
June t 990: Night Ceremony, outdoor Installation and performance, near MacQ'egor,
ManItoba, for Gallery m, School of Art, UnIversity of ManItoba.

Upcollllni
Much1991: JOint show with Peter Gibson,
MaIn Access Gallery, WInnIpeg, ManItoba.

Kitchen activism aims" to save the world
(Edmonton Journal) Washing soda and
mild soap may not get her clothes
"cleaner than clean" or "brighter than
bright," but that doesn't bother Ann
Conlin.
"You might not have absolutely
sparkling clean clothes now, but we're
working on Improving the environment,"
the St. Albert resident said during a
seminar at the Strathcona Community
League· hall on hazardous household
wastes.
Conlin Is one of the converted- those
who have begun changing some old and
Ingrained habits to help protect the
environment. For her and about 70 other
community representatives from northern
Alberta and B.C., their mission Is to go

back to their dt1es and towns and preach
the household environmental gospel. That
means convlndng people to use washing
soda and soap Instead of detergent
deaners containing phosphates.
Brian Staszenskl of Edmonton's
Environmental Resource Centre (4334808), which organized the seminar, said
by training community leaders to tead:t the
public, It quenches the enormous public
thirst for environmental Information. For
the most part, Staszenskl, ~nlln and the
others will be trying to help people Identify
what can be hazardous, show them how to
dispose It, and suggest envlronmentallyfriendly alternatives.
For example, baking soda -a
biodegradable, non-toxic product- can be

used as an oven, toUet, drain, Jewelry, vinyl
and upholstery deaner, as well as a fabric
softener, fire extinguisher and toothpaste.
Cornstarch can be used to dean windows,
polish furniture and shampoo carpets.
Lemon Juice can be used to dean windows
and other glass. Water-based paint should
be used over oil-based paint so you don't
have to use paint thinners and turpentine
to dean the brushes.
1hat's one of the things I find shocldng,
Is how much we rely on chemicals," said
Staszenskfs colleague, Jocelyn Babcock.
"Maybe we have to question our attttudes
toward cleanliness, because 'I think we've
become obsessed with disinfecting and
killing germs, sometimes In situations
when It's not necessary."
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I recently attended a "psychic fair" here In Edmonton
and ran Into a very Interesting guy who QJlIs hlmselfTrInatron. Normally, I don't have much use for the whole "New
Age" phenomenon. They usually strike me as either misdirected loveypeacey flower people who can" seem to handle extreme Information, banal con artists who hawk pyramids &.. crystals and will sell you six ofyour past lives for
Ilfty bucks, or way-far-out-on-the-edgers who mayor may
not be onto something but QJn't seem to communicate
whatever that Is to me In any form other than utterly Incomprehensible pseudo-religious metaphors. But preconceptions are meant to be shattered right!
Well, Trlnatron did that all right. He sucked me right
In, and I haven't had this much fun for a long time. Play
the Reality Selection game with these guys and you're
playing with the big boys, because for pure apocalyptic
vision on a universal sQJle this stuff QJn't be beat. It makes
every other conspiracy and/or universal connectedness
theory that I've ever run across (and I've seen some
doozJes) pale In comparison. But Trlnatron himself Impressed me greatly when I met him. He's obviously an Info
Junkie and he applauds critical thought, and really that's

enough for me. He had a small selection of books for sale
In front of the table where he did readings. This Information
Included newsletters, pamphlets, and an assortment of
books, from BorderUnd Selences and KJark Kent's Super
Selence stuff to The Phoenix Joumm (an extremely controversial series In these clrdes). I actually bought one of
these called Cry of tbe Phoenix: Death R.Utle of Freedom
- UUJe PI.m 2000" by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, and It was
deflnltely an eye-opening experience. Trlnatron currently
publishes a really cool newsletter QJJJed Adv.mce GuMd
(I received 118 on May 23rd), and the lMng name Booles
Ciltalog which Is jam-packed with obscure Information. TrJnatron has access to an Incredible variety of very stimulating and very current material In the same vein, some
of the newsletters he networks with (and prOVides addresses for) are even updated weekly. No slack-assed
hlppy-dlppy retrogressor he! Twenty bucks should getyou
on the maJllng list for a long time. Hls address Is at the end
of this article, and should you subscribe please mention
our name for his rlata-flow control.
I reprint the fc rowing art/de from his newsletter, Advance GuMd (117, iprlng 1990), It's a very nice Jump Into
the deep end of he philosophies (which are many and
varled I might add) of this system of thought:
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Emerald Lake Galactic Conference of Federated Free worlds Phase 1. 2B dedicated
commanders went to Emerald Lake this last
X-mas and had a very wonderful time. 1be
Family of Ra received a lot of wonderful Informatlon and learned how to sit at a conference
table all day. It certainly wasn't the same as
trucklng around the pyramlds and temples but
we learned more of who we are and why we
are here. We learned about the many dltferent
SuperUnlverses/ Ornnlverses that there are,
the Nature of thls Local Universe, Quantum
physics, Paradise Creators, TrtnIttzed Lords, the
Interdimensional Alliance, a lot more about
Operation Victory, Starseed/ Human perspectives, the Ave Planetary GrIds, a proftle of Grid
Englneer/ Commanders, UrantIa, and learned
how to adapt ~o a changing world. We also
redted the Galactic Codes, the Articles of
Peace, and the UnIversal Prlndples of Constitutionality ~ Precepts of Law Governing the
membership of New Eartb/ Plantavla within
the Galactlc Confederation of Free Worlds as
the newest member thereof In the solar system, the RA-lJM VECTOR. We had a round
table Configuration Ceremony to Initiate the
advanced leadership within the Sacred Trinity
of "Zit, the ZOHAR RACES OF LIGHT. We did
many wonderful ceremonies, learned how to
work together, and most of all we learned how
to be at peace with ourselves and why we are
here on this world. Of course we also got to
enjoy the beauty of Emerald Lake and all that
It had to offer. For those of us that went Xcountry skiing around the lake and under
Michael's Peak, the beauty and stillness was
very incredible. There was skating, sleigh rldes,
fireplace parties, and Just plain relaxing. Although some got to experience the vvonderful
Influenza that was going aroW'ld and that really
slowed them down to a crawl. Overall the
work got done at many levels and will continue much stronger because of It.... Next
newsletter I will hopefully have the transcript
from Emerald Lake and many other books to
offer those of you who are Interested In learnIng a lot more about the work as we perceive
It to be.
Emerald Lake really opened my eyes to a
lot of the energy that Is going on on this vvorid
these days. It seems we try so hard to get the
work done and then there are those that put
energy against us. We had most of the staff
at Emerald Lake considering us to be a cult of
some kind. Although there are always some
who are there because they need to meet us
and be enlightened. No matter who Is there
they stili get to feel and experience the Love

that we had to share wlth them. Then of
course we had to deal wlth the unseen ones
who were throwing our energies this way and
that. We experienced many different feelings
towards one another and that was fuelled from
some of these energies. We were always prepared for these ones when we are on the trlps,
but we didn't expect them at Emerald Iake~
We learned to be prepared at all times because as we do the work and our light grows
there are those who wlsh to disrupt us from
our tasks. How many times have those of us
who have come to this 'NOrId been persecuted
tor what we have trled to do. How many of
us have been shot, hung, burned at the stake,
and Just plain run out of town for our UnIversal
Beliefs. We have essentially come to this
planet to be sacrlftced many tlmes over, not
that we really planned It that way. Well they
can Judge us and condemn us but they can't
get rid of us because we are here In numbers
and we will not leave until the Mission Is complete. We Love what we do and It Is with this
same Love that we will persevere to the Completlon of this Mission and the Ascension of
the Hurnan.
I will be on the Falr drcult with DPE Psychlc
Falrs.... ThIs time around I will be doing readIngs at the fair along with seilIng some Items
up front. My main obJect1ve this tlme Is to give
Information to those who are at this level of
understanding and need awakening or enlightenment for their work to be much
smoother. Other than one [psychic] reader that
I know of there Is not really anyone who will
address those of us wtK> are Into the Helrarchy
and the Command. Many come to the falrs to
ftnd those who are Interested In UFOlogy,
Spirituality, Inner Earth, Radlonlcs, the Trlllads,
and Just plain weird stuff. [No kidding. -ed.]
I will be doing a lot of consdous readings and
channellngs but I also hope to do more Indepth session work after each fair for those
who wish more awakening and Light Body
Work. Hope to see some of you on the drcult
and If not, do keep In touch as It Is getting

pretty wild out there these days and keep the
falth as the realIty of It allIs that we created
this world and we can ftx It.
So last but not least I would Uke to give all
of you my love, a big hug and a hearty Hallelujah for aD of your efforts. 'He cannot do this
alone and that Is why so many of us are here.
We came here because of a calling. A calling
came tor assIstance to the Human. We came
becaleie we serve and we wished to serve the
Human and give them one last chance to ascend and Join us In God's World, the higher
dlmenslons. Whatever you perceive It to be
It shall be. If you believe that you can ascend
then you shall. It you believe that you are an
Ascended Master then you are. Believing It to
be and Working at It will make all of our
Dreams and Hopes come True. There are only
so many of us but the numbers are strong and
together we can make all of our plans come
to fruition. It Is with this Love that 'He unite all
of the races on this Planet that Is Earth and has
so many other names but most of all It Is one
of our MotheIs. It has resided here and waited
tor us to come back. This Mother has the
bIggest heart and shows the greatest care In
our ¥JeD-being. She will be ready when we are
but ftrst she will vent some of her anger and
const1tute some change. As to how drast1c this
change at a third dimensIonal level will be, will
be up to her but whatever she decides to do
will be her right and no one may Judge her.
She Is the Master of the next while and her
change will be our change as well. We are all
In thls together and It will all work out for the
best. Those that oppose us will Join us and together we will be the Greater Light again. The
Earth Mother says "We shall do this together
because together none shall stand In our way.
Till next tlmel
IN LOVE AND IMMENSE LIGHT- TRlNATRON
It

If you want to InvestJgate further, wrIte to
Trlnatron: c/o LivIng Flame ProductIons,
SuIte 52, 10024-82nd Avenue, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T6E 1Z3.

Executions may cause air pollution
SAN FRANCISCO (Reuter)- California
state offtdals are worried executions may
be a health hazard.
State air-quality authorities want
assurances from San Quentin prison, site
of California's only gas chamber, that
executions of prisoners will not pollute

the alr.
The San Francisco Bay Area Quality
Control Board said It has asked prison
officials for Information on possible
danger to the public from cyanide gas
released through a chimney after each
execution.
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Preaching to the Perverted:
Correspondence from Donald David in New York
Dear A.D.o.S.A.,

because I was

Here it is. I think it should be called "Preaching to

ahead of him in

the Perverted," read it, and I'm sure you'll

the line, just as I

agree. Hmrnm, well Clive Barker was

hated everyone

booked solid,

in front of me. I

and the

said, "There's

convention

some horror

[fangorla1s Week-

for you." He

end of Horrors:
January 20-21 in
New York] was

Obviously an out-of-towner.
So I got in on time to see Sam Raimi

August. It's gonna be great. It's an
raining. Fuck. The line-up went around the
corner. It took an hour to get in, and it
cost $ 18.001 So I stood in this fucking

homage to the Universal dassics like
..~ ~ ~ The Phantom of the Opera, and

~~~~&J~rfj

The Invisible Man, etc.. Looks

line for an hour shivering and watching a

really exdting anyway. The

homeless dude across the street pull his

stuff I saw was the first stuff

cock out of his pants and happily piss in

from the film shown anywhere.

the gutter. I noted that he was hung
pretty good for a cold day. But, no
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~~~~rJ]~ In person, Raimi is a really per-
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generate burn vIdlms. He eventually has to use
the skin on his own face, 'cause the bad guys
blow him up. So he uses It to copy other faces
In order to Inftltrate the Mob and wreak his

vengeance. The problem? He can only be In the
llght with the lIquld-skln for a short time before
It degenerates and melts off, hence the tltie.
There's a bit of The Sbadow thrown In there
too, especially the look of his hat and doak.
Also, because he was so badly burned, the
doctors severed his nervous system or something like that. So his body produces an abundance of adrenaline which makes
him prone to rages, Increases his
strength, and he can feel no pain,
not physical at least: (sob, my poor
monster). The Darkman's a monster
with a soul cry.lng to come out and
regain his humanlty, I love this shit.
All this Info, a two and a half mlnute
trailer, plus a spectacular lab explosion! Ralml has a great ftalr for comlcbook dynamics on fUm. "CrIme has
a new enemy and Justice has a new
face!" - H·ow can I resist a great
tagllne like that? Or this, "In the
darkest hour there's a light that
shines on every human being, but
one; The Darkman." It was also very
well received by the crowd.
He also talked about EvB DeH 3,
which he fondly calls "Medieval
Dead," because It takes off where
[vD DeH 2 ended. Bruce Campbell
will play Ash again. Sam says this
film's going to be sccuy Instead of
slapstick black comedy llke 2. As he
says, "I don't know kleis, even this
morning I was working on the script.
Ash Is down In a pit, he's surrounded, and his chalnsaws out of
gas. I don't know, things don't look
very good for Ash." I got to meet
Ralml and Campbell (the Legend) for
a few seconds In the autograph line.
Ifs weird seeing Bruce like that, he's nine feet
tall In the movies. Anyway...
Gunnar Hansen talked next. He's not doing
much these clays. It sort of bothered me that
they brought him for this convention, because
he Indlrectly promoted lea1berf.-:e, the piece
of shit. Those Insidious marketing people are
thinking all the time, but they don't have me
fooled. Good to see him though. He's a big,
burly gentieman who looks and acts llke Grlz7ly Adams. However, you'll be happy to know
that when the Fango geek came on to promote lea1berface, the audience got really

outraged and he couldn't even get ftnlshed.
Everyone hated It. Maybe they'D wlse up, but
I doubt It.
Then the very arte linnea Q.ulgIey took the
stage. The Scream Queen. Everyone howled
and begged her to take her leather Jacket off.
She's looking very much like an L.A. metal
queen, perhaps because that's where she'$
from I In her twenty-odd ftlms, she's been
stabbed, Impaled, raped and skinned [and she
Inserted a llpst1ck tube Into her breast through
her nipple once too -eel.]. Her favor1te role was

Linnea Quigley -

Scream Queen

Trash, the death-obsessed pWlk In The Return
of 1be UvlnS Dead. It was mlne too. Nice
breasts. Apparentiy Dan O'Bannon, the dlrector, made her wear a sort of vvelrd body stockIng for her lower body. I always thought her
anatomy looked a little weird In that fUm.
Next up was the unsurpassed Tom Savini,
In all his gory glory. He brought some props
from Two EvB Eyes a Darlo Argento/George
Romero fUm. I certainly hope they dwlge the
crummy tltie. The upper body [In the picture]
Is from Darlo's half of the fUm, Ifs sortofa mlsmash of Edgar Allan Poe stories called Ihe

1C

Black Cat.• She gets eaten by killer pussies. If
you look dosely you can see a dead kitten In
her torso. The lower body Is from Romero's
story, Ihe Truth about the Valdemar Case,"
In which SavInI plays a psycho who yanks out
her teeth (I think). Savini also talked about his
plans for the NJabt of 1be I.Mns Dead remake,
to allay everyone's rears no doubt. He said he
and George \YaIlt to re-tnvent the wmbIes. No
longer call them zombies even. Somehow
they want to make them scarier because,
well..• zombles are passe because of Michael
Jackson. The scrtpt has all feW twists
and turns. A cameo by an actor from
the or1glnalls apparently golng to be
used In ~me clever way, which
SavIni refused to reveal. The character of Barbara becomes much
stronger In this version as well.
SavInI also said that the point ofvtew
for the zombies (for lack of a better
word) will be In black and white., as
a sort of homage to the onglnal.
The big question Is: why remake
that which Is st1lI povverful? Well, basically It's Romero's way of re-InstatIng his ownership of the property. In
addlt1on, It has a dlfferent twist at the
end, and Ifs been changed so Irs relevant to the '90's, not the '60's.
I asked him what era the film
would take place In, because I wondered If It was to be treated as a prequel to IMwn and Iky of 'the Dud.
He looked stunned and said, "Gee,
fll have to ask George about that...."
He thought It wlll be set In the present. I guess It's not that Important
a detail; but It would be cool to see
It happen In the 'SO's. EMs wmbles1
Next up was Chrlstopher Lee,
whose presence and grace Olled the
audience with awe. The guy looks
fucking great for seventy-five! He
Just completed Gremlins 1 wtth Joe
Dante and It looks, well... good, I guess. RIck
Baker did the FX for the new evil gremlins, so
they look a lot more reallstlc. I Just cringed
when this obese woman In an EMra costume
saw Gizmo and gushed, "Awwww, Isn't he
cute." Anyway, Lee looks great. He told us
that Peter Cushing has been sick, but Is on the
mend and would like to do some actlng now.
VIncent Prlce Is also doing well. Both are men
of "Indomltable spirits. " He was asked which
ftlm Is his personal favourite, of those he's
starred In. He replied, "No question, The
Wickei' Mm." He referred to most of his ftlms
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as "atrocIous," which they are In a way. He
said the vvorst line he was ever asked to utter
was, "I am the apocalypse." He was playIng
DraCUla, so he Just remalned silent In the fUm.
He also commented that Dracula has never
been adapted faithfully from Bram Stoker's
original.
And finally, last but not least, CUve Barker
came on. Since Nlghtbreed has already been
released I edited the Nlptbreed stuff out of
the bootlegged IntervIew tacked on the end
of this. Although I would have really liked to
ask him some stuff, such was not to
be. I was part of the crowd, but I
fired off a couple of questions from
the floor. However, he dId cover
quite a lot of the stuff that I would
have asked hIm anyway.
To top It off, I had to behave like
a common criminal. You see, those
Fango boys weren't allowing taping.
Actually, I felt pretty devious In
there. I was wired with a bug, the
mike was carefully hIdden up my
sleeve and the Walkman was In my
chest pocket. [There's no stopping a
determined person with access to
personal electronlcs- ed.]
Eventually, I did get to say a few
words to him. But he was very busy,

wondered, "Would he remember me from
two years ago when he was In Calgary sIgning
Weavewodd?" I'd showed him my portfolio
that day, but somehow I forgot to try that stunt
again. [See previous n~t~-ed.] After the fact,
my mentor/teacher lVW'shaI Arlsman, reprtmanded me quIte severely for not trying. So
I thought, "Oh well, my Image Is on the front
cover of the magazine, maybe thafll trigger
a response...." BesIdes, I can't blame him for
forgetting, espedally after all the times he's
sIgned his name. My copy ofWeavewodd has

because the crowds were so bad,

and he was booked solid In New
York promoting Nlgbtbreed and The
Great and Secret Show. I went to
the autograph sessIon. So there I
was, the last person In line to get my
books sIgned by Give. My covert audiotapes were filled, so I couldn1t
have taped anything else anyway.
[The only thing stopping a determined person with access to personal electronics Is not havIng
enough equipment. Heed the
Scouts: "Be Prepared."- ed.] alve
looked pretty tired by that point, he's
good to his fans though. Anyhow, as I said I
was at the end of the queue, because people
were linIng up to get his autograph before
he'd even finished speaking. So when he was
done I went over to the line-up. It went on
and on forever. ThIs fucking convention started
with a ridiculously long line, and It was going
to end with one as well. I was the last person
In line, what could I possIbly ask hIm? I knew
he'd be right out the door as soon as he
signed my books. But I had my special "Intended for Give Barker" copy of Virus 23 out,
and I was ready to present It to him. Then I
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Clive Barker in New York
a draWing he dId In the front, but It's burled
at my parent's house under boxes and boxes
of books. On with the story, the guy ahead of
me (whom I hated because he was ahead of
me) laid down a stack of Clive's comIcs. alve
Just looked at him and saId, "Choose your two
favourttes and I'll sign them, otherwise I'll go
bananas."
Great. Now he's pissed.
DON: HI alve. They shake hands and Don
slIdes hIs copy of ~ across the table.
CLIVE: And your name Is?
DON: Don. Look, I've brought this magazine

for you. It's pubUshed In Red Deer, Alberta,
Canada. I did the cover.·
CLIVE: Very nice. Why 23? Or Is that the Issue
number?
DON: No, It's some reference to a WillIam S.
Burroughs pIece... I'm not sure. Just
promlse me you'll put down Moby Dick
for awhile and have a look at It will ya?
CLIVE: Sure, anything else you want me to
sIgn?
DON: How about my buttocks? Naw, Just kiddIng. Thanks alve.
At this point I thought I saw a glimmer of recognition, which was suddenly Interrupted ~ f.ul0l'la editor
Tony TImpone.
TONY: Well thafs It ClIve, we can get
out of here.
CLIVE: TIlank Chrtst.
And off they went.
THE SOMEWHAT SLIGHTLY EDITED
TRANSCRIPT OF THE COVERT INFO
GATHERING SESSION
Clive answers questions about
Nlghtbreed for awhile, then takes
questlons from the floor.
Q.UESTION-ASKER: What do you
like to read?
CLIVE BARKER: I read a lot of the
classIcs. I'm readIng Melville's
Moby Dick at the moment,
which I thInk Is a wonderful and
scary novel. I read a lot of children's literature, the Brother's
Grimm, happy-go-lucky stuff like
that where people get burned at
the stake. I read a lot of research
books. I'm researchIng now for a
big book and I'm reading a whole
bunch of stuff In support of that.
QJ\: What sort of music do you llke?
CB: I listen to Just about anything. I
have a very eclectic collection.
When I'm making a movie, I tend
to listen to soundtracks excluslvely. When I'm writing I'll listen to Just
about anything. At the moment I'm listenIng to the soundtrack to The Little Mermaid, andlfyou believe that, you'll believe
anything.
QJ\: What's your favorite anatomy book?
Gra.y's Anatomy?
CB: I have It, don't we all? But It's not my
favourite anatomical book because they're
all drawings. I prefer photographs. There
Is a wonderful collection available, a sort
of "skinned book." We shot a scene from
Nlghtbreed In a real mortuary which ap-
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pears In the movie. The crew were very
very reverential when they came In. They
thought I was a sick tuck for wanting to
shoot there. I said, "No No, we want to get
the ftavour of the place. " The pathologist's
assistant was this lady who looked like a
CllarIes Addams cartoon. She was standing
there with this gray face and gray eyes. So
eventually I said, "I have to ask because
you don't look very happy; why do you
\YOrk In a mortuary?" She said, "00 you really want to know?" I said, "Yes I really
want to know," and she says, "I'm morbid." Anyway, we were shooting In this
place with coffins and everything. Halfway
through the day, a human leg Is brought
In. You've never seen so many grown technldans run .for their lives shouting, "It's a
leg! Oh my God, It's a legl" One of the actors, playing the pathologist's assistant
passed out. It was Just a great experience.
QJ\: 'NhIch of the Books of Blood do you consider your favourite?
CB: Number four. I don't know why, I think because Its got "The Age of Desire" In It. It's
a dirty little story..•
autobiographical.
QJ\: Old you get your
knowledge
of
Baphomet and other
demons, from the
writing of Alelster
Crowley?
CB: Actually, I got my knowledge of
Baphomet from the Knights Templar. Do
you know them? They were burned at the
stake... (The Ughts dim and brighten again)
Is God In the room or something? Anyway,
I got my knowledge of Baphomet from stories of the Knights Templar, who were
burned at the stake for their worship. Apparently Baphomet Is st1lI mentioned within
some present-day Masonic rituals.
QJ\: What were you like as a child? Were you
demented?
CB: Was I demented when I was a chlld? Yes.
You know, my kind of dementia Is other
people's sanity. Who knows? It seems to
me that we're all gathered here because
we like crazy stuff, right? So I figure our
kind of craziness Is a kind of sanity. I have
a theory. I think the people who repress
the kinds of Ideas we Ilke are the sick ones.
(applause) Seriously! Do you know where
the devil comes from, where the Images
of the devil come from? They were pagan
Images that were turned Into negative images by Christians. We all know our basic

theology right? What we have to look at...
we have to get those pagan gods back, because those guys are pretty good.
~: Are you Interested In continuing the

Niptbreecl/Cabal char~ers?
CB: Yes. There will be more Nlptbreed
movles and more Cabal books. Absolutely.
One of the things I'm really Interested In
Is the Idea of building a whole mythology.
That's happening with the IIeIIraIser series,
It's going to happen wlth The Great and
Seuet Show, and It's going to happen
with the Cabal stuff. I love the Idea that Instead of these things being arbltraJY ad1v1tIes..•, because what happens In most horror books Is that something Invades the
world, but you never quite know what the
theology Is, or what the story Is about those
Invaders. I want to teD the stories about the
Invaders. I want to tell the stories about the
monsters. (Suddenly a burst of feedback
cuts through the speakers) God Is herel He
Just Carted.
The great thing about the monsters Is that
they're the characters that I, as a kid, always

come from?
CBc Marlowe's. Yeah, because Marlowe's has
the bloodier ending. Marlowe's faustus Is
the ftrst tlme I e./er encountered that particular mythology, and I love that story.
There's a wonderful last act to that play, the
maln character ends up In bits and pieces.
It's a splatter play, It's great. They pick up
the pieces of Faustus at the end. There goes
the head, there goes the arms, the dick....
~: They say he was warped for what he
wrote, do you think...
CB: 00 I think I'm warped? NO! I think I'm an
extremely healthy person. I don't trust analysts. Who here Is an analyst? Who here
goes to psychoanalysis? See what healthy
people you are. Not an analyst In the room.
lhat points to something. You're at peace
with your Imaginations. I think that when
you repress stuff, you get sick. I think of
myself as being very healthy.
~: How much of Nlsbtbreed did you lose
to the M.P.A.A.?
CB: 4.5 seconds. We had 4 xes on It, and each
time weld send It back with two frames
gone. It was great.
My editor, Mark
Goldblatt edited The
Terminator and
Commando [he also
directed Dead IIWl,
so he's dealt with
the M.P.A.A. quite a lot. He has a good relationship with them. You know the weird
thing about the M.P.A.A. Is that they're
very nlce people. That may be the problem.
They're nice, ordinary people who think
that this Is Just so perverse and so sick, and
why would you ever want to do It? Somebody from the M.P.A.A. called me up and
said, "You know, this Is a really well-made
movie. You make very good movies, but
why do you want to make these kinds of
movies?" I had to say, "Hey, It's the way
my head works." I love It.
~: What was cut from Hellralser?
CB: Not very much, let me Just remember....
Here's a funny thing; when Frank Is being
pulled apart, he smiles and licks his lips.
The M.P.A.A. didn't like that, I think he st1l1
passes his dry tongue over part of his lips,
but that was all. And they're funny about
Insertion. The M.P.A.A. hates things where
I put things Into other things. I'm sure
there's nothing sexual about this. Dur1ng
the second murder, Frank puts his fingers
Into the guy's neck and they wouldn't
allow me the insertion. There were a cou-

Frank is being pulled apart, he smiles and
licks his lips. The M.P.A.A. didn't like that.
loved. I didn't go to monster movies to see
the good guys, because good guys are
boring. Can you Imagine a movie called
Van Helslns? Borlngl Now for me, the
whole thing about the mythology Is that I
want to learn mor~ about the~ people. I
want to know more, and so I want to expand the mythology.
~: Can you tell me If Ihe HellboWld Heart"
Is In print anywhere?
CB: Yeah. lhat's an oft-asked question. It's In
a collect1on called NIpt VIsIons, published
In paperback by Berkeley.
~: Are your plays published In anything?
\VIII ~ou do any more?
CB: We are preparing an edition which wlD be
out soon. As far as stage and screen as c0ncerned, I prefer the screen, because the
screen Is forever. I have a sign above my
desk which reads "Now Means Forever."
Whatever I do now Is there forever you
know? AIl the errors and compromises you
make are there In perpetuity, which Is a
worrying thought sometimes.
~: A lot of your stories deal with Faust
archetypes, which version does yours
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pIe of other things. Old I tell you about the
sex scene? They wouldn't allow me buttock
thrusts, and some mUd spanklng In the sex
scene was cut, but It was mild you know?
Everybody does that. We'II all go home
tonight and spank our loved ones; weII I
will.
QA.: Do you expect to make a movie of The
Damnation Game?
CB: There's been talk about It, but there's
major censorship problems. At the moment I want stuff to be as raw as possible.
I want the stuff on the page, and on film,
to be as raw as each other. There's no
doubt that there's real difficulties getting
certaIn"klnds of Images on the screen at the
moment. tv\aybe If things Uberallze.... Yes,
I've talked with people In Hollywood about
making It. But, until such time as I know
we can bring It to the screen In Its full glory,
I'm not going to do It. Maybe there'll come
a time.
Q..': Do you have any cinematic plans for "In
the Flesh"?
CB: Yes. "In the flesh" Is with Warner Brothers
at the moment, and there's a script halfway
to being finished. I think there's a very
good chance that It'll go before the earners
before the end of the year. The problem,
obviously, Is going to be the M.P.A.A.
again. But we'II see what happens.
QA.: How much control will you rJC\ve O'v"er future HeUraiser films?
CB: I won't be scripting. I would like to make
sure the mythology Is made more coherent and more cogent. I'd like people to
begin to understand why all this happened.
If I had done Hellbound, and I dIdn't and
that's cool, I think my picture would have
been more perverse than Tony's [Randel]
was. I think I'm a perverse Individual. I
would have pushed the perversity rather
more than he did.
QA.: Where did you get the Idea of Pinhead?
CB: Doug Bradley's wife [Bradley plays Pinhead In the Hellralser films, and Lylesburg
In Nlghtbreed] was doing a psychoanalysis
course and she was studylng dasslc Images
of rage from around the world. Doug
page 58 f Virus 23

called me up and said, "You'll have to
come around and see something." In this
book was a picture of a wooden carved
head with nails allover It. It pointed out
that this Image was one which constantly
comes up when people talked about rage
In psychoanalysis. They talk about their
heads being full of pins. Now, I've never
done psychoanalysis, but my belief Is that
It plugged Into something that's working
In a-lot of people's heads. It Just made
sense. /
QA.: Where do you get the courage to write
about these taboo subjects?
CD: If It's the only thing you've got to sell, you
have no real choice. My mind works In a
certaIn kind of way. I've done a lot of meetIngs In HollY'Nood, and they've said, "You
know, this Idea Is Just too weird. You could
make a lot more money If you Just toned
down this Idea, and then you'll have It." My
answer Is always, "I'm sorry. ThIs Is the way
that It Is, this Is the only way that my mind
works. This stuff Isn't so weird to me. " You
know what I'm saying? Don't you all have
sltuat10ns like that? You've got a copy of
Fangarla or something, and a friend says,
"Why do you read this stuff? Where does
this stuff come from?" You have to say, "I
like the stuff, It makes sense to me." So I
don't have to have courage to get this stuff
out there. It's all I've got to sell. If I'm a
baker, I only bake.
QA.: What do you think of the Rawhead Rex
movie?
CB: I'm not a great fan of the Rawhead Rex
movie. Y'see my book was about a nlnefoot dick on the loose, and It never got
made that way.
QA.: Would you Uke to do a more faithful adaptation?
CB: WeII, Son of Rawhead Rex maybe, or
Brother of Rawhead Rex. Actually, I've seriously thought about that, because I hated
the movie so much. Steve Bissette Is doing
It In comIc book form, and I think It's going
to kick ass.
QA.: You say you want more control over how

happened to Rawhead Rex? How did you
lose It?
CB: Rawhead Rex was the second picture I
did. You know what happens with movies?
People get starry-eyed. I got starry-eyed.
"Boy! The Movies!" Your eyes get big like
saucers, "They're going to make a movie
of my story!" And then you realize that
they don't really care. It's a slow thing. I
think everybody who goes to Hollywood
thinks, at first, that they mean you no harm
and they genUinely want to make your vision, and so on. And they're very good at
telling you, at convincing you, that they do
want your vision. Then gradually you realIze they couldn't give a fuck.
QA.: What did you think of last year's genre
films?
CB: I don't think that 1989 was a very good
year for horror movies. It was a somewhat
barren year. One of the things that's happened of late Is that there's been a lot of
repetitive sequels. I don't mind sequels If
they break new ground and are the next
chapter, but the recent sequels have all
gone back to the old ground where It's
safe. I'd like to think that In the future we
could get Into much more ImagInative
stuff. The cross-over between horror and
fantasy and horror and science fiction has
always been large. Frankenstein, one of
the first horror books, Is also arguably a sdence fiction book, and arguably a fantasy
book. I would like to see more of that. I'm
trying In my writing to make those kinds
of cross-overs, to make sure that what I'm
really writing Is ImagInative fiction. The
word horror has very negatlve connotations
to a lot of people. There's people out there
who say, "Oh, It's a horror book, I won't
read It," or "It's a horror movie, I won't see
that. " TIlat's a very sort of reduction1st way
of looking at It. I think It's very Important
that we persuade people that this material
has something to say, It has meaning!
Which It does. Horror fiction Is talking
about obsessIon, death, perverse sexuality,
fear and Insanity. This Is not pollte material.

your Ideas come out on film. So then, what

I'd like to begin to make the fiction and the
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stuff, and they feltvery arodous about doing

areas. But the publishers
have to package them In a

a soundtrack for us. But New \\brld [the dis-

certain way, and put them
on the shelves In a certain
place. I have found wonderful, horrlftc things In sd-
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movIes break through to the people and
say that this stuff Is valuable.
QA: Do you consider your books to be fantasy
or horror?
CD: Here's a serious concern. I began makln8"
fiction which was Just called horror fiction.
The Books of Blood could not have been
more clearly, or plainly horror fiction. What
I want to be able to do, Is to have people
who feel good about horror fiet10n also feel
good about a very dark, Imaginative kind
of fIctlon. They can feel that that's theirs as
well. Wea.veworfd has some very disgustIng sequences In It, but also a lot of fantasy.
The terminology Is very difficult, what Is fantasy? I think the fantastical Is In most horror
fiction. Most of Edgar Allan Poe's stories,
which are plainly horror stories, are also fantasy stories.
QA: Like Stephen R. Donaldson?
CB: Absolutely. You see, sometimes I think we
get caught up In our own terminology.
What publishers have to say, In order to sell
to bookstores Is, ihat's a horror book, thafs
a science fiction book, or that's a fantasy
book." Now we all know there are cross-

1C

tributor] wanted a big orchestral score. So
New World wasn't happy wtth what they
did, If thats the answer.
DONAlD: (\VhI1e thInk1ng to himself that GIve's
answer sounds like deft political hedging,

ence fict10n books. So what

asks yet another CoD question) I've heard

I try to do Is say, '1hls Is all
the fantast/que, this Is all

that they also had a hand In the development of the Cenobites.
CB: Have you read a magazine called Piercing

works of the imagination."
QI\: How would you compare
and contrast your approach
to horror with Stephen
Kings'?
CB: I think my approach to
horror Is entirely different
than Stephen KIngs'. I think
I'm often on the side of the
corrupt, the perverse, and
the moraIIy dubious.
Stephen KIng Is on the side
of the status quo. Generally speaking, I think thats
where I'm coming from.
I've always looked at myself as somebody who Is
the voice of the outsider.
Now, In the HeUralser piCtures, this means that the
monsters are more Interest1ng than than the human
beings. This Is qUite often the fact In horror
pictures. In my writing, I try to get Inside
the heads of the creatures, Inside the head's
of the creatures who are so-called "evil,"
In order to say, "Look, there's a part of us
that's monstrous, and we should be at
peace with that."
QI\: Do you work In a dark room?
CB: No, I work In a very bright room which
faces onto a busy street. I enjoy the fact that
I'm doing this Incredibly strange activity,
letting my Imagination go, In exactly the
same way I would have studied biology
when I'd been In school" with the sun pourIng In on my desk. I will work at any hour,
but I prefer to work In the daylight, It gives
me nicer Ideas.
QA: You don't think working In the dark hours
Is better?
CD: No. There's lots of things to do In the dark,
but writing Isn't one of them. (laughs)

THE INTREPID AUTHOR ASKS A QU£STION
DONAlD: Would you tell us why CoD was
dropped from the HeUralser soundtrack?
CD: I don't know If you've seen the album that
CoD produced, but It's great. CoD had that

Fans ln1ematlOIW Quarterly? No, obvi-

ously not. Its a very spedallzed magazIne.
Sleazy [Peter Qu1stopherson of CoD, formerly with throbbing GrIstle and Psychic
TV) showed me some copIes of P.f.I.Q,

which were not to be belleved! They've
pierced parts of their bodIes that I didn't
even know we had. It's extraordinary. That
was my inspiration. Great stuff, I recommend It. Go out to your neIghbourhood
store and look for It, well you'll never find
It. It's very cool, particularly the letters
column, read the letters column! [p.f.I.Q..

*32 Is available for $12.50 US from Gauntlet, Inc., 8720 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 94114]
QI\: In your work you often talk about the
boundaries between pleasure and paIn,
how do you do your research?
CB: Usually by experiencing both. You know,
like eating Ice cream with all your fiIllngs
out, that sort of stuff.

QI\: Do you belIeve In ghosts and the afterIlfe;
that thls Is Just one state of existence?
CB: Yes, I believe that we are occupying one
plane of realIty and that there are several
others out there, absolutely. And conceivably, one of those planes Is occupied by
people who were once living and breathing
llke us. I don't discount that possibility. Certainly I think the world Is stranger than we
know, and thank God for that, right?
QI\: What's the best movie you ever saw?
CB: The best? Every time I'm asked that I
change my mlnd for variety. I thInk the best
horror movie Is definitely The Bride of
Frankenstein. A wonderful movie. Actually
Joe Dante has a fresh copy of It, which I was
going to see In L.A. last week, but I didn't
have tlme.
QI\: What other movies or television shows really Influenced you when you were
younger?
CB: Well when I was a kld In England, I couldn't
see the movies that Mr. Lee [Christopher
Lee] was In. I wasn't allowed to see those
movies, I guess, untll I was seventeen. And
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Tom Savini onstage

• wasn't a very old looking fifteen year old.
• had a large fat friend called Norman who
would buy tickets for both of us. I'd stand In
his shadow pretending to look tall. Believe
It or not, the first horror movie • ever saw
with Norman was Psycho. That was a pivotal
experience. When • was a kid there was Ray
Bradbury and Ray Harryhausen pictures,
which I still love.
QJ\: Do you ever think that you're spreading
yourself too thin? Your career has exploded,
are you wonted about becomIng overexposed? • mean with your wrlttng, dlrect1ng,
drawing etc.
CB: One thing Is, up unt1l the age of thirty, I was
on welfare. • didn't make any cash doing anything. I didn't have an honest Job (laughs) I
st1l1 don't have an honest Jobl I'd sold some
palntlngs and stuff, but I got to the age of
thirty thlnklng, well at the age of thlrty-ftve
I'll become a teacher. What happened was,
•got lucky and the book sold and aD that klnd
of thing. Now I feel as though my Imagination, which was not repressed for those years
but really didn't have an outlet, has kInd of
exploded. In the limited edltlon of Weaveworld I did a drawing for the frontlsplece of
a man with these stalks coming out of his
head with eyes on top of them. That's how
my head feels to me. I feel like there's stuff
coming out of my head all the time. I like that.
The only thing that will stop me doing that
Is If those things don't appear at some point.
I feel like the dock Is tlcklng all the tlme. At
the end of my nfe • want them to write on my
tombstone, "He was an original."

It's a wacky world in the science labs
Dr. John CoHee In The Observer Sunday
Magazine's column, A Doctor Writes:
In a mad, mad world, It used to be said that
only science remained constant. This
premise Is no longer tenable. Ever since we
landed on the moon, science has gone a bit
psychedelic. The best Indicator of this Is the
way scientists dress. If you look at films of
the fifties and early sixties you will see scientists portrayed as conservative, responsible men and women with haircuts and
sensible shoes. Science In those days was
a logical, Ilnear affair which demanded little
In the way of wacky thinking.
Nowadays, scIence has progressed so far,
and at such a rate, that you need to be

every branch of science. "Chaos theory" has
winkled Its way Into botany and embryology, even Into subjects as familiar as
weather prediction.
It's now regarded as a serious proposition that something as tiny as the flapping
of a butterfly's Wings might reverberate
through the weather system to produce a
hurricane In the south of England. Beyond
a certain point science Is no longer something you do with a Bunsen burner. It's
weird. It's eclectic.
Most scientists are no longer wearing
sports Jackets and horn-rimmed glasses. You
go Into a science lab these days and they're
all In T-shirts listening to Bulgarian choral

yond a certain point It's the only place to
find the necessary models.
Medicine tends to be the exception to
this rule. Medical practice Is based on "algorithms" - conceptual flow diagrams. The
standard diagnostic thought process goes
a bit like this: "If A Is true, then ask B, If B
Is true, then ask C. If A, Band C are all true,
then the problem must be D and the treatment Is E." This can make a doctor's life
rather boring, but as a way of curtng Illness,
It's much more effective than guesswork.
The treatment we offer to patients must always be validated by logic. In medically related research, however, logic alone will
never push forward the boundaries. Even

slightly Insane to keep up.
The surrealist tendency Is creeping Into

singing or playing Dungeons and Dragons.
Science has gone metaphysical, because be-

the most practical of sciences needs people
who feel at ease with the Illogical.
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transcript of a subliminal mass
Down in the swirling circle of the storm
there is a leaden eye where no wind blows
and time spins to a stop;
the minute-hand of action waits,
the pendulum hangs poised;
but no impulsive works of impotent men
will dull one fury of the looming hour
or brake one moment of its drop.
Northward, swept by the hiss of centuries,
where white wastes wallowed out to whiter skies
and Earth rocked on her pole,
a radar camp outlined the snow;
a radorne platform creaked:
here, shot from humming pods of fretted steel,
a pulse of semi-automated mind
rang on Invisible patrol.
Five miles beyond a bear dove under, shattered
pack and rubble of a freezing ledge
and threw itself ashore;
taut on the scentless gale he posed,
then straightening southward, fled,
computing through torn claw and ice the track
of dread propellers churning underfoot
along the Arctic floor.
Racing electronics down the continents,
quick panic rippled out a prescient sea
of nerve: galvanic thrill
stampeded herds of cariboo
along the tundra ridges,
bellied wolverine among the pine,
flew down rain forest on the rump of deer,
left gopher chattering, until
a lizard sleeping in the desert sun
unshuttered one slow eye to see what, then
leaped sideways twice and died:
his private hill crushed back on him;
the fatal countdown stopped.
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Climbing the air, a thousand bombs burst space
at pre-Impressed velocities, and launched
their long, Inevitable glide.
The curve of her celestial ellipse
Earth endlessly composed, half dark, half light,
at her majestic pace;
beyond In splendour rolled the stars;
while here, computer-based,
all circuits clear, their new Prometheus
punched out In coded electronic shocks
the final hubris of a race.
From two caves carved In Plutonlan shield
beneath two deserts, East and West, encased
In concrete overthrown
on steel Hell-bent for megatons
of thermonuclear pressures;
challenging the Universe by force,
this time, of secret SUb-atomic fire
from the Suns, effect unknown,
unconquered and unconquerable yet,
he freed his eager miracles for war.
Tartarean armourles,
harnessed In lockstep at command,
blazed rockets to the air.
And now sub-orbltal flew rank on rank
and name by name a pantheon of man's
subliminal mythologies:
globe-curslng Atlas, shouldering the world,
and Minuteman whose oath transfigured It,
'forefathers of revolt,
now classified ICBM,
inertial guided, range
eight thousand miles, vertex at apogee
in hundreds, warhead hydrogen, presumed
to blot one city at a bolt;
and cold Polaris, guardian of Night,
and Jupiter that braced the shields of Rome,
and Thor, crude Viking Thor,
whose thunder rang on seven seas,
now stamped IRBM,
perimeter and submarine deployed, ,
range Intermediate, quantity produced
for mass retaliatory war;

and Hike squadrons: Hercules who stormed
the syndicates of·Hades once, again
,tomlc, thermo-fused,
the strato-bomber Intercept;
and elemental Zeus
who toppled Titans from Olympus, bom
the anti-missile missile, that same Zeus
who held Prometheus accused
In treason once before. All these and more
flamed now to terminal velocities:
each one Identified,
plotted by radar on a screen,
Its counter-strokes applied.
And as they fell, exploding Earth and air,
In one slow cumulative holocaust
Hell melted, and Prometheus died.
Man, who from his mystery unfurled
a gossamer of meaning and a World
to fling a web of thought
amazed across the Infinite,
curled inward, and grew old;
the stars, the galaxies, the speed of light,
the living abstract of his Universe,
and every miracle It caught,
collapsed In swift retreat of consciousness
down blurred processionals of day and night
where fire demon ran
the witching skies instead of sun,
and dragons rose again
to rumble in the cavems of the Earth;
and downward hurled, until at twilight's end,
silent, the long abyss began.
Down in the quiet crucible of storms,
down in the primal deep where no winds blow
and time dreams to a stop,
the minute-hand of action waits,
the pendulum hangs poised•••
o God, tell us what perfect works of men
will break the circle of that looming hour,
will void that moment of Its drop.

Les Wagar
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Fake NewS
By Carl Guderian

Why do it?
1. It's amusing and cheap.
2. At the very least, it's a great way to exercise the imagination
gland.

3. Half the news is bullshit anyway. The problem is you don't
know which half. The people creating the news know nearly all of
the truth. Those reporting the news know less of the truth. Those
reading it know the least of all. By writing fake news you are
writing what you know to be 1000A> bullshit. You make the articles
believable by packing
them with commonly
known facts. If it's
plausible, then others
are forced to concede
the possibil ity of its
partial truthfulness.
This works especially
well on people who
regularly confuse truth
with believability. You
have something over
them because you
know something they
don't; namely, that the
"news report" is
absolutely false (as far
as you know- see
below).

4. In a large enough
statistical universe,
over a large enough
period
of
time,
Become more involved:
anything that can
happen will happen. This means large, media-saturated
populations can support. weird events. If the conditions exist for
the "news event" to occur, it just may happen. The incident may
occur exactly as predicted or just contain some of the elements of
the article. If you guess closely enough, you get credit for
"predicting the future". All it really is, is explaining the present. It
hasn't happened yet, or you would have read about it. (It may
have happened but news of it may have been suppressed, in
which case you could get into trouble if there was a possibility of
your having access to unauthorized information. This happened to
Robert Heinlein when he wrote USolution Unsatisfactory" while the
A-bomb was still secret.) It may be happening now, since if it
occurred to you it could easily have occurred to someone who is
smarter and more enterprising than you are. In that case, you may
get credit for clairvoyance if there was no way you could have
known about it, although again all you are really doing is
predicting what you think is probable. In any case, if you can do
this consistently, maybe you can make some money at it.
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5. If the fake news article is disseminated widely enough,
someone may read it, and if it's within his or her power, make it a
self-fulfilling prophecy. The article contains some info to get such a
person started.

6.

Amateur "Reality programmers" and Magick fans can play at
being artists, experimenting with other people's Realities using the
mass-media spectacle as a canvas. Or something like that. Anyway,
this is probably the same thing as the Ucreative visualization"
exercises mentioned by most psychic self-help books.

7. A lot of fake news attains the status of urban legend, such as
the ones compiled here in America by Jan Harold Brunvand
(author
of
The
Vanishing
Hitchhiker,
The
Choking Doberman,
The Mexican Pet,
and Curses! Broiled
Again!). All igators
swimming in the
sewers of New York
are a good example
of incidents people
are convinced are
really true because "it
happened to a friend
of a friend." Two
really
good
underground legends
come
from
the
Yippies. Paul Krassner
claims he invented the
story of LBJ fucking
the exit wound in
JFK's neck after the
assassination and it
Participate in the media!
gained acceptance
after he printed it in The Realist. Abbie Hoffman claimed to have
invented Lace, a mythical drug combining LSD and DMSO. Just
getting splashed with it would get you high. Narco agents HAD to
believe Lace existed because it seemed like just the sort of thing
those filthy commie hippies would cook up to menace decent
people.
8. The stories could take on lives of their own. If you want to raise
some hell, but releasing mutating organisms into the environment
seems too dangerous, try doing this instead. It's really fun to hear a
distorted version of a rumour you started and compare it with the
original. Remember, though, that if your story becomes popular,
you may be unable to call it back. That is; exposing it as a hoax
will become hard, if not impossible. Also, it might backfire
somehow.

9. #3 through #8 could prove to be bullshit, so do it for reasons #1
and #2 or for no reason at all.
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Hawkmoth celebrates projects' success
For InmtedUII~ReklUe 1o All NftIJ•

OPERATION JUST BECAUSE

.,.de.

Hawkmoth Enterprises is pleased to
announce the success of its project,
Operation Just Because. The project was
conducted to demonstrate the arrant
stupidity of seriously considering altering
the ecological (and economic) balance of
another country to solve one's own
problems. We believe internal problems
should be solved internally.
Just Because points out how easy it is to
conduct ecological warfare. Expensive,
secret laboratories aren't required. Anyone
with a grudge, a little know-how, and a
basement can have a bit of vicious fun. In
this way, the "little people" (the ones who
pay taxes) can fight back.
HE is interested in the moral health of
I

this country. Tobacco is a drug. It is more
addictive than most illegal drugs and has
killed more people than all of them
combined. Tlte tobacco companies are
America's own drug cartel, paying tier
politicians in drug money. Operation Just
Because is, therefore a public service. Or
perhaps a way to give Jesse Helms and
RJR-Nabisco a good kick in the ass.
Ecological tampering is at best risky and
at worst dangerously irresponsible. For
every ill-conceived plan that is floated
before the public as a trial balloon there
are a dozen equally moronic ones that
aren't. The apocryphal tales of CIA weather
experiments in Vietnam are a case in point.
Any pack of eco-rapists hiding behind a
corporate logo or national flag can do real
damage in the long run. For those who
don't look beyond the next election or

quarterly report, that may not be a
problem. However, anyone else disinclined
to take the long view or see the big picture
might feel the same way and act
accordingly. Governments and corporations
do not have a monopoly on eco-warfare.
If none of the above explanations are
satisfactory, then say that we did this for
our own sick enjoyment. This is true also.
At .least we explained why we did this. And
that's the Hawkmoth difference. You don't
know who we are but you know what we
do and why. With other organizations the
reverse is true. Find out.
Anyone could have done this.
Welcome to the nineties.
IlAWKM<1fH ENIERPRISES
WHERE NOfHING COMPUI'ES AND
ANYfHING GOES.

Tobacco terrorists
"playing God"
DURHAM, N.C. (TSI) - The Federal
Bureau of Investigation is looking into
the possibility that a tobacco worm
infestation may be the work of
"domestic terrorists."
The unusually pesticide-resistant
strain of tobacco worms devastated
tobacco crops across the state of North
Carolina earlier this year, causing it to be
declared a federal disaster area.
The cause of FBI interest is a "press
release" faxed to newspaper offices and
radio and television stations nationwide
last week. It stated that the infestation
was the "project" of an organization
calling itself Hawkmoth Enterprises. The
tobacco worm is the larva of the
hawkmoth.
According to the statement, the
action was carried out in retaliation for
President Bush's request for funds to
study the feasibility of dropping coca-

eating caterpillars on fields in Peru and
Columbia and "to give Jesse Helms and
RJR-Nabisco a good kick in the a-."
"It's damned irresponsible," said
Anthony Comstock, a local tobacco
grower. "They're playing God,
unleashing a plague for a cheap laugh."
SpeCial Agent Charles Becker, of the
Durham FBI office, refused to comment
on the ongoing investigation, but stated
that "these people will be caught. No
one attacks America's farmers and gets
away with it."
Meanwhile, neighboring slates have
set up roadblocks to stop and search
produce trucks and other vehicles
entering from the south, in hopes of
containing the pest. Virginia has placed
a ban on all tobacco products from
North Carolina. So far, there have been
no confirmed reports of the tobacco
worm in other states.

"Somehow, after all, as the universe ebbs toward its final
eqUilibrium in the featureless heat both of maximum entropy, it
manages to creote interesting structures. "
James Gleicl~, Chaos: Making Q New Science
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A great new opportunity for information
exchange and preservation for the future!
By Stephen Kent

A

stimulating development has recently taken place at the University ofAlberta for anyone
interested in comparative religion, cults, and obscure political and religious groups. Dr.
Stephen Kent is setting up a resource centre for information that's traditionally been
ignored by the academic world. He's particularly interested in original documents from
organizations, clippings, and original research. If you find a particular group interesting,
there's a good chance he will too. Time to info-bomb him.

The pre-Reagan Aquarian relics:
One prof now wants them all,
one prof may find them
one prof may bring them all
and on the campus fiche them
Graphic: Turbulence by Donald David <e 1990
Back in the 1970's, the kind of material that
I now am collecting was readily available- stapled on poles; stacked in piles at head shops;
and distributed freely in the streets by freaks,
long-hairs, guru-groupies, and blissed-out
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born-agains. Now, alas, after the Age of
Aquarius got Reaganized, most of the alternative religious material from just two decades
ago is gone. Much of it is lost forever. RealiZing that crucial documents about religiously

countercultural life are disappearing, a few of
us in and around the Sociology Department
of the University of Alberta are busting our
love-beads in attempts to collect and archivally
preserve what we can find.
In 1985 I received a grant from the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of
Canada [SSHRC] to study the activities of six
alternative religions in Canada during the
1970s and 1980s. These groups included: the
Unification ChurchlMoonies; the Divine Light
Mission; Transcendental Meditation ITM]; Scientology; 3HO [the Healthy, Happy, Holy Organization]; and the Hare Krishnas. Early into
the project, however, my first priority became
the collection and preservation of primary
sources, since I saw the appalling condition
of many important sources. Moreover, I received stacks of material on other groups from
the 19705 (including the Children of God, AlIiance for the Protection of Rei igious Liberty,
est, several C(countercult" organizations, and a
few others). Inadvertently, I had become a
hoarder of religious ephemera.
As fate would have it, the University of Alberta Library obtained a $30,000.00 grant to
microfiche my rarer primary documents so
that future generations of scholars will have
access to the information. (Fiche, if properly
cared for, may last at least four hundred
years.) As this first batch of religious documents is being processed, I am already seeking more information that will serve, I hope,
as the basis for further preservation projects.
I would be very grateful, therefore, to receive
any information about non-traditional or alternative religions that might have value for
future generations of researchers and scholars
(not to mention our current undergraduate
and graduate students)' Our grandkids will not
believe some of the stuff that we are doing to
and about God unless, in the middle of the
next century they can read it for themselves.
Nothing is too weird or too heterodox as long as it is authentic, then I'm interested.
Drop me a note, give me a shout, or fax me.
Sincerely,

Stephen A. Kent (Ph.D.)
Department of Sociology
University of Alberta
Edmonto~ Alberta, Canada

T6G2H4
(403) 492-2204 -office
492-5234 -messages
492-7196 -fax
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Full go-out on the third wave 1
By I>arren Wershler-Henry

look aut honey 'cause ]'m using technology
ain'tgol time to make no apology
Iggy & the Stooges

Someone - I can't even remember who it
was, now - told me that Rolllng Stone was
once a subversive magazine. It was, they
claimed, innovative, controversial, irreverent, intelligent, funny... dangerous.
Not in my lifetime.
All I have seen on those rare occasions when
I even bother to pick it up off the counter (I
work in a record store. I'd never actually pay for
the thing) are: fashion spreads full of Biff-theFrat-Guy clothes I don't wear; articles on musicians who should, by all rights, be dead; and
(this is the real pisser of the lot) ads for the glamorous life that you can lead in the U.S. Army.
Paul Gott, editor of RearGarde magazine,
pointed out the exact nature of the problem in
the December '89 issue (#38):

If the '70's was the me decade, the '80's were
the Not You Decade, when the Me Generation
grew up, decided it didn't like growing up,
and started living in thepast. Unfortunately
they've dragged the rest of us with them. (3)
We're all trapped In the Valley of the Yuppies and it's time we started doing something about it.
i will infiltrate your lines

blow up the frozen grammar
you dammed like beavers
your marmalade lives nightmared
by rapids & waterfalls
now & then
i will run the blockades ofgood taste
canoe words that ar~dirty &
stinking ofrum & castor
right into your letters & evening papers
from yr jails & beds
from the edges where you
would gloss me over
write me out ofexistence
- Dennis Cooley,
"Bloody jack" (17-18)
Yeah. Only let's make Cooleys canoe a great
big fucking Cigarette boat with huge lurid
screaming skulls painted on the gunwales, and
fill the air with the throaty roar of its engines, the
machinegun rocknroll of Ministry's Lalld of
Rape &- Honey, and the stench of hot metal and
methedrine.
And let's write about it while we do it/do it
by writing about it. It's no fun blowing sweat &
mud & blood & brains & exhaust fumes all over
the decrepit likes of jann Wennec2 without documenting the act for posterity.
PAN11lERMODERNS: Though often asso-

cialed with goal-orienleel teworism (AIey
also BIG VIOLENCE), this subculture is
more properly linlrlsd to media manipulation and commercial nihilism (Ieey also;
CON1EMPORARYHUMOR... URBANMFRCENARIES) MORE

-from the graphic novel adaptation of
William Gibson's Neuromancer
Gabba Gabba H ey3a It's the Nineties kids.
What I would like to put together would be
kind of a high-tecMowlife manifesto: an intelligent street-level look at end-of-the-millennium
pop culture, written by the people who live in
it and love it. there's so much interesting stuff
going on out there: cyberpunk, body modification, hacking, shopping malls, technomagick,
psychoactive food, horror movies, tabloid talkshows, rap music and sampling, skateboard culture, the comic book renaissaoce, the psychedelic
revival.... It would be a shame to leave it all for
the academics and the established pop-cult press
to pick apart.
"So?" said Edgar, sneering. "If he's such
a dangerous shit, bow come they want
me to study him?"
-K.W. jeter, Dr. Adder

The title: FLEX YOUR HEAD!4, Ian MacKaye's screamed exhortation to the straightedge
hardcore youth of the early 80's, a demand for
the exercising of thereto unused intellectual muscle. That demand is now being met; here come
the Teenage Mutant Ninja Philosophers.
The book's content would be limited to nonfiction prose. Some of the pieces would be applications of major Postmodern critical theorists
(Foucault, jardine, Minsky, De rrida, Barthes,
Leary, Gallop, Bakhtin etc.) to various areas of
pop culture. Other pieces would be less "academic" in their methodology, for reasons of balance, accessibility and street credibility. hopefully, the book will be a collection written in the
widest possible variety of styles, including examples of formal essays, dialogues, rants, transcribed group sessions, cut-ups, marginal scrawls,
whatever.
My models for such a project would be journal-magazines like Semlotext(e), RelSearch,
VlnJs 23, Mondo 200o-formerly High FrontierslReality Hackers, and (the late?) Shred (arranged in descending order of intellectual-solidity). With the exception of VlnJs 23, all of these
are U.S. magazines. lbat leaves plenty of room
for some more work to be done on these topics
in Canada. I also think that a book would be a
good entry-level device for disseminating these
ideas to the greater public, because these magazines are (as of yet) underground publications
with relatively small circulations.
Besides fascinating content, they also have
their high production values to recommend
themselves. They're printed on high quality
paper in elegant typefaces, and are full of car-

sketches, diagrams, photographs and collages. In as image-conscious an age as ours, the
visual aspect of a project like this would demand
much attention. I know a large number of cartoonists, arts students and graphic artists are out
there, all of whom are slavering for an opportunity to strut their stuff.
TIle time to move on a project like this is definitely now, because by the end of next year this
stuff will have hit the popular press in a BIG
way. It's already starting to dribble in; Spin has
been waving the cyberpunk banner for about a
year, and they've recently mentioned Seml~
text(e)'s Foreign Agents series in their "ColdRock Stufr' column ("Those obscure objects of
obsessive devotion"), and there have even been
(tiny) references to body piercing in stodgy old
Rolllng Stone. So: if we can get a book out
within a year, we will, in the words of history's
only cyberpunk 1V star5, "C-c-catch the Wave."
So how about it? Anyone out there interested
in working the Tissue Frontiers? Get crazy. Be
dangerous. And alwaysalwaysalways - Be
Smart.
Anyone interested in contributing to the FLEX
YOUR HEADI project should send their art
and/or manuscripts (typed double-spaced hard
copy OR soft, on 3 1/? or 5 1/4" double density
floppies- specify IBM [WordPerfect or DOS text]
or Macintosh compatible [Microsoft Word or
Quark Xpress] on the disk label) to the following
address:
FLEX YOUR HEADI project
c/o VlnJs 23
Box 46
Red Deer, Alberta,
Canada, T4N 5E7
lOOns,

Please include a SASE (if you're in Canada;
if not just send the envelope we'll spring for the
stamps) so that we can acknowledge the receipt
of your work and begin correspondence.

ImIES
1. A -GO-our" -FUll GO-oUf" -

a surf session.
like a

-GO-our," only fuller.

- from SURF PUNKS GLOSSARY 3 (incl. w. album
Ob No! Not Tbetll s4gal.t)

TIlE TIlIRD WAVE - -humanity faces a quantum
leap forward It faces the deepest social upheaval
and creative restructuring of all time. Without clearly
recognizing it, we are engaged in building a remarkable new civilization from the ground up. This is
the meaning of the 'Third Wave'...
-Alvin Tomer, 1be Third Wave (10).
2. Rolling Stone Editor and Publisher.
3. GABBA GABBA HEY: Rallying cry of pinheads
and Ramooes fans everywhere.
4. The (in)Famous last ~rds on Minor Threat's
seminal punk classic -12XU." Shame on you for having to check.
5. Max Headroom.
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A.D.o.S.A. Recommends
cerned that Just "ups" the hlpness factor. My
personal favorite Is a poein called "If I Were
Peter Frampton," whlch detalls the choicest
auto-erotlc manlpulatlons that Cooper could
thlnk of.
It Is an InterestIng book, but I prefer
Cooper's prose, after about ftfty pages It
started to remlnd me of masturbating my
done.

chaos goddess. As an added bonus It parodies
every rellglon there Is, and teaches a few nlce
tricks for reality creation and/or selection. You
can even form your own chapter of the
P.O.E.E. If you follow the Instructlons. Learn
the dark secrets of the "peace" sign, used by
Innocent hippies everywhere! Use the Law of
Aves to make your friends think you're Insane.
DIscover the slgll of the Holy Chao. ThIs work
also Includes the plainest and most condse explanation of subJect1ve reality theory I've ever
run across. Lots more tool This book should
be consumed In conjunction with Chaos&lhe
MakIng of a New Science by James Gleick.
All Hall Eris!

Semiotext( e) SF # 14
edited by Rudy Rucker, Peter
Lamborn Wilson, and Robert
Anton Wilson, 522 Philosophy
Hall, Columbia University, New
York, NY.
Idols
by Dennis Cooper, Amethyst
Press, New York, 1989, 87 pp.

I

became acquainted with Cooper's work
when I read an excerpt from his novel Qoser
In the anthology Between C L. D (Penguin,
1988). It blew me awayl1lle nihilistic savagery
that poured from those pages caught me
completely off-guard. The selection deals with
a pretty-boy Los Angeles add-head street hustler who allows a particularly perverse gentleman to give him a shot of Novocaine, "So I
can take you apart, sans your pointless emotions." Well he does Just that, with a knife applied to our young protagonist's posterior.
Sick, but powerful. So I went to my local bookstore and ordered a bunch of Cooper's books.
Idols took me by surprise actually, It's poetry, rather than the prose I was expectlng. It's
really quite a "nlce" collection of material he
wrote between the ages of sIxteen and
twenty-five which was originally published
about ten years ago. All of the pieces are homosexual sex poems, and I found It to be a
bit tedious at times, but they're pretty darned
good If you have a taste for this sort of thing.
It's more sad than erotic, primarily because It
deals with men who are emotionally null and
void, unable to experience sensuality and replacIng It with sexuality (generally an Inferior
substitute).
Since Idols was written In the '70's, It's
crammed full of references to poster-boys like
Shaun and David CassIdy, but as far as rm con-
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Principia Discordia: Or, How I
Found Goddess and What I Did
to Her When I Found Her
by Malaclypse the Younger,
Loompanics Unlimited, 104 pp.
This Is a new edition of the only religious text
that matters. ThIs· book explains all the secrets
of the universe, as we now know It to be firmly
grounded In Chaos theory. ThIs Is an Illumlnated (channeled, revealed?) text which explains the religIous slgnlficance of Olaos. It was
published In the late '60's (or maybe 1970, I'm
not sure), and predates the development of
the sclentlflc theory dealing with non-linear
equatlons, fractals and chaotlc behavIour. It's
also one of the funnIest books In the hlstory
of the Earth, and Robert Anton Wilson quotes
It all the tlme, so no doubt you've seen little
bIts of It before. R.A.W. also provides an Introductlon to this updated versIon, so that's
one more reason to get It I suppose. The structure of the book Itself Illustrates the philosophy
of Dlscordlanlsm, which Is worshIp of Erls, the

Three things struck me when I first saw this
book: It's a Semlotext(e) publication, I respect
the editors (partlcularly R.A.W.- Mr. 23), and
It contains works from almost every author In
my personal collection of SF- plus several others.
The edItors went looking for trouble with
their vision of this book. They not only wanted
to push the boundaries of SF writing, but to
plunge Into the depths of "quantum
strangeness." Without a doubt, both goals
were achIeved.
This anthology explodes with Ideas ranging
from the absurd to the revoltlng, thanks to a
diverse spectrum of writers. TIle forty five contributors Indude: J.G. Ballard, W.S. Burroughs,
PhilIp Jose Farmer, WillIam Gibson, Lewis
Shiner, Rev. Ivan Stang (of SubGenlus fame),
Bruce Sterling, Colin Wilson and Sol Yurlk. No
matter
what
form
of
radIcal
humour/erotlc/horror/chaos fiction you may
enJoy, or at least tolerate, this book has somethlng extreme for your pleasure and dIscomfort.
In the introduction Rucker and P.L. Wilson
write that: "Here then -In 'chaos' - lies the
pattern (the "strange attractor," as the chaos
mathematlclans call It) around whIch all of our
diverse materlal converges, Into an anthology
with a dear theme and dlrectlon, hard to define, yet unmistakable. The result - though
we do say so ourselves -Is a book of colossal
Importance not only for the future of SF, but
for the future In general. "
Old I mentlon the high-tech genitalia fllp-
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book In the bottom left corner11t doesn't matter which way you're flipping either. A hard
book to pass up for ten US doIlars. -Eric
fletcher

doesn't know he's a carrler of death.
And also beG1use he's lIke to dIe
without any lIfe to die to, and wIthout
even knowing that's what he's doIng.
ThIs work Is ~ excellent companion piece
to Duras' The Lover, her semI-autobiographleal masterpiece of sexuaI awakening, Incest,
death, and decay In the Far East. As a bonus,
this edition Includes notes by Dwas as to how
the ~ could be presented on stage or made
Into a fUm. Highly recommendedl
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planes of hls reality, you might want to tackle
1be Atrocity ExbIbItloD.

Trick of the Ught,
by Stephen Smoke. Beyond
Words Publishing, Inc., Hillsboro,
Oregon, 1988. 171 pp., softcover, US $9.95 ($13.95 where I
bought it, thank you very mum Mr. Mulroney).

I'm not sure Just why I was motivated to pick

The Malady of Death
by Marguerite Duras, Grove Press
Inc., New YoFk, 1986, 60pp.
This novella (or very long short story, fm not
sure what one would call It) should be re-read
two or three t1mes to be fully appredated, and
It's a rewardlng way to spend an hour or two.
Ms. Duras Is perhaps best known as a screenwriter, notably Resnals' HIroshima MOD
Amour, and avante-garde ftlmmaker. Her
prose reflects this background. She tends to
avoid the Internal monologue and ftesh out
the psychology of her ftct10n using act10ns and
dlalogue. Her primary thematic concerns are
sexuaIlty, death and decadence, which are explored well with her minimalist prose. The
style Is very European, absolutely rtvetttng and
totally unique (In my experience).
The Malady of Dea1b deals with a man
who may, or may not, have bought a woman
to experience the emotion of love. He takes
her to his home to study her for a pre-arranged time, and attempts to fall In love before he kills her. Deceptively simple, this Is a
profoundly dlsturblng vision of obsession and
the pain of being alive. It kind of remlnded me
of the ftIm Tattoo with Bruce Dern, and It rovers slmllar territory.

You ask: Why Is the malady of death
fatal?
She answers: Because whoever has It

Hello America
by J.G. Bollard, Carroll & Graf Publishers Inc., New York, 1988, 224
pp.

This was originally published In 1981, but not
released In North America untlI1988. Undenlably, this Is light Ballard, yet the work Is replete with his favourite thematic fetishes; Ie.
alrplanes, American pop culture Icons (Charles
Manson In partlcuIar, this time around), archltecture, artIftce, and the Inexorable progress
of entropy In the world. Don't mlsunderstand
me though, this book Is a hoot, and It made
me laugh out loudl Ballard seems to have
been In good humour while painting this surreal vision of North America's future. The parade of the robot presidents Is worth the price
of admlsslon alone.
lIeDo AmerIca Is probably a good place to
start If you aren't ramular with Ballard's work,
or Ifyour only exposure has been that fucklng
Spielberg movie. After you get a feel for the

up Stephen Smoke's Trick of 1be upt, but
when I saw a qoote on the back CCNeI desatbIng the author as being -somewhere be~n
MIckey Spillane and Tellhard de Chardln,• and
a note from the publisher telling booksellers to
classify this book as -New Agel MysteryI PhIlosophy,· I was Intrtgued enough to plunk
down my money and try It out.
Sure enough, Tdck of 1be upt takes the
form of a hard-boiled detect1ve novel, starring
Nick Sands as the shamus who charges -two
hlUldred a day, Just like Rockford.· But the rtdV
beaut1fu1/ myste~1 lonely woman who (naturally) walks Into his offtce on the- ftrst page
doesn't want to hire hlm to ftnd a missing hus--band, or a statue of a black bird: "Your ad In
the Yellow Pages says you can ftnd anyone, "
she tells him, .... .1 want you to ftnd God."
ThIs (also naturally) Initiates a quest which
takes our hero and his dlent allover Southern
Callfornla (with a side trip to Vegas), IntroducIng us to a group ofgenerally Interesting characters (some with ingenious names Uke Outs
Justice and Alex Crow) In situations both tiresomely mundane and genuinely bizarre. The
chapter InvoMng EMdor - a Las Vegas bed
and breakfast proprietor whose mother was
equally Influenced ~ EMs Presley and Salvador
Dall-ls alone almost worth the price of the
book. And, not surprisingly at all, we get
treated to a healthy dose of Smoke's mlldly
Chrlstlan/Qlostlc, generic oriental-flavoured
metaphysical philosophy and speculation
throughout the adventure.
I realize that that all sounds a bit c.ynIcal, but
fm not tIyIng to say I didn't like the book. I
mean I can't really say I agree 100% with his
metaphysics- but that's okay; he makes his
point falrly well and reasonably unobtrusively.
He even manages to toss In a couple of eyeopeners here and there. And the writing style
Is entertaining, with enough weD-turned wIseaacl<s to keep up my Interest without bogging
down the story too much. I'm even willing to
put up with the author's rabid "Just Say No,·
anti-alcohol, anti-tobacco, drugs-are-Inherentiy-evU attitude. At least he manages to express his point Implldtiy, rather than getting
excessively preachy, (an admlrably restrained
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position these days).
No, what Irks me about Trick of the LIght
Is that it simply doesn't work as a detective
novel. For one thing, Nick Sands doesn't come
off as hard-boiled so much as half-baked. One
of the novel's main themes Is that few people
actually observe what Is going on around
them; exemplifying this, Sands blunders from
one misinterpreted situation to the next, resolving at each point not to Jump to conclusions next time, usually Just as he's getting
ready for the next leap. It's a valid point perhaps, but hardly the behaviour we'd expect
from a successful detective. At one point, a
character tells Sands, "You're lucky
you don't have a Job where you
have to depend on your observations." Uh-huh.
Furthermore, there Isn't much
suspense, or drama, or even mystery in the plot. Sands and the
woman simply go through a linear
sequence of contacts, each of
whom reveals a little bit more of
the novel's theme and then points
the way to the next character. No
false leads, no red herrings, no
T&11 puzzle to keep the reader
guesslng- this Is not my Idea of a
detective novel. And the frequent
genre references (to Chandler,
Hammett, et ill.) don't help at all.
To tell the truth, I was a bit
more sympathetic while I was actually reading the novel. Not bad
for a first effort I thought. The only
self-indulgence I truly couldn't
stomach was Smoke's annoying
use of quotations from his O'Nn
song lyrk:s as chapter headings, I
gleaned thIs Info from a plug for
his album at the beginning of the
book. But then I got to the"About
the Author" blurb on the last page,
and I discovered he's the author
of no less than thirteen novels,
mostly "mainstream fiction, primarily psychological thrIllers"
under his own name and pseudonyms. He's
been writing since at least 1981, when one of
his novels was nominated for an unspecIfied
Best Private Eye Novel award. So Just what the
heck Is going on here? -Eric Tilbrook

Excursions to the For Side of the
Mind: A. Baok of Memes,
by Howard Rheingold. Beech
Tree Books! William Morrow and
Co., New York, NY, 1988. 239
pp., softcover US $7.95 ($11.50 in
Canada. Merci beaucoup M. Wilson).
Just as Stephen Smoke Is described as a cross
page 70 f Virus 23

sclousness In the future, the sense of smell
as telepathy, the future of maleness. and an
extremely sympathetic review of an accidentally-attended Survival Research Laboratorles performance; "Get the streetsweeper!
KIll the streetsweeper!" Does this sound at
all familiar? Hell, this could almost be a particularly Juicy Issue of Mondo 2000 or VIrus
23, except there's no artwork or graphIcs. I
mean, look at the major headings In the table
of contents: Extraterrestlal Anthropology,
Over the Edge of Science, Cognitive Technologies (Oh Yeah!), and tv\agnetlc Fieldwork.
Actually, there wasn't a whole lot here that
I haven't come across before.
(well, maybe the bits about Insect sex), but that didn't stop me
from eating the book up, cover
to cover, and wanting more
when I was done. Partly because
Rheingold's writing style ranges
from snappy/witty, to goshwow/enthusiastic, to lyrically
moving, his extremely subjective
descrIption of the adrenaline rush
produced by a serious car crash
verges on prose poetry. Partly
because there's a number of
good pointers embedded In the
text to other sources of related
neat stuff; It has an excellent bibIlography. But maybe mostly because Rheingold has a facility,
which I've noted and admired in
Colin Wilson as well (especially
In The Occult). He talks for pages
and pages about all this weird
shit, and throughout It all he
manages to maIntain an aura of
reasonableness, of believability,
of... sanIty. This Is a pleasant contrast to the works of, say, Timothy Leary, Antero AlII, Robert
Anton \Nilson, Carlos Castenada,
or Tom Robbins, or... well, any of
those people who go Just a bit
too far In pushing the limits of
credibility, (and yes, I do know
right off the bat. (3) Howard Rheingold is also
that this Is often Intentional).
the author of one of my alltimefave books,
All of which brings up another use for this
They Have a Word For It (farcher/St. tvlartin's
book: As a fellow reader of this 'zlne, chances
Press, 1988)- a book that no literate Anare good that you, like me, have an Interest
glophile should miss. So I bought It.
In a wide range of cool, If... ah, offbeat subIt's a coIIection of some fourteen essays on
Jects. Chances are also good that you know
various and sundry topiCS, many of which
someone who you think might be Interested
have preViously appeared (otten In a shorter
In these cool subjects, but has been put off
form) In such diverse publications as CalIforby their offbeatltude. Give that person a copy
nia LIving, Oul, and Whole Earth Review.
of Excursions to the Far SIde of the Mind.
Some of the topiCS are: visual thinking and Its
This will help break down the barriers, Then,
application to modern technology, the physmaybe you can show him/her that copy of
Iology of anger/stresS/anxiety, the history and
Re/Searc.h 1# t 2. -Eric Tilbrook
psychology of virtual (online) communities,
~
dreaming as a learnable skill, states of con-

between Spillane and de Chardln on the back
of his book, Howard Rhelngold Is described
as "somewhere between Hunter S. Thompson
and Isaac Aslmov" on the back of hIs new
book. Is there a blurb writers conspIrac.y going
on that I don't know about? Anyhow, I have
no doubts as to what motivated me to pick
this one up: (1) The title Is ExcursIons to the
Far Side of the MInd, which when you think
about It, Is reason enough. (2) The subtitle Is
A Book of Memes. Any book that mentions
mernes at all, let alone In the title, Is worth
checking out. It Indicates that the author and
I have some common philosophical ground
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position these days).
No, what Irks me about Trick of the Light
Is that It simply doesn't work as a detective
novel. For one thing, Nick Sands doesn't come
off as hard-boiled so much as half-baked. One
of the novers main themes Is that few people
actually observe what Is going on around
them; exemplifying this, Sands blunders from
one misinterpreted situation to the next, resolving at each poInt not to Jump to conclusions next time, usually Just as he's getting
ready for the next leap. It's a valid point perhaps, but hardly the behaviour we'd expect
from a successful detective. At one poInt, a
character tells Sands, "You're lucky
you don't have a Job where you
have to depend on your observations." Uh-huh.
Furthermore, there Isn't much
suspense, or drama, or even mystery in the plot. Sands and the
woman simply go through a linear
sequence of contacts, each of
whom reveals a little bit more of
the novel's theme and then points
the way to the next character. No
false leads, no red herrings, no
T&11 puzzle to keep the reader
guesslng- this Is not my Idea of a
detective novel. And the frequent
genre references (to Chandler,
Hammett, et aI.) don't help at all.
To tell the truth, I was a bit
more sympathetic while I was actually reading the novel. Not bad
for a first effort I thought. The only
self-indulgence I truly couldn't
stomach was Smoke's annoying
use of quotations from his O'Nn
song lyrlcs as chapter headings, I
gleaned this Info from a plug for
his album at the beginning of the
book. But then I got to the"About
the Author" blurb on the last page,
and I discovered he's the authol
of no less than thirteen novels,
mostly "mainstream fiction, primarily psychological thrIllers"
under his own name and pseudonyms. He's
been writing sInce at least t 98 t, when one of
his novels was nominated for an unspecIfied
Best Private Eye Novel award. So Just what the
heck Is goIng on here? -Eric Tilbrook

Excursions to the Far Side of the
Mind: A Book of Memes,
by Howard Rheingold. Beech
Tree Books! William Morrow and
Co., New York, NY, 1988. 239
pp., softcoverUS $7.95($11.50in
Canada. Merci beaucoup M. Wilson).
Just as Stephen Smoke Is described as a cross
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between SpIllane and de Chardln on the back
of his book, Howard Rhelngold Is described
as "somewhere between Hunter S. Thompson
and Isaac Aslmov" on the back of his new
book. Is there a blurb writers consplrac.y goIng
on that I don't know about? Anyhow, I have
no doubts as to what motivated me to pick
thIs one up: (t) The title Is Excursions to the
Far Side of the MInd, whIch when you think
about It, Is reason enough. (2) The subtitle Is
A Book of Memes. Any book that mentions
mentes at all, let alone In the title, Is worth
checking out. It Indicates that the author and
I have some common phIlosophical ground

right off the bat. (3) Howard Rheingold Is also
the author of one of my aIItimefave books,
They Have a Word For It (Tarcher/St. fv\artin's
Press, t 988)- a book that no literate Anglophile should miss. So I bought It.
It's a collection of some fourteen essays on
various and sundry topics, many of which
have preViously appeared (often In a shorter
form) In such diverse publications as California LIving, Oul, and Whole Earth Review.
Some of the topIcs are: visual thinking and Its
application to modern technology, the physIology of anger/stress/anxiety, the hIstory and
psychology of virtual (online) communities,
dreaming as a learnable skill, states of con-

sclousness In the future, the sense of smell
as telepathy, the future of maleness. and an
extremely sympathetic review of an accidentally-attended Survival Research laboratories performance; "Get the streetsweeper!
KJII the streetsweeper!" Does this sound at
all familiar? Hell, this could almost be a particularly Juicy Issue of Mondo 2000 or Virus
23, except there's no artwork or graphics. I
mean, look at the major headings In the table
of contents: Extraterrestlal Anthropology,
Over the Edge of Science, CognItive Technologies (Oh Yeah!), and fv\agnetlc Fieldwork.
Actually, there wasn't a whole lot here that
I haven't come across before,
(well, maybe the bits about Insect sex), but that didn't stop me
from eating the book up, cover
to cover, and wanting more
when I was done. Partly because
Rheingold's writing style ranges
from snappy/witty, to goshwow/enthusiastic, to lyrically
mOVing, his extremely subjective
description of the adrenaline rush
produced by a serious car crash
verges on prose poetry. Partly
because there's a number of
good poInters embedded In the
text to other sources of related
neat stuff; It has an excellent bibIlography. But maybe mostly because Rheingold has a facility,
which I've noted and admired in
Colin Wilson as well (especially
In The Occult). He talks for pages
and pages about all this weird
shIt, and throughout It all he
manages to maintain an aura of
reasonableness, of believability,
of... sanIty. This Is a pleasant contrast to the works of, say, Timothy Leary, Antero AlII, Robert
Anton Wilson, Carlos Castenada,
or Tom Robbins, or... well, any of
those people who go Just a bit
too far In pushing the limits of
credibility, (and yes, I do know
that this Is often Intentional).
All of which brings up another use for this
book: As a fellow reader of this 'zlne, chances
are good that you, Ilke me, have an Interest
In a wide range of cool, If... ah, offbeat subJects. Chances are also good that you know
someone who you think might be Interested
In these cool subjects, but has been put off
by their offbeatltude. Give that person a copy
of Excursions to the Far Side of the MInd.
ThIs will help break down the barriers, Then,
maybe you can show hIm/her that copy of
Re/Search ## 12. -Eric Tilbrook
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